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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
--

I

Brother Richard Anderson of DaUas got
my attention last month in New Orleans.
He spoke on the topic of ethi~sand in addition to his outstandingpresentation of the
subject matter, related one anecdote in particular that stuck in my mind.
A doctor was testifying in a workman's
compensation case: the issue was whether
or not stress related to employment could
lead to cardiac arrest. The colloquy between the doctor and plaintiffs attorney
went something like this:
P.A.: *Doctor, can you tell the jury
whether or not particular types of employment are more conducive to stress?"
Doctor: "Most definitely."
P.A.: "And in your professional opinion, doctor, which profession carries the
highest degree of stress-related performance?"
Doctor: 'Trial lawyers."
P.A.: 4And among ttiallawyers, doctor,
is there any particular group that is sub-

Knox Jones

jected to a significantly higher degree of always happens-the "big' case comes in
around March or April and we begin the
stress than the group as a whole?"
process of juggling our calendars. Too
Doctor: 'Criminal defense lawyers."
P.A.: "Can stress be objectively demon- often, the result is that we are relegated to
strated in the laboratory through ex- snatching an occasional long weekend and
telling ourse1ves we'll never let this happerimentation with animals?"
pen again.
Doctor: "Absolutely."
February 16-20, we take our annual
P.A.: "Is there a group of animals that
have been shown to suffer cardiac arrest spring trip. We're going to Lake TahoeOne of, if not the most beautiful locales
solely as a result of stress?"
in the United States. We have a seminar,
Doctor: "Pigs."
PA.: "And when is it most likdy that skiing, gambling and shows. I am perswine will succumb to the pressure of sonally extending an invitation to each
member to get off "the road to market" and
stress?"
reward yourself. I promise you will have
Doctor: "On their way to market."
Most of us have been "on our way to plenty of time during 1987 to enjoy your
market" a good portion of the last twelve memories of the trip in between trials, or
calendar months. We keep telling our- ifyou didn't go, regret that you didn't make
selves that come heU or high water, we are it. If the brochure and application is still
going to take a break "soon? We meti- on your desk, please move and move now.
culously plan the summer months so that If you need information, call Journey
no matter what happens, we will at least House Travel in Dallas: 1-800-442-6165.
get a couple of weeks off. But something
Januam 1987 1 VOICE for the Definse 3

Survey of Recent Law from the
court of Criminal Appeals
by WilliamA. Whire and Sally Ray

The Court of Criminal Appeals silting
En Banc, recently aftirmed a conviction
saying 'We will follow the trend in the
law. .which has gemally moved toward
a relaxation of the rigid technical rub6 of
the past."' While the Court was specifically referring to the law regarding 'proof
of enhancement counts," the characterization seems apt to all areas of the law. The
courts are telling us, albeit euphemistically, that we can no longer rely on "luck" or
''lying behind the log" at trial to overturn
convictions in the appellate courts. The
holdings in the recent court decisions are
notice to us that we must prepare for the
appeal as part of preparing for the trial.
We are held responsible for recognizing
it, and most Eriticalthe error,
ly, making the record of the trial exude the
"harm" suffered by our client. It is an irony
that a trial lawycr's strategy of attempting
to mitigate the harm of error during the
trial, in hopes of winning the case, will
work to his client's disadvantage on appeal.
Ah well. . .perhaps the most interesting
thing about the criminal law business is that
the sword always has two edges.

.

Appellate Law:
Drafring a Petition for Discretionary
Revlew:
DeGmt@ v. State, 712 S.W.2d755, (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
This En Banc opinion educates lawyers
on how to draft a Petition for Discretionary Review. DeGrate's Petition for Discretionary Review set forth twelve grounds
fox review that were an exact duplication
of the grounds presented to the Court of
Appeals. Further, the appellant failed to
prment any reasons why the corn should
review the Court of Appeals opiuion. In
refusing the Petition, the Coua cites the
then in effect Texas Criminal Appeals
Rules for the proposition that there are six
types of r w n s to be consideredin deciding whether to grrtnt review. That while
the six reasons are not exhaustive, reasons
4 VOICEfor the Defeme /January 1987

not constitute an endorsement or adoption
of the reusoning of the Court of Appeals
or in any way lend added precedentid
authority to that cowl's opinion.
Indigency:
Abdnor v. State, 712 S.W.2d 136, (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Judge Onion writing for the Court En
Banc discusses issues to be considered in
determining indigency on appeal. Generally, an appellant who claims indigency
and requests a statement of facts without
charge must (1) exercise due diligence in
timely hling an affidavit of indigency, and
timely requesting a statement of facts, and
(2) sustain theallegations of his affidavit
of indigency at the hearingprovided by Article 40.09 45 V.A.C.C.P. Among other
considerations, Judge Onion pointed out
that:
1. Indigency is based on the financial
statns at the time of the appeal, not the
trial.
2. It is the fmancial conditionof the appellant, nat the financial status of his parents, relatives, employers, that determines
indigency, unless the outside sources are
legally bound to pay for defendant's appellate expenses.
3. The fact that appellant is out on bond
and has retainedcoumelon appeal does not
necessarily defeat the indigency claim.
4. There is no requirement that a defendant personalty testify to establish a prima
facie case of indigency under Article
40.09, $5 V.A.C.C.P.

af '&mil& character "musf' be. presented.
The Court also tells us that the importance
~
of the ease to the jurisprudence of t h State
"musr be made apparent in the petition for
review. Fuaher, in jurisdiction the portion
of the petition designated "Reasons for
Review" should specifically address the
Court of Appeals' decision and its effect
on Texas law. The presentation should
"briefly"& out relevant cases and statutes
and note any alleged misstatements or
omissions of relevant facts. Lastly, the
Court warns us that a discussion of principles of law should he made in conjunction with references to the holdimg of the
Court of Appeals. Note: The new Texas
Rnlm of Appellate Procedure effective
911186 contain the same rules discussed by
Bond:
the Court in DeGrate.
Unreasonable Condition of Bond:
Ex Parte Valenciano,_S.W.Zd-,
Effectof RefuraI of PDR:
Burch v. State, 712 S.W.2d 163 (Tex. Cr. (Tex. Cr. App.) No. 1048-85; 1011186.
Applicant was convicted of indecency
App. 1986).
Agreeing with the Court of Appeals that with a child and sentencedto two years inthe conviction should be reversed and a carceration. As a condition of the appeal
judgment of acquittal entered, the Court, bond the trial court required the applicant
in a uuanimous per curium opinion took to stay away from his family residenee.
the opportunity to emphasize that refusal Applicant ffled a Writ of Habeas Corpus.
of a petition for discretionary review does The Conrt noted that the offense for which

applicant was convicted took place in his the confession at trial the following factors,
neighborhood and involved a neighbor- under Brown, are to be considered:
hood child and that the trial court imposed
1. Whether "Miranda" warnings were
the bail wndition in order m diffuse a vola- given. (An important factor.)
tile situation in applicanfs neighborhood.
2. The temporal proximity of the arrest
However, the court ruled that while the and the wnfession; (not a strong determinTrial Court may impose reasonable con- ing factor).
ditions on hail pending finality of the con3. The presence of intervening circumviction, the "reasonableness" of a bail stances (though failure to take anaccused
condition must be done in light of its pur- before a magistrate does not necessarily inpose, to assure the presence of the defen- validate the confession).
dant. The trial court's condition that
4. The purpose and flagrancy of the offiapplicant ~emaiuaway from his residence cial misconduct, (Perhaps themost imporunreasonably impinged on applicant's free.- tant factor.)
dom without forwarding society's interest
in assuring his presence in any way.
invocation of Right to Counsel:
Tanner v. State, 712 S.W.2d 523 @ex. Cr.
Competency:
App. 1986).
Standard of Appellate Court Review:
Appellant, in custody, requested to call
Arnold v. Stute, -S.W.2d -,
(Tex. an attorney and made two unsuccessful atCr. App.) No. 404-84; 11/19/86.
tempts to do so. Appellant made no furWhile the standardof proof in an incom- ther demands for counsel and subsequently
petency hearing is that incompetence mnst confessed to the crime. The Court held that
be proven by a preponderance of the evi- Appellant had invoked his right to counsel
dence, an appellate court reviewing the and any statement taken thereafter "mnst
sufficiency of the evidence in a competeu- be presumed to be a product of compulcy heating may only ask whethef the evi- sion, subtle or otherwise." Once appellant
dence presented was legally sufficient to requested counsel the State was under a
support thejury finding. T h e Court of Ap- heavy burden to show that appellant
peals must look at all the evidence which waived his right to counsel by showing apbears on the competency of the defendant pellant initiated further wmmunications,
in the light most favorableto the jury find- exchanges or conversations with the police.
ing on competency. Then, the appellate
court must determine if any rational trier Contempt:
of fact could have found that the defendant All You Ever Wanted to Know:
failed to prove his defense by a preponder- Krupps v. Sfate, 712 S.W.2d 144, (Tex.
ance of the evidence."
Cr. App. 1986).
Contempts in Texas are dividedinto two
Confessions:
types: direct and constructive. Direct conAdmissibility Folbw'ng a Warm~ttless tempts are acts committedin the immediate
Arrevt:
view and presence of the court or so near
Bell v. State, 707 S.W.2d 52 (Tex. Cr. the presence of the court as to obstruct the
APP. 1986); Selfv. Stute, 709 ~ . ~ . 662
2 d due or orderly course of the proceedings.
Vex. Cr. App. 1986).
(i.e., being disrespectfulby failing to rise
Articles 14.01 through 14.04 V.A.C.C.'
upon the entrance of the court after being
set forth the onlv situations in which a duly admonished.) Since there is no actuTexas peace offtier may arrest without a al dispute arising from contempt behavior
warrant. Appellant's warrantless mest was that occurs in the court's presence, the dein violation of Chapter 14 of the Texas mands of due process are met without the
Code of Criminal Procedure. In Bell v. need for prior notice or a hearing.
State, 707 S.W.2d 52 vex. Cr. App.
Constructive contempt relates to acts
19861, the Court of Criminal Appeals ap- which require testimony to establish their
plied the Brown v. Illinois, 422 US. 590, existence, that is acts which arise from
95 S.Ct. 2254,45 L.Ed.2d416 (1975) test matters not accurring in or near the court's
to violations of Article 14.01 through 14.04 presence, but which tend to obstruct justice
V.A.C.C.P. In determining whether a con- (i.e., failure of an attorney to appear in
fession given following an illegal arrest is court). Since all the elements of the consufficientlyattenuated to permit the use of tempts are not pasonally observed by the

court, due process requires that the contemptor be given notice, a hearing, and the
opportunity to obtain an attorney. The
opinion goes fnrther to distinguish criminal and civil contempt and the bounds of
criminal contempt.
Court's Charge:
Appellate Review for Harm:
Almanzu v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1985).
There are two standards for review under Almunzu. If defense wunsel submitted a wrrect special charge which was
overruled or lodged a timely proper objection to the charge, the appellate court will
look to see if there is "some harm" to the
defendant. If so, the case will be reversed.
If there was no objection or an incorrect
objection, then only error which is "fundamental" will be reviewed. For reversal
of unohjectd to fundmncntal error, the apoellatc record nmst reflect that thc defenbant suffered "egregious harm."
Cobarrubio Error-Improper Voluntary
Manslaughter C!harge:- Castillo-Fuenfesv. State, 707 S.W.2d 559
ITex. Cr. ADD.19861.
' The ~rial'kourt charged the jury on
murder and voluntary manslaughter. In applying the law of murder to the facts of the
case, the court failed to negate "sudden
passion" as required by Cobarrubio v.
State, 675 S.W.2d 749, (Tex. Cr. App.
1985). There was no objection to the
charge. Appellant's only theory of defense
was that he lulled in a fit of sudden passion arising from an adequate cause. Selfdefense was not raised. Held: Revetsed.
Since Appellant's entire case turned on
voluntary manslaughter, the harm of the
improper charge was actual and clearly
egregious under the standard of harm set
forth in Almanza v. Sme, 686 S.W.2d 157
(Tex. Cr. App. 1985). CompareLawrenm
v. State, 700 S.W.2d 208 (Tex. Cr. Ap.
1985) where same error did not constitute
reversible error because appellant's
primary defense was self-defense, and
voluntary manslaughter was viewed by the
court as an incidental theory of defense.
Apparently you can't 'kide two horses" and
expect a reversal under Cobarrubio.

Faili~reto Charge on CriminallyNegligent
Ho~nicide:
Mendieta v. State, 706 S.W.2d 651 (Tex.
January 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 5

caused the harm, regardless of the exis- anut ruled that the failure to defme "deCr. App. 1986).
Appellant who was convicted of volun- tence of a concnrrent cause; or (2) the ception" was error, reasoning that even
tary manslaughter, appealed from the trial defendant's conduct and another cause though a statntory definition of an element
court's refnsal to charge the jury on the together may be sufficient to have caused need not be pled to give a defendant nolesser included offense of criminally negli- the harm. Fnnher, $6.04, supra, limits the tice of what he is charged with, it does not
gent homicide. Appellant testified that he "but fof'causality by the last phrase, "un- mean that a jury has no need of thedefini"intended" to keep the deceased away from less the concurrent fause was clearly SUE-tion in determining whether the state has
him by swinging a knife in front of him. cient to produce the result and the conduct proved its case beyond a reasonable doubt.
Appellant argued that since he did not in- of the actor clearly insufficient." If so the
tend to kill the deceased, he was entitled defendant cannot be convicted. The opin- Provoking the Diflculfy:
to a criminally negligent homicide instruc- ion also discusses what is a concurrent Manhews v. State, 708 S.W.2d 835 (Tex.
tion. The court disagreed, reasoning that cause by noting that although the tial caurt Cr. App. 1986).
the "key to criminal negligence is the charged a concurrent cause, no concurrent
Case discusses what facts raise a pmvokfailure of the actor to perceive the risk cause existed. A concnrrent cause is a ing the difficulty charge. Appellant was
created by his conduct." Since appellant separate cause other than the appellant's convicted of murder. Appellant testified
"intended" to keep the deceased off of h i conduct. Appellant's intoxication and ex- tbat he "argued" with the deceased and the
by swinging a knife he was aware of the haustion are both conduct of appellant and deceased got a gun and pointed it at the aprisk he created. The record must contain therefore not concurrent causes.
pellant and demanded appellant leave or he
evidence showing unawareness of the risk
would kill him. The two fought over the
before a charge on criminally negligent DWI Video Instruction:
gun and in the struggle, the deceased was
homicide is required.
Drerwv. State, 704 S.W.2d43 Vex. Cr. stabbed to death. Appellant complained the
trial judge should not have submitted a
App. 1986).
Lesser Included Offense-Sudden Passion:
6701L V.A.C.S. and Article 19.05 charge on the appellant's provoking the
Ojeda v. State, 712 S.W.2d 742 (Tex. Cr. Texas Penal Code Ann. contain a note that difficulty with the deceased as it was not
App. 1986).
counties with populations of 25,000 or raised by the evidenct: and said charge was
Another opinion from the Court which more shall maintain video equipment to a limitation to appellant's right of sclfseems to imply that "sudden passion" may record persons arrested for DWI, and that defense. The Court analvzed that 3 c h a r s
not be raised by inference.
failureof the state to visually record a DWI on provoking the difficulty is propeGy
Observing that 'What sparks sudden pas- armtee is admissible evidence at the trial. given when:
sion in some may not in others," the Court The State did not videotape Drewett fol1. Self-defense is an issue.
held evidence that the deceased struck both lowing her DWI arrest. The trial court,
2. There are facts in evidence which
the appellant and his girlfriend (who were over objection, instrncted the jury that they show the deceased made the first attack on
already attempting to avoid a fray involv- could not eonsider the absence of an elec- the defendant; and
ing some 17 people), whereupon the ap- tronic visual recording of appellant at the
3. The defendant did some act or used
pellant joined the fight, was inadeauateto time of her arrest as evidence of her i k some words intended to and calculated to
constitute 'passion &ectly causedby and toxication or lack of intoxication. Held: bring on the difficulty in order to have a
arising out of provocation by the individual Reversed. "This instruction effectively de- pretext for inflicting injury npon the dekilled."
nied appellant the right to make any com- ceased.
If there is any evidence raising the isment regarding same during jury argument
Causation-Concurrent Cause:
and prohibited the jury from considering sue, it is properly submitted. In this case
Robbins v. State, 706 S.W.2d 351 (Tex. the evidence regarding the lack of a the words alone may provoke the diff~cuIty
and thereby a provocation charge.
Cr. App. 1986).
recording."
Robbins was charged with involuntary
manslaughter "caused" by driving while in- Court's Refisal to DeBne "Deception"in Law of Parties:
Black v. Stare, -S.W.2d -flex.
toxicated. Robbins chimed his "exhaus- ntef Case:
tion," not his intoxication, caused the bfacDougd1~v. Sfate, 702 S.W.2d 650 Cr. App.) No. 121-85; 11/5/86 (Motion
for Rehearing fded 11/18/86).
wreck. The Court charged the jury that (Tex. Cr. App. 1986).
Appellant was a "passenger" in a motor
Robbins could be convicted if his intoxiAppellant was convicted of theft of an
cation "contributed to the death of' the vic- automobile by 'kcquiring or otherwise ex- home in which drugs were found. Over
tim. Defense counsel objected that Texas ercising control oveP the automobile, proper objection, the trial court erred in
Penal Code Ann. $6.04(a) creates a '%ut "without the effective consent of the own- failing to instruct the jury as to the applifor" test with concurrent causes. The Court er," In the jury instructions, the trial court cation of the law of parties to the facts of
of Criminal Appeals agreed that if concur- charged that "Consent is not effective if in- the case. NOTE: Such error is harmless
rent causes are present, the jury should be duced by deception or coercion."The evi- if evidence clearly supports a defendant's
charged that two possible combinations deace in the case showed that deception guilt as a principal.
satisfy the "but for" requirement and sus- was the only theory available to the State.
tain a conviction: (I) the defendant's con- Appellant appealed from the trial court's Different llreory of Contntissian in Chafzee:
duct may be sufficient by itself to have r e b a l to defme the term "deception." The Xco v. State, 707 S.W.2d 549 (Tex. Cr.
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App. 1986).
Appellant was convicted of misdemeanor theft. The theft information
charged appellant with committing the
offense only as a party. However, the jury
instructions allowed his conviction under
the parties theory and the theory that he
committed the offense by his own conduct.
Although the charge was not objected to,
appellant appealed alleging the trial court
committed reversible error by submitting
to the jury a charge authorizing conviction
on a theory not alleged in the information.
The court stated that it was reversible error for a charge to include a different theory ofthe commission of the offenseif the
charge would permit conviction on "proof
different" from that required to prove the
allegations contained in the information or
indictment. However, "in the instant case,
allowing conviction of appellant while acting alone narrowed appellant's scope of
criminal responsbility and actually was a
boon to appellant in that it actually increased the State's burden. That is, if the
jury actually convicted appellant as a result
solely of his actions, they proved that appellant was acting as a party and more."
Further, there is no error when the accused
is charged as the primary actor, but a conviction is authorized in the jury charge on
the theory of parties.

A defendant is entitled to an affirmative
defensive instruction on every issue raised
by the evidence, regardless of whether it
is strong, feeble, unimpeached, or contradicted, or not entitled to belief. After the
enactment of the 1974 Penal Code, the
aforementioned affirmative defensive instructions only apply to defenses named in
the Penal Code.
Defenses:
Renunciation:
llrornas v. State, 708 S.W.2d 861 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
This case holds that an accused can complete an attempted offense under 15.01 of
the Penal Code (i.e. attempted burglary )
and stiU avail himself of the affirmative
defense of renunciation under $15.04 of
the Penal Code. If a person avoids committing the object defense and circumstances show voluntary and complete
renunciation of the attempt to commit the
object offense he has established the
defense of renunciation. The fact that appellant's conduct constituted a completed
attempt does not prevent invocation of the
renunciation defense.
Insanity:
Baker v. State. 707 S.W.2d893 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
In reviewing acase where the defendant
has raised an a m a t i v e defense, the court
must review the evidence on the affirmative defense by looking at all the evidence
most favorable to the finding of the jury
and then determining if any rational trier
of fact could have found that the defendant
faited to provehis defens by a preponderance of the evidence.

2. The determination of whether a second statutorily deiined offense is different from that upon which the accused was
originally tried is determined through application of the rule stated in Blockburger
v. United States, 284 U.S. 299, 52 S.Ct.
180, 76 L.Ed. 306 (1932).
3. Blockburger provides . .that where
€he same act or transaction constitutes a
violation of two distinct statutory provisions, the test applied to determine whether
there are two offenses or only one, is
whether each provision requires proof of
a fact which the other does not." If each
statutory offense provision requires proof
of a fact which the other does not, then the
accused can be prosecuted for both offenses without violating the Double Jeopaldy
Clause.
4. Regardless that the Blockburger test
may allow a subsequent prosecution for a
different offense arising from the same
transaction, collateral estoppel may bar the
prosecution. This is so if some critical
offense has been decided against the State
in the f ~ s prosecution.
t
5. Following an appellate reversal of a
conviction based on insu@kient evidence,
the Double Jeopardy Clause bars reprosecution for any lesser included offense
which is the "same" as the greater acquitted offense under the test in Blockburger.

".

Special Issues in Capital Case:
Ex PartePadgeti, 717 S.W.2d 55 (Tex Cr.
App. 1986).
Applicant was convicted of capital m u der of one of three victims killed in the
course of a robbery committed by applicant. In that trial the jury was unable to
answer special issue no. 2, requiring them
to determine "whether thereis a probability
that the defendant would commit criminal
Double Jeopardy:
Garrett v. State,
S.W.2dflex. acts of violence that would constitute a
Cr. App.) No. 642-83; 6/11\86 (Rehear- continuing threat to society." Under the
present law, a jury's inability to answer a
ing Granted-Pending).
Appellant was convicted by a jury of punishment question in a capital murder
murder. The appellate court found that the case has the sentencing effect of a negaevidence was insufficient to support the tive answer and therefore, applicant was
conviction. The issue presented was sentenced to life in prison. The State then
whether the doublejeopardy clausebarred attempted to try applicant for the capital
repmsecution for a lesser included offense murder of another victim in the same robof murder. The court's opinion is instmc- bery. Applicant filed a pretrial writ of
habeas corpus to prevent the state from
tive beyond the stated issue.
1. Upon conviction or acquittal in a trial seeking the death penalty. Applicant alcourt for an offense, the Double Jeopardy Ieged that the jury's failure to answer speAflrmative Defense:
Sanders v. State, 707 S.W.2d78 v e x . 0. Clause bars retrial of an accused for the cial issue no. 2 in hi6 first capital murder
trial constituted a negative frnding on the
"same" offense.
App. 1986).

Accomnplice Witness in a Capital Mnrder:
Holladay v. Stare, 709 S.W.2d 194 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Prior to Holladay, in a capital murder
prosecution based on the testimony of an
accomplice witness, upon proper request,
defendant had a right to an instruction that
theaccomplice witness' testimony must be
corroborated by other evidence as to the
"specific elements" that make the crime a
"capital murder." See County v. State, 668
S.W.2d 408 (Tex. Cr. App. 1984) and
Fortenberry v. State, 579 S.W.2d 482
(Tex. Cr. App. 1979). Under Holliday the
general charge that accomplice testimony
must be corroborated by other evidenee is
the proper charge in all accomplice witness
cases, including capital murder. The corroboration must simply tend to connect the
defendant with the commission of the alleged offense.

,
,
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That standard is one of reasonably efissue of future dangerousness and collaterally estopped the State from relitigating the fective assistance. ". . .[A] convicted
issue in his trial for the capital murder of defendant m d h g a claim of ineffective asthe second victim. The courtpresiiiiid that sisfansmust identifythe acts or omissions
the Fifth Amendment feqoires that the doc- of counsel that are alleged not to have been
trine of collateral estoppel be applied to the the result of reasonable professional judgpunishment phase of different capital tti- ment. The court must then determine
als. The court determined that if the jury whether, inlight of all the circumstances,
actually decided special issue no. 2 in ap- the identified acts or omissions were outpellant's first capital murder trial, then the side the wide range ofprofessionallycomState would he collaterally estopped from petent assistance. The court should recogrelitigating the issue, preventing it from nize that counsel is strongly presumed to
seeking the death penalty in the second have rendered adequate assistance and
case. However, the court reasoned that the made all significant decisions in the exerjury's inability to answer special issue no. cise of reasonable professionaljudgment."
Further, the test for determining rever2 was really a 'honanswer" and not an actual determination of the issue. Therefore, sible error resulting from ineffective as.the defendant
the State is not collaterally estopped from sistance of counsel is
relitigating that issue and seeking the death must show that there is a reasonable probability, but for counsel's unprofessional erpenalty in the second trial.
rors, the result of the profeeding would
have been different. A reasonable probaDifferent Victims:
En Parte Rathmell, 717 S.W.2d 33 (Tex. bility is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome."
Cr. App. 1986).
Aoolicant. driviue whiie intoxicated.
strnck an automobilein which two women Cnumers Duty to iwvestigate:
were riding. Both women died as a result. Butler v. State, 716 S.W.2d48 (Tex. Cr.
Applicant was separately indicted for in- App. 1986).
This opinion states that defense counsel
voluntary manslaughter for both deaths.
He was subsequently convicted of involun- must investigate the law and the facts of
tam manslauehter of the death of one of a case before he can render reasonably efthewomen. Lppplicant filed a pretrial writ feetive assistance of counsel. Further,
of habeas corpus to prevent the State from counsel cannot rely on discussioos with the
trying him on involuntary manslaughter for District Attorney to satisfy his duty to inthe death of the other woman claiming vestigate the facts. Counsel has a duty to
double jeopardy.
make an "independentinvestigation" of the
The pretrial writ of habeas corpus is an facts. Apparently, counsel cannot satisfy
appropriate remedy to review an individu- his duty by using an investigator. If the investigator does an ineffectivejob, counsel
al's double jeopardy claim.
The Court held that applicant violated is to be held responsible.
V.T.C.A., Penal Code, Section 19.05(a)(2)
twice, by causing the death of two in- Enhancements:
dividuals, and therefore two distinct and Proofr
separate offenses had been committed. The Jones v. State, 711 S.W.2d 634, (Tex. Cr.
trial of applicant for the death of the se- App. 1986).
The State, in proving defendant's prior
cond woman was not barred by the prohibition against double jeopardy.
felony conviction, introduced the sentence
from the prior conviction. The sentence
reflected that immediately after appellant
Effective Assistance of Counsel:
Standard of Review:
was sentenced he gave notice of appeal,
Since the State's evidencereflected that the
Hernandez v. State, -S.W.2d -,
(Tex. Cr. App.) No. 1009-83; 9/17/86.
conviction was appealed, the State had the
The federal constitutional standard for b d e n to prove the appellate court's mandetermining ineffectiveness of counsel, date affirming the conviction in order to
enunciated in Strickland v. Washington, prove a "final"conviction for enhancement
-U S . ,
104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 purposes. The Appellate Court observed
L.Fd.2d 674 (1984), has been adopted as that appellant's prior conviction had been
state law.
affirmed, but stated W e decline to review

"..

A *

-
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the records of another case to fmd support
for contentions raised in this appeal." Further, the court noted that the State was prohibited from again attempting to use the
alleged prior felony conviction for the purpose of enhancing the appellant's punishment at a new trial. SeeErparte Gonzales,
-S.W.2d -(Tex. Cr. App., No.
69,359, February 12,1986) applying Double Jeopardy Doctrine to State's failure to
prove enhancement counts.
Fr& v. State, 704 S.W.2d 41 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986) 119-83, 2/12/86.
The indictment alleged a prior conviction for enhancement of thewfelonyof bank
robbery." Proof at trial showed prior conviction to be "conspiraey to commit bank
robbery." The Court stated it is moving
"toward a relaxation of the rigid technical
d e s of the past." Held, although there was
variance between proof and pleading, appellant didn't show he was surprised to his
prejudice. Overrules Aaron v. Stme, 546
S.W.2d277 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976) to extent of conflict.
Evidence:
Admissibility Of Breath Test Results:
McCambtidee v. State. 712 S.W.2d 499
(Tex. Cr. ipp. 1986):
Sirth Amendment Issue

Because the initiation of "judicial
proceedings" fixes the point at which the
federal right to counsel attaches, no violation occurred where appellant requested
counsel then provided a breath sample before the filin-g of a complaint and information.
This case was remanded to the Court of
Auueals for its failure to address the rieht
ti&uusel issue under the Texas const&tion as raised by the petition on direct
appeal.
F@h Amendment Issue
The Court held that a failure to cease
questioning upon the accused's numerous
requests for the advice of counsel after
Mirarula warnings had been given, did not
constitute a violation of Miranda and Edwar& v. A n m , 451 U.S. 477,101 S.Ct.
1880, 68 L.Ed.2d 378 (1981), because
such questioning did not constitute "interrogation. "
Having already noted that breath test
results are not "testimonial" and therefore

intact."
are not protected by the Fifth Amendment improper influence or motive.
In interpreting the new rules of CrimiThe issue in Campbell was whether there
(or, it follows, Miranda or Edwards), the
Court proceeded to characterizethe police is a requirement of admissibility that the nal Evidence, the Court will apparently
questioning as that which is "normally at- prior consistent statementsbe made before look to Civil andlor Federal Court decitendant to arrest and custody" and as such, the time when the motive to fabricate sions analyzing analogous rules of Evidence. They will then attempt to harmonize
is not "interrogation." While this may well arose.
Noting that Tex.R. Cr. Evid 801(e)(l) those decisions with prior Texas Law.
be a classic example of obiter dicta, the
The Texas rule requires that in order to
opinion of the Court hailed it a "holding." contains no such requirement, the court
The Court, did, however, leave open the states that there are no Texas civil cases be admissible, a prior consistent statement
possibility that under another set of facts decided on this point since the adoption of be made prior to the time there was a mothe result could be different. See footnote the new Civil Rules of Evidence, but that tive to testify falsely.
prior Texas case law has addressed the
18 at page 507.
point. The court then proceeds to analyze Admissibliity Of Co-Conspirator's
the federal case law's interpretationof the Statements:
Admissibility OfIdenf$caatian-Hypnosis:
(Tex.
Vester v. State, 713 S.W.2d 920 (Tex. Cr. Federal Rule. The court notes there is a Casilh v. State, -S.W.2d
Cr.
App.)
No.
304-84;
7/2/86.
"split"
in
federal
authority
on
the
issue
and
App. 1986).
Even though handed down prior to the
In the first opinion to address the use of adopts the reasoning of a U S . Court of
hypnotism in Texas, the Court held that Appeals ease in the 2nd Circuit, United adoption of the Texas Rules of Criminal
where the complainant had made an iden- States v. Quinto, 528 F.2d 224 (1978), Evidence, the court sets out the procedure
tification of appellant's photo before she stating that such decision "is more in keep- for admission of out-of-wurt statements by
was hypnotized, her ultimate in-wurt iden- ing with the precedent laid down by this alleged co-conspirators citing Texas Rule
tification of him was admissibleunder the court in Ruins, supra, which shall remain of Criminal Evidence 104(a) which states:
circumstances of the case.
There is a fascinating exegesis by Judge
TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE
Clinton, in his concurring opinion, on the
history and legal trends in admitting or exCriminal Trial Advocacy Course
cluding evidence which has been effected
Huntsville
by hypnosis.

March 16-20, 1987

Bolstering-Prior Consistent Statements:
Campbell v. State, -S.W.2d (Tex. Cr. Ann.) No. 1018-84: 9/17/86.
campbell ;n'ai give us some &sight into
how the court is going to analyze evidentiary issues under the new rules of Texas
Criminal Evidence effective September 1,
1986.
Tex. R. Cr. Evid. 801(e)(l), states that
a statement is not hearsay if:
". . .the declarant testifies at the trial or
hearing and is subject to cross-examination
concerning the statement, and the statement is. . . (B) consistent with his testimony and is offered to rebut an express or
implied charge against him of recent fabrication or improper inRuence or motive. . ."
The court acknowledges that the Texas
rule is both a codification of wellestablished Texas case law and that Tex.
R. Cr. Evid. 801(e)(l)(B) adopts the wording and interpretation of Fed. Rule
801(d)(l)(B).
The proper predicate for admission of
a prior consistent statement is laid when
the witness testifies at trial and is subject
to cross-examination about the statement
and there has been an express or implied
charge against him of recent fabrication or

Sunday, March 15, 1987
1200-3:00 p.m.
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5:OO-7:00 p.m.
SOCIAL
7:30-8:30 p.m.
DINNER - INTRODUCTION
Monday, March 16, 1987
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9:00-5:00 p.m.
CROSS EXAMINATION
Wednesday, March 18, 1987
9:OO-500 p.m.
DIRECT/CROSS/RE-DIRECT
Thursday, March 19, 1987
9:OO-5:00 p.m.
FINAL ARGUMENT
Friday, March 20,1987
9:OO-12 noon
VOIR DIRE
TOUR OF PRISON-(Facility to be announced)
1:00 p.m.
**Breakfast wilI be served every morning at approximately 7:00 a.m.
Lunch will he served every day (except Friday) at approximately 12:OO
LOOK FOR OUR BROCHURE SCHEDULED TO BE MAILED ON JANUARY 15,
1987. This course is open to 48 lawyers who are selected by level of experience
on a first-come/first-serve basis. We will be accepting 10 scholarship applications.
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ial issue in the case and
2. The relevancy value of the evidence
outweighs its inflammatory or prejudicial
potential.
The reason in sex cases that extraneous
offenses between the minor complainant
and the defendant are admissible is to explain the unnatural act in light of the relatronsbip of the parties. Such evidence
enhances the plausibility of the child's accusation and makes it more probable that
The court acknowledges that Federal Rule the defendant was guilty of the charged act.
of Evidence 104(a) is identical to the Texas By the admission of extraneous conduct,
Rule of Criminal Evidence 104(a) and the jury hears a complete version of the
adopts the interpretation of Federal Rule charged offense rather than an event that
104(a) in United Statcs v. James, 590 F.2d occurred in a vacuum as a one time event.
575 (5th Cir. 1979). That is, before out- Essentially, this is a "res gestae" or conof-court statements by alleged co- text of the offense notion. Further, extraneconspirators areadmitted to be considered ous acts between the complainant and
against a particular defendant, the trial defendant are usually more probative than
judge makes the preliminary determination prejudicial.
However, the court admonished that the
that the conspiracy existed, that the declarant and defendant were members of it, and same reasoning, that is plausibility of
that the statement was made during the chid's testimony and the probability tbat
course of the conspiracy andin the further- the defendant committed the charged act,
is not appropriateto allow admission of exance of the conspiracy.
traneous sexual acts between a defendant
and a third party. Cases to the contrary are
Preservation of Error:
Darty v. State, 709 S.W.2d 652 (Tx. Cr. overruled. The court acknowledges that
admitting evidence of extraneous acts beApp. 1986).
tween the defendant and complainant, but
not admitting evidence of extraneous acts
'The issue before us is whether the
between the defendant and third parties
admission of evidence by the trial
may be a difference of degree rather than
court over objection implies that the
kind. However, the degree of prejudice is
objection is overruled, and error is
an important difference in balancing adpreserved, when no precise ruling by
mission and exclusion.
the trial court appears in the record.
The admission of extraneous offenses
We hold that absent an adverse rulbetween the defendant and third parties
ing that appears of record, such an
may be admissible on other proper
admission of evidence does not
grounds: (1) Rebuttal of impression by
preserve error."
defendant that he was a hard-working
church-going man and therefore unlikely
to commit the offense. (2) Rebuttal that
Admission 0fExtraneou.s m m e s in Child defendant was being framed by the witnesses. (3) Rebut defendant's assertion of
Sex Cases:
Bouhvell v. State, - S.W.2d - no criminal intent (i.e., accidental touch(Tex. Cr. App.) No. 711-83, 712-83, ing of female sex organs). (4) Rebut intoxication, didn't know what I was doing.
713-83; 9/22/86.
don't
I mess around
The Bozrhvell case provides a mini- (5) Rebut assertion "
treatise on the rules of admissibility of ex- with little children." (6) Rebut identity
traneous offense in child sex offense cases. issue.
In the instant case, the state alleged,
The general rule is that an accused may
not be tried for some collateral crime or among other theories, that extraneous
for being a criminal generally. Therefore offenses between the defendant and third
extraneous offenses are not admissible parties were admissible to show common
plan, scheme or design. The court obunless:
1. The transaction is relevant to a mater- served tbat the ''common plan" exception
Questions of admissibility generally. Preliminary questions concerning
the qualification of a person to be a
witness. the existence of a orivilege.
or the ahmissibility of evidence si&
be determined by the court, subject
to the provisions of subdivision @).
In making its determination it is not
bound by the rules of evidence except those with respect to privileges.
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has often been employed by prosecutors as
a "subterfuge" for the admission of evidence showing the defendant is a criminal
generally. The defining element of the
common plan or scheme exception is that
there be a plan or scheme and the extraneous offenses are steps taken toward the accomplishment of the plan. A ''true"
common plan example is found in Holly
v. State, 233 S.W.2d 202 (1920). The
defendant was charged with the murder of
the husband of his former lover. Evidence
tbat he had poisoned his wife was admissible as a step in the completion of a
formed plan. Appellant in the instant case
simply committed similar offenses. He invited young males to his home and gave
them drugs and alcohol and had sex with
them. No plan or preconceived scheme
was shown. Note: SeeRnle 404@) Tx. R.
of Crim. Evidence effective Sept.
1986-"Other crimes, wrongs, or acts.
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts
is not admissible to prove the character of
a person in order to show that he acted in
conformity therewith. It may, however, be
admissible for other purposes, such as
proof of motive, opportunity, intent,
preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or
absence of mistake or accident, provided,
upon timely request by the accused,
reasonable notice is given in advance of tial of intent to introduce in the State's case
in chief such evidence other than that arising in the same transaction."

Suficiency Under Parties Doctrine:
Amaya v. Stare, -S.W.2d -(Tex.
Cr. App.), No. 304-84; 7/2/86.
In analyzing the sufficiency of the evidence to support a conviction of "parties"
to an offense, there must be some evidence
that the party knew he was assisting in the
commission of an offense. "Otherwise
criminal complicity would extend to all
those who perfom acts that happento assist in a criminal undertaking, even though
there was no knowledge that a crime was
being assisted." The Court requires a
higher level of complicity from those
denoted as parties than from those denoted as primary actors, because the parties
"are performing acts that are not illegal in
and of themselves; the acts only attract
criminal liability because of the result they
are directed to, the commission of a
crime." The conduct of primary actors is
a crime in and of itself.

The court notes that the distinction between proof required for conviction of a
party as opposed to a primary actor had
not been made by the court previously, one
reason being that most Penal Code offenses
involve conduct that is inherently criminal,
and by its very nature supplies proof of the
parties' knowledge that the conduct is
criminal (i.e., murder, assault, kidnapping, robbery). In the instant case, the
offense was misapplication of fiduciary
property. See V.T.C.A. Penal Code,
$32.45.
Impeachment by Post-Arrest ?re-Miranda"
Silence:
Sanchez v. State, 707 S.W.2d 575 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Doyle v. Ohio, 426 U S . 610,96 S.Ct.
2240. 49 L.Ed. 2d 91 119761 holds impeachment of an arrestee by the use of
post-arrest, post-"Miranda" warnings
silence violates the arrestee's privilege
against self-incrimination and his right to
due process under the federal constitution.
However, in Fletcher v. Weir, 455 U S .
603, 102 S.Ct. 1309, 71 L.Ed. 2d 490
(1982), the Supreme Court held that impeachment by post-arrest, "pre-Miranda"
silence did not violate federal due process
and left the State to determine whether
such impeachment was proper under State
law. Held: "pursuant to Art. 1, $10 of the
Texas Constitution, when the defendant is
arrested, he has the right to remain silent
and the right not to have that silence used
against h i , even for impeachment purposes, regardless of when he is later advised of those rights." This is a 4-4 decision
with Judge Onion concurring in the result.
Sciflciency - Theft-Greater Right to Possession:
Freerna~tv. State, 707 S.W.2d 597 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Dingler v. State, 705 S.W.2d 144 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986). (Opinion on State's Motion for Rehearing).
These cases reveal more on the "greater
right to possession" controversy that began
in 1979 with Judge Douglas' opinion in
Compton v. State, 607 S.W.2d 246 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1979). While the Court split
3-4-2 in Freeman, supra it appears the
most definitive statement of the law to date
may have been made in Judge Campbell's
dissenting opinion on original submission
in Dingler, supra, which was adopted by

lllomas v. State, -S.W.2d(Tex.
Cr. App.) No. 267-85; November 19,
1986.
Thomas, another admission of breath test
refusal case handed down the same day as
McGinty, deals with the issue of whether
the self-incriminationclause of Article 1,
Section 10, Texas Constitution is broader
than the scope of the Fifth Amendment of
the United States Constitution. Answer:
Sometimes yes, sometimes no. See Saltchez v. State, 707 S.W.2d 575,580 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).

five judges on rehearing.
Suflciency -Insanity:
S.W.2d -,
Schuessler v. State,
(Tex. Cr. App.) No. 289-83; 2/5/86
(Opinion on State's Motion for Rehearing).
In this case, the Court reaffirmed the
standard it established in Van Guilder v.
State, 709 S.W.2d 178 (Tex. Cr. App.
1985), for determining whether there is
sufficient evidence to support a jury's implicit rejection of an affirmative defense:
[An appellate court] must review the
evidence of the affirmative defense
by looking at the evidence in the
light most favorable to the implicit
finding of the jury with respect to
such affirmative defense and then
determine, by examining all the evidence concerning the affirmative
defense, if any rational trier of fact
could have found that the defendant
failed to prove his defense by a
preponderance of the evidence. . . .It
is important to note that this analysis does not involve the appellate
court in any fact finding function.
The test evaluates the legal sufficiency of the evidence using a legal standard. There must he no reweighing
or reclassifying of the evidence by
the appellate court.

Guilty Pleas:
Grifln v. State, 703 S.W.2d 193 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
Though the rule is clear that anytime evidence raises an issue as to the defendant's
guilt in a plea before a jury, the trial court
has a duty to sna sponte withdraw the plea
and enter a plea of not guilty, a sharply
divided court held here that the defendant's
withdrawal of the "effect" of such evidence
as regards the "elements of the offense"
constituted a withdrawal of the evidence
raising a defensive issue. The court employs a "totality of the circumstances" test
to determine whether a defendant's plea of
guilty is knowing and voluntary. If so, the
trial judge was not obliged to withdraw the
plea.

Breath Test Refirsal:
McGinty v. State, - S.W.2d (Tex. Cr. App.) No. 1058-84, November
19, 1986 (Rehearing filed 12/3/86).
In the instant case, appellant was in custody at the time he refused to take the blood
alcohol test offered to him by the arresting officer. When the appellant made this
refusal, he had not been warned of his
rights. Article 38.22, Sec. 3(a)(2),
V.A.C.C.P. provides that an accused's
statement "made as a result of custodial interrogation" is not admissible against the
accused unless he receives the warning in
Article 38.22, Sec. 2(a), prior to giving his
statement. The court ruled that the officer's
inquiry concerning whether the appellant
would take a blood alcohol test was not an
interrogation. See South Dakota v. Neville,
459 U.S. 553,103 S.Ct. 916,74 L.Ed.2d
748 (1983).
Further, Article 1, Sec. 10 of theTexas
Constitution does not prevent the State
from using a defendant's refusal to take a
blood-alcohol test against the defendant.

Indictment:
Adanis v. State, 707 S.W.2d 900 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986) overruling Jeffers v. State,
646 S.W.2d 185 (Tex. Cr. App. 19811,
sets forth the analysis to be used when considering the validity of a motion to quash
on a "notice" issue.
Appellant was charged with the offense
of obscenity by exhibiting an obscene motion picture. Appellant filed a motion to
quash the information under Article
27.09(2) and 21.21(7) of the Code of
Criminal Procedure alleging that the charging instrument failed to allege facts sufficient to give the defendant notice of
precisely what he was charged with so that
he could prepare a defense. The appellant
contended that because the police seized
two untitled films, and because the allegations in the information were no more
descriptive of one film than the other, the
information didn't tell him which film the
State alleged was obscene.
The court analyzing the defect as one of
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form looked to Article 21.19, V.A.C.C.P.,
which mandated that the judgment in a case
shall not be affected "by reason of any
defect of form which does not prejudice
the substantial rights of the defendant."
The threshold issue is whether the defendant had adequate notice to prepare his
defense. To determine this theconrt looks
to the face of the charging instrnment to
decide whether the charging instrument
failed to convey some requisiteof "notice."
If so, the court determines:
1. Did the lack of notice, in the context
of the case, have an impact on the defendant's ability to prepare a defense?
2. If it had an impact, was that impact
such so as to prejudice the substantial
rights of the defendant?
Opdahl v. Sfate, 705 S.W.2d 697 v e x .
Cr. App. 1986).
In Opdahl the Conrt, discussing the
Adam test for prejudice, observed that:
"without a statement of facts, an appellate
court cannot make the determination of
what effect, if any, the overruling or denying the defendant's motion to quash the
charging instrument might have had on
either his preparation for trial or his
defense at trial."
Jury:
Restrictio~lof Voir Dire:
Smith v. State, 703 S.W.2d 641 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
Four judges agreed here with Judge
Campbell that defense counsel was entitled
to individually question prospective jurors
who raised their hands when he asked:
Have you read something in the
paper that discusses the pros and
cons or just anything regarding the
defense of insanity?
and

Is there anyone who has read or
heard something or has some personal knowledge of the facts of this
offense?
The Conrt observed the appellanfs insanity
was the only issue in the case. Further, the
Conrt held the trial court erred when it
limited questioning about pretrial publicity to "whether [it] had affected the panel's
ability to be impartial" because the defense
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was "entitled to know what specific
knowledge fhepanel might have concerning the. . . case through pretrial publicity."
Observing the defense was not entitled
to a general discussion with each venire
member on his or her "thoughts" on the insanity defense, the Court did agree that a
question "concerning the punishment
philosophy of the jurors [is] a proper
question."
A very helpful case!
Sontana v. State, 714 S.W.2d 1 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
Harmless error was committed where
the trial court refused to permit questioning as to lesser included offenses where
evidence did not subsequently raise an
issne as to such lesser offenses.
Jury Selection-Capital Murder:
Mann v. State, -S.W.2d -,
(Tex.
Cr. App.) No. 69,008, 10/22/86. Carter
v. State, -S.W.2d -,
(Tex. Cr.
App.) No. 68,982,9117186. Exparte Russell, -S.W.Zd
-,
(Tex. Cr. App.)
No. 69,298,9/17/86. McCoy v. State, 713
S.W.2d 940 (Tex. Cr. App. 1986).
Nothing is error. To be continued. . .

tally defective.
Unlike in the recent disposition of Lopez v. State, 708 S.W.2d 446 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986) where the stipulations were
reviewed as trial error and remanded for
new trial, this cause was remanded to the
Court of Appeals for enhy of a judgment
of acquinal once the defective stipulation
was discounted.
The difference appears to be how the appellant phrased his ground of error: inLopez, complaint was made only of the faulty
stipulation; in Messer, the ground on appeal attacked the sufficiency of the
evidence.
Probation:
T e r n or Conditions:
Gordon v. State, 707 S.W.2d 626 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
The trial court is not authorized to order appellant to pay restitution for expenses
occasioned by a death for which the jury
specifically failed to find the appellant
criminally responsible.
Finding of Deadly Weapon by Court:
Fann v. State, 702 S.W.2d 602 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986). (Opinion on State's Motion for
rehearing)
Where the issue of punishment is submitted to the trial judge, the court is authorized to make an affirmative fmdiig that
a deadly weapon was used or exhibited.
This is so, regardless that the indictment
didn't allege that a deadly weapon was used
or exhibited during the commission of the
offense, nor did the charge to the jury on
guilt mention anything concerning a deadly
weapon.

Jury Note- Courtk Reponse:
Jolres v. State, 706 S.W.2d 664, (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
In this very interesting case, Presiding
Judge Onion writing for the Court, held
that once the trial judge assisted the jury
in pinpointing the testimony in dispute, he
subsequently failed to provide all testinnny relevant to the dispute over defense
counsel's repeated admonition.
The jury in a second note had identified
their dispute but then added: "Send us court
records from the D.A.'s questions." The
trial judge sent the state's direct examimtion to the jury but refused to send them
the cross-examinationeven though defense
counsel repeatedly pointed out that it, too,
bore on the dispute.

Shock Probation:
Ex Parte Crufhirds,712 S.W.2d 749 vex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Theqgoodtimee'provisions of Art. 42.02
do not apply to a 120-day term of continement orderedpnrsuant to a grant of shock
probation.

Jury Waiver-Stipulations:
Messer v. State, -S.W.2d -,
(Tex.
Cr. App.) No. 570-84, 9/17/86 (Rehearing granted 11/26/86).
This case is important because it marks
a departure from prior cases where the
stipulation of evidence required by Art.
1.15V.A.C.C.P. is found to be fundamen-

Cumulation Order:
Green v. State, 706 S.W.2d 653 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1986).
When probationis granted, no sentence
is imposed for purposes of Art. 42.08
V.A.C.C.P.; therefore, an order granting
probation may not be cumulated with a
previously imposed eight-year prison
sentence.

Search and Seizure:
Arrest Without a Warrant:
(Tex.
West v. State, -S.W.2d -,
Cr. App.) No. 69,109, 9/17/86.
A two-judge opinion has taken the Art.
14.04 V.A.C.C.P. requirement that the
offender be "about to escape'' and construed it to mean the arresting officers must
be justified in believing the suspect "would
take flight if not placed in custody."
Here, appellant was arrested in his motel
room after police followed a trail of evidence to him.
The reason for including this capital case
opinion is to emphasize the fact that it is
not definitiveauthority on the arrest issue.
Judges Tom Davis, McCormick, Miller
and Campbell concurred only in the result;
Judges Onion (presiding), Clinton and
Teague dissented.
Temporary Detention:
Daniels v. State, - S.W.2d -,
(Tex. Cr. Am.)
.. . No. 379-84, 4/9/86;
Corner v. State, -S . W . Z d , (Tex.
Cr. App.) No. 265-84, 4/9/86, (Rehearing granted 6/25/86).
If the temporary detention is not supported by reasonable grounds for concluding
unusual activity observed is criminal or in
furtherance of a crime, evidence obtained
as a result is inadmissible. In Daniels, a
consent to search a hag at an airport was
held to he void.

lowing maxims:

would constitute evidence,

An accomplice witness is someone
who has participated with someone
else before, during or after the commission of a crime.
If the witness cannot be prosecuted for the offense with which the accused is charged, then the witness is
not an accomplice witness as a matter of law.
A witness is not an accomplice
witness merely because he or she
knew of the offense and did not disclose it, or even concealed it.
The witness' presence at the scene
of the crime does not render that witness an accomplice witness.
Complicity with an accused in the
commission of another offense does
not make that witness' testimony that
of an accomplice witness for a different offense for which the accused is
on trial.

Speedy Trial:
Burden of Proof:
Wlralon v. State, - S.W.2d -,
(Tex. Cr. App.) No. 67,324, 2/19/86.
This well reasoned opinion flustrates the
correct progression of how burdens of
proof shift back and forth between the State
and the defense, from the announcement
of ready through the establishment of a
statutory exclusion of time.
Exceptional Circnmsta~zces:
Sa~itibanez v. State, 717 S.W.2d 326,
(Tex. Cr. App. 1986).
Judge Teague, writing for eight members of the Court, held that the lack of
sufficient personnel in the district attorney's officedoes not constitute "exceptional
circumstances" withim the meaning of the
Speedy Trial Act so as to excuse the State's
failure to be ready for trial within the
statutorily required time.

With
a Warrant-Insuficie~rt
.
- ...Afldavit:
-.
Cassras v. Jtate, - S . W . L d (Tex. Cr. App.) No. 629-82, 11/19186.
The 5-2-2 Court reversed itself on rehearing and held disjointed pieces of information given by the informant and
included in the affidavit did not "fit neatly
together" as in Massachiisetts v. Upton,
466 U.S. 727,104 S.Ct. 2085,80 L.Ed.2d
721 (19841, so as to provide a substantial
basis to support the magistrate's determination of probable cause

Venue:
hindstro~nv. State, -S.W.2d -,
vex. Cr. App.) No. 898-84,4123186, (Rehearing granted 10/8/86).
In this opinion, a unanimous court held
that the State's controverting affidavits,
which averred only that the accused could
receive a fair trial in the county, were not
sufficient to meet the Art. 31.04 V.A.C.C.P.
reouirement that the credibilitv of the
defendant's compurgators or their means
of knowledge, be attacked by credible affidavit sponsored by the state. As such, the
State's affidavits were treated as null, and
the accused was entitled to a change of
venue a matter of law,
It is important to note the appellant
would have waived his automatic right to
the venue change had he participated in a
hearing on his motion, such shearing con.
stitUtesa joinder of the factual issues in.
for a sufficient
valved and
controverting affidavit by the State.

Mulder v. State, 707 S.W.2d 908 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1986).
Though admission of blood test results
was held harmless, the Court held the affidavit supporting a court order to seize
blood from the accused was inadequate for
failure to meet the Art. 18.01(~)(2)
V.A.C.C.P. requirement that it state facts
to show why or how the blood sought

Witnesses:
Accomplice Witness:
Kiarkle v. State, -S.W.2d -(Tex.
Cr. App.) No. 69,501; 6/18/86.
A thorough discussion by Judge Miller
of the type of evidence that warrants a jury
instruction that a witness is an accomplice
as a matter of law, or submits the issue as
a question of fact. The court stated the fol-

-

If there is doubt whether a witness is an
accomplice witness, the trial court may
submit the issue to the jury even though
the evidence weighs in favor of the conclusion that the witness is an accon~plice
as a matter of law.
In order to raise a factual issue as to
whether a witness is an accomplice witness
there must he evidence of an aflr~native
act on the witness' part to assist in the commission of the offense.
Violati017 of the 'Rule":
Archer v. State, 703 S.W.2d 664 v e x . Cr.
App. 1986).
When "the mle" was violated by the
prosecutor's conferring with two of his witnesses at the same time, the inquiry for determining harm set out in Ham v. State,
498 S.W.2d 206 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973)
must be expanded to include: (1) whether
the witnesses conferred with each other;
and, (2) whether testimony later given by
one of the witnesses either corroborated
another witness presented by the same side
or contradicted testimony of a witness
offered by the opposing party.
Here, the Court found the witnesses did
not confer with one another.

1.

See Freda v. Stare. 704 S.W.Zd 41 at 43 Uex.

Cr. App. 1986).
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Extraneous Offenses Bible of Reversible Error
by Roy E. Greenwood

Introduction
While attending the Capital Murder
Seminar in Austin, in September, Kerry
FitzGerald inquired as to whether anyone
in the audience was in possession of a l i t
of eases that had been revemd by the
Texas Court of Criminal A p p d s due to
the admission of inadmissible extraneous
offenses. I advised Kerry at that time that
I was in possession of such a list, which
has been continuously updated since 1970
on all cases handed down by the High
Court. In Paragraph N, of this paper, I
have listed all the Courts' reversals dealing with the inadmissibility of such extraneous offenses aub-categorized under
the various types of prosecutions, i.e.,
murder, burglary, rape, etc.
Kerry also asked that I provide, in addition to this mere "list'of reversals, a further analysis of the present rule in the State
of Texas dealing with the admissibility of
such extraneous offenses.
I have attempted to draft a set of the
general rules, as I interpret them, that are
applicable topreswnt day trials in this state,
backed up by the citation of authority.
However, I can assure the reader that there
are "exceptions to the exceptions"in dealing with this subject, so the reader must
keep in mind, at all times, that due m the
myriad of factual circumstances that can
arise in the trid of a criminal case, great
care should be taken in reviewing these
rules with an Open mind, with creativity,
and, inmany cases, wfth a "grain of salt."

General Rules- Admissibility of
Extraneous Offenses
Presumption
There is a presumption in Texas law that
a defendant may be tried for only one
offense at a time, and that evidence of miscellanwus extramus criminal activity on
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the part of the defendant should not beadmiffed to show that a defendant is a "criminal generally."See Atbrecht v. Sture, 486
S.W.X 97. There are, of course, statutory
exceptions to this rule. See Chapter 3,
Texas Penal Code; $31.09 Texw Penal
Code; 631.03(c)(l) Texas Penal Code.
o p e s qf Extmneorcs Offenses
There are at least three separate
categoriesof extraneous offenses that may
become relevant and admissible in various
criminal trials. These various categories,
along with examples, are set out bereinbelow:
Extraneous Offenses Admissible
as a Matter of Law
In every crirnhal trial, no matter what
the offense charged or the nature of the
defense, some extraneous offenses are admissible if the factual basis can be proved
by the State. Examples of this type of extraneous offenses are:
QEensesRes Gestae of the Primary O&m
Where extraneous offenses are shown to
have been committed, contemporaneous to
or as part of the transaction for which the
defendant is on trial and cannot be extricated from each other, then those extraneous offenses are normally admissible. See
W@er v. State, 500 S.W.2d 659.
Evidence ofnight
Evidence of flight is admissibIe to show
"euiltv knowledge" as direct evidence. and
Cow&have heG that extraneous offenses
committed during flight are also admissible. SeeAn'veffiv. Sfate, 513 S.W.2d 857;
Hunter v. State, 530 S.W.2d 573.

Evidence of Jail Escape
Evidence of escape from jail, clearly indicates flight and guilty knowledge, and is
thusadmissible. See Oon~lesv. State, 492
S.W.2d263; Turner v. State, 685 S.W.2d
38.
Bail Jumping
Once again. this is evidence of a form
of flight &d thus admissible. See Wockenfuss v. Sfate, 521 S.W.2d 630. The same
rnle is appiicable tomfailureto appear." See
Hutchins v. Shue. 650 S.W.2d 412.
Sinoe these types of extraneous offenses
can be admissible in any type of criminal
trial, no matter what the primary offense
is cbaged, it is important to obtain hearing outside the preaence of the jury to
register objection to show all factual circumstances concerning m gestae offenses,
flight, etc., in order to he able to prepare
qections and defensive evidence accordingly to perfect appellate record.
Extraneous Offenses Admissible as
Direct Evidence in Particular
Types of Prosecution
There have been "special rulesUsetting
up circumstances in which extraneous
offenses are admissible, as part of the
State's direct case, notwithstandig the nature of the defense presented. Thus, in this
special type of prosecution, the defense
should endeavor to determiae, as soon as
possible, what extraneous "transactions"
may become relevant. An example of some
of these types of extraneous matters are as
follows:

$19.06 Penal Code Ezception
In a murder, attempted murder, or aggravated assault prosecution, prior actsof
misconduct committed by the defendant
against the ultimate victim are admissible

60; Powell v. State, 478 S.W.2d 95; Powers v. State, 508 S.W.2d 377; Walls v.
Srate, 548 S.W.2d 38.
Extraneous Offenses as Part of
State's Direcf Case
With reference to this type of extraneous offense, keep in mind that the Courts
have, over the last 15 years, created certain special exceptions to the admissibility
of these types of offenses, thus your ohjections will be limited. For example, in
a white-collar theft type crime, an objection to the lack of similarity of the extraneous offenses should he made, as well as
an objection on the grounds of remoteness
if that is applicable.
Inmurder casesinvolving the 19.06 exception, allowing evidence of prior assaults
against the complaining witnessldecedent
to be admitted, there may well beno legitimate objection as long as the State can
prove the prior assault through d i i t evidence. See Jones v. State, 515 S.W.2d
126; Hater v. State, 541 S.W.2d 435.
In capital murder cases involving extraneous offenses at the punishment phase
of the trial, similarity of offenses and remoteness of offenses is immaterial-thus
an objection for failure to show identity
may be the defense's only recourse to prevent admissibility. In situations involving
family sex offenses, the rule has been recenfIy changed, and I shongIy direct your
attention to the recent opinion of Bouwell
V. Stute, No. 711-83, wherein the Court
of Criminal Appeals denied the State's Motion for Rehearing on September 24, 1986.
Exfraneous Oflennses in Rebuffal
With reference to this type of extraneous offense, it is assumed that the defense
has raised some particular issue or taken
some action so as to allow admissibility of
the extraneous offense. If not, and the extraneous matter does not become admissible due to classificat~onin either one of the
other two categories of extraneous offense,
then admissibility is highly questionable.
However, assuming that some issue is
raised that would permit extraneous
offense to be admissible in rebuttal in the
first place, there is still a four-prong prediGate that must be proven by the State before admissibility is shown. This predicate
is as follows:
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a. Direct Evidence is RequiredEvidence of an extraneous offense must he
shown to be direct, and cannot be proven
through hearsay. See Smiih v. State, 646
S.W.2d 452; Crawfird v. State, 603
S.W.2d 874; Elder v. State, 614 S.W.2d
136; Rameyv. State, 575 S.W.2d535and
Turner v. State, 586 S.W.2d 869.
b. Identity of the Defendant Must be
Shown-Evidence must be submitted
showing that the defendant personally, or
as a party, committed the extraneous
offense. See Jamerson v. State, 550
S.W.2d 287; Cain v. Stare, 642 S.W.2d
806; Phillips v. State, 659 S.W.2d 415;
Fentis v. State, 528 S.W.2d 590; Tippits
v. Stare, 530 S.W.2d 110; Delgado v.
State, 544 S.W.2d 929 and Eanes v. State,
546 S.W.2d 312.
c. Offense Must be Shown to be Similar
in Nature-Extraneous offenses must be
similar in nature to the case on trial so as
to show some "signature" linking the defendant, by way of relevancy, to the extraneous matter. See Ford v. Stare, 484 S.W.2d
727; Ransom v. State, 503 S.W.2d 810;
Cameron v. State, 530 S.W.2d 841;
Crawley v. State, 513 S.W.2d 62 and Cobb
v. State, 503 S.W.2d 249.
d. Extraneous Offense may nor be too
Remote-While there is no set rule, extraneous offense must not have been commitied "too remote" (?) in time. See
Templin v. State, 711 S.W.2d 30; Robledo v. State, 480 S.W.2d 401; James v.
State, 554 S.W.2d 680 and Bachoffer v.
State, 633 S.W.2d 869.

Reversals by the Texas Court
of Appeals (1971 to Present)
With the above-mentioned general mles
in mind, hereinbelow I have subcategorized, by nature of prosecution, all the
reversals handeddown by the Texas Court
of Appeals since 1971due to the use of inadmissible extraneous offenses.
Robbery Prosecutions

See Ford v. State, 484 S.W.2d 727;
Rogers v. State, 484 S.W.2d 708; Hickombonom v. State, 486 S.W.2d 951;
Franklin v. State, 488 S.W.2d 826; Jones
v. State, 481 S.W.2d 900; Hilliard v.
State, 491 S.W.2d 676; Johnson v. State,
509 S.W.2d 870; Redd v. State, 522
S.W.2d 890; Cameron v. State, 530

S.W.2d 841; Walls v. Stare, 548 S.W.2d
38; Coleman v. St&, 577 S.W.2d 695;
Murphy v. State, 587 S.W.2d718; Dedrick
v. State, 623 S.W.2d 332; Cain v. State,
642 S.W.2d 806; Smith v. State, 646
S.W.2d 452; Elkins v. State, 647 S.W.2d
663; Phillips v. Stafe, 659 S.W.2d 415.
MardefAffempfedMurder
See Ruu v. State, 579 S.W.2dZM; Walhcev. State, 679 S.W.2d l ;Bush v. State,
628 S.W.2d 441; Riles V. Stale, 557
S.W.2d 95; Rodriquez v. State, 486
S.W.2d 355;Powers v. State, 508 S.W.2d
377; Wilbourn v. State, 524 S.W.2d 306;
Fentis is. Stare, 528 S.W.2d 590; Tippins
v. State, 530 S.W.2d 110; Delgado v.
State, 544 S.W.2d 929; Mallicote v. State,
548 S.W.2d 42; Jamerson v. State, 550
S.W.2d 287; Crawford v. State, 603
S.W.2d 874; Eattes v. Sfate, 546 S.W.2d
3 12; Alvarez v. Sla(e, 51 1 S. W.2d 493;
Sanders v. Sfate, 604 S.W.2d 108; Withers
v. State, 642 S.W.2d 486.
Burglary
Finley v. State, 573 S.W.2d 238;
McGmn v. State, 607 S.W.2d 897; Orfega v. State, 626 S.W.2d 746; Borderlon
v. State, 683 S.W.2d 9; Maynard V. State.
685 S.W.2d 60.

Zk..
Powell v. State, 478 S.W.2d 95; Turner
v. State, 586 S.W.2d 869; Thompson v.
State, 615 S.W.2d 760; Nanee v. State,
647 S.W.2d 661. Clark
State, S.W.2d -,
(PDRNo. 508-84, 1OlUl86).
Narcotics Cases
Okra v. State, 507 S.W.2d 220; Logan
v. State, 510 S.W.2d 598; Hines v. State,
571 S.W.2d 322; Gaston v. Stare, 574
S.W.2d 120; Elder v. State, 614 S.W.2d
136; Bates v. State, 643 S.W.2d 939.
Forcible Rapq/Amault to Rape
Cakhvell v. State, 477 S.W.2d 877;
Newman v. State, 485 S.W.2d 576; Jackel
v. State, 506 S.W.2d 229 (overruled by
Rubio v. State, 607 S.W.2d 498); Eldridge
v. State, 537 S.W.2d257; James v. State,
554 S.W.2d 680; S m r t v. State, 561

3. Limitation Charges (Extraneous
Oflense Classification No. I ) [See Part
II@)(l), supra.]-Where extraneous
offenses are committed rea gestae of the
primary offense, then no limitation instruction is required. See King v. State, 553
S.W.2d 105; likewise, a 'mitationinstruction is not required involving an escape
from custody. See McWherterv. State, 607
S.W.2d 531.
4. Limitation Charge @xtraueous
Offense Classijcarion No. 2) [See Part
II(B)@), supra]-When the State admits
extraneous offenses as part of its direct
case in chief, as direct evidence, apparently there is authority holding that no limitation instruction is required. See
Kirkpatrick v. State, 515 S.W.2d 289;
however, it would appear that if such exResun of an Acquiftal on
tranwus offenses are admissible solely on
Extraneous Offenses
the issue of intent, motive, scheme or plan,
Keep in mind, even though it is extreme- why isn'l a charge required?
ly rare to see, if there is a showing that
Summary and Conclusion
an extraneous offense was tried and resulted in an acquittal, that extraneous offense
Whiie we are all now working with the
is inadmissible under the double jeopardy
doctrine. See Stuart v. State, 561 S.W.2d new Rules of Evidence, I don't foresee any
181; Dedrick v. State, 623 S.W.2d 332. substantial changes in the extraneous
Under such circumstances, pretrial Mo- offense rule for some period of time, abtions to Suppress should be filed and evi- sent a change in the personnel of the Court.
dence presented in order to sustain the It is hoped that this analysis of extraneous
defense's burden of proof that an acquittal offenses will be of assistance to attorneys
in their trial preparation and in their briefwas obtained.
ing preparation for cases on appeal. If
nothing else, let's hope that "consistency"
Eztraneous Offenses in Confessions
is the order of tbe day in the application
Upon timely and proper request, ex- of these rules by the appellate eourts.
CAVEAT:We have a new set of Rules
traneous offenses mentioned in a defendaut's confession should be deleted. See of Evidence, so be creative and learn to
Queiy v. State, 485 S.W.2d 924; Alvarez use these to your advantagein your defense
v. State, 511 S.W.2d 493; Powers v. State. preparations! Good luck in your efforts!
1
508 S.W.2d 375; Lewis v. Sfate, 529
S.W.2d 533; Gant v. State, 649 S.W.2d
30.

S.W.2d 181; Hejlin v. State, 574 S.W.2d offensesare discoverable as those defined
555; Holley v. State, 582 S.W.2d 119; in Part II@)O), supra, of this paper. Extranwus offenses known by the State to be
Messenger v. State, 638 S.W.2d 883.
used in rebuttal are not specifically
governed by Rule 404@). However, as
Miscellaneous Sexual Offenses
part of your routine discovery request, you
Collazo v. State, 623 S.W.2d 647: should ask about them anyway. You
should be prepared, not only in pretrial,
Bachoffer
.. v. State, 633 S.W.2d 869; Boutwell v. State, -S.W.2d -,
(No. but after the defense case to have a hear711-83, State's MRH denied 9/24/86); ing on Motion to Suppress extraneous
Garza v. State, -S . W . 2 d . (No. offenses that may become admissible "in
rebuttal."
504-82, 6/18/86).
The provisions of Rule 404(b) do not appear to change the general rule of admissibility of extraneous offenses-thus the
Robledo v. State, 480 S.W.2d 401; eases previously cited shouldstill be good
law.
Landers v. Stare, 519 S.W.2d 115.

Miscellaneous Considerations
Application of New Rules
of Evidence (m6)
Rule 404(b) of the new TEXAS RULES
OF EVIDENCE is entitled "Other Crimes,
Wrongs or Acts" and reads as follows:
"Evidence of other crimes, wrongs,
or acts is not admissible to prove the
character of a person in order to
show that he acted in conformity
therewith. It may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such as
proof of motive, oppwnity, intent,
preparation, plan, knowledge, identity or absence of mistake or accident, provided, upon timely request
by the accused, reasonable notice is
given in advance of trial of intent to
introduce in the State's case in chief
such evidence other than that arising
in the same transaction."
Thus, under the new Rules of Evidence,
it would appear that the defense has an absolute right, duting discovery proceedings,
upon request, to determine all extraneous
offenses, transactions, etc., of which the
State has knowledge that may be used during the trial in chief: Thus, with reference
to extraneous offenses defined previously
in Paragraph II@)(1&2), the failure of the
State to notify the defense, upon timely demand during discovery of the nse of such
extraneous offenses may render such extraneous matters inadmissible under this
specific statutory provision.
Keep in mind, however, that the rule
does not specifically state that extraneous

1 In Memoriam I

Caurtk Charges-Limitation of
Extmneous Offenses

Richard Thornton
1918-1986

1. Where requested, proper limitation
charge should be given to jury in guiltinnocence charge. See Johnson v. State,
509 S.W.2d 639; Hitchcock v. State, 612
S.W.2d 930; Crawford v. State, 696
S.W.2d 903.
2. Limitation Charge at PunishmentIf State utilizes %ave you heard questions,"
limitation chargeis required. See Williams
v. State, 494 S.W.2d 559.

Richard Thornton of Galveston died
on December 26,1986 at the age of 68.
Mr. Thornton was a Founder of
TCDLA and very active in the Association. He is survived by his wife
Daphne, his mother, a brother, a sister
and five children.
Next month's issue will bededicated
to Mr. Thornton.
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Domestic Violence:
Contempt. Crime & Jeopardy
by Robert Michael (Mike) Brown
Several provisions of the Texas Penal
Code protect families, spouses and children. See e.g., TEX. PENAL CODE

to-wit:

(i8zo.m-.o4,zz.oi-.(n1,~z.o4,z~.o~(~,

25.03-.05.25.08.28.03.30.02.30.04.05.
31.03,31.h, 42:01,42:07. M& of th&
offenses could also constitute cantemptnous violations of restraining orders issued
by a divorce court, during or after divorce.
Sees&, TEX.FAMILY CODE $53.581,
14.09(a), 71.01 et seq. Beware, Counsellor! This unhappy marriage of the divorce
wnrt and criminal jurispradence may beget unforeseen consequences. For example, wife beating is wntemptible; sexual
amultpendmtfe liu is criminal! Amendments to the Texas Penal Code in 1883
authorized the proseoution of one spouse
for the rape of the other during the pendency of divorce proceedin& T k .
PENAL CODE 522.011(~)(2).If an abusive spouse survives "the burning bed," he
may find that he has jumped "from the
frying pan into the fire" and faces prosecution for a criminal offense and for contempt of a divorce court, by reason of the
same torts. But members of the Bar, both
prosecutors and divorce lawyers, should
brushup on the law before munterpunching the bully. The Double Jeopardy clause
of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States protats even these
domestic terrorists. Lawyers for abused
spouses must therefore select the most appropriate remedy for the victim in thevery
fust instance, a3 the lout may not he "twice
put in jwpardy'Yor the same beating. The
family law court may impose a contempt
sentence of up to six months in the county
jail and a tine not to exceed five hundred
dollars, when a Criminal District Court
could sentencethe same criminal divorcee
to confinement in the Texas Department
of Corrections for an extended term of
years. A household hooligan may grudgingly suffer temporaw incarceration in
order to avoid the penitentiary, but the
swift reprisal of contempt confinement is
only temporary protection for avictim who
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In The United States District Court
For The Northern Dislricl Of Texas
HUSBAND,
Pentioner
VS.

1

1

)
)
JIISI'ICE OF I'IIH PEACI!, )

NO. 2

PKOSI!CUTOR. AND THE )
GRAND JURY,
1
Respondents )

PETITIONER'S BRIEF
IN SUPPORT OF
PEIITION FOR WRIT OP W E A S
COBPUS
AND FOR
STAY OF STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS

M THE HONORABLE JUDGE.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS:

COMES NOW HUSBAND, Petitioner
in the above entitled and numbered cause,
Robert Michael B~rown,born Austin, by and through his undersigned Attorneys
Taus, March 22,1948; admitted to bar, of Record, and makes and files this his
1973, Texas: d s o adntitted to practice be- PEnTIONER'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
fore U S . Sypreme Court, 1985; U S . PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS
Court of Appeals, Fifth and Eleventh Cir- CORPUS AND FOR A STAY OF
cuits; U.S. District Court, Northern Dis- STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS, and
trict of Terns. Preparmory and legal would show this Honorable Court as foleducation, University of Texm (B.A., lows, to-wit:
1970; J.D., 1973). Fraternities: National
Order of Barristers; Order of the Cog
Statement of the Case
Bmrd Carf@ed, Criminal Law, Texas
BoardofLegal Speciulimtion, 1979. MenPetitioner, HUSBAND, is the Defendant
ber: Lubbock County (Secretary, 1977-78)
charged
with two counts of sexual assault
andhnen'can Bar Associm'ons; Stare Bar
of Teus; W b o c k County Young Lawyers against his wife, by felony complaint presAssociation; Taras Criminal D@feneLaw- ently pending against hi in the Justice
yers Association (Director, 1982-86). Ar- court.
The Petitioner, HUSBAND, is the Retomey on appeal in Williams v. State, 663
S.W.2d 822 (Ta Crim. App. 1984) and spondent in a divorce action filed by his
wife in the Divorce Cowt. On August 28,
US. v. Lane, 106S.Ct 725 (19851.
198-, the Judge of the Divorce Court
entered an A(3REED TEMPORARY ORneeds the long-term pace whichonly TDC DER, restraining Petitioner from intentioncan provide. What is a lawyer to do? COU- ally, knowingly, or recktessly causing
sider the brief for the defense (adapted bodily injury to his wife, threatening her
from real life, with names changed to pm- with imminent body injury, and intentiontect the innocent counsel for theaccusedj, ally communicating with her by telephone

or in writing in vulgar, profane, obscene,
or indecent language, or in a coarse or
offensive manner with intent to annoy or
alarm her. On the 18thday of September,
198-, WIFE, caused to be filed a MOTION FOR CONTEMPT in the divorce
proceedings, alleging the violation of the
Court's order of August 28,198-, including specifically an allegation that your Petitioner has committed the offense of sexual
assault, in violation of Art. 22.011 of the
Texas Penal Code. The allegations against
your Petitioner contained in the MOTION
FOR CONTEMPT filed in the Divorce
Court, are identical to, and allege the same
criminal offense or offenses alleged in the
felony complaint filed and pending against
your Petitioner in the above referenced
cause in the Justice Court. The two allegations constitute the same act, transaction
and offense.
On Friday, October 5, 198-, the Divorce Court heard, tried and considered
the MOTION FOR CONTEMPT, and the
allegations therein, including hearing and
trial of tbe allegations of tbe offense of sexual assault contained therein. Further, the
Court heard evidence, and considered issues raised without objection, pursuant to
Rule 67 of theTexas Rules of Clvil Procedure, involving evidence and an allegation
of oral sexual assault by the Petitioner,
HUSBAND, against his wife, on September 15,198-, identical to offense alleged
in the first count of the felony complaint
pending in the Justice Court. In a non-jury
trial before the Court as fmder of fact, the
Judge of the Divorce Court began to hear
and consider evidence concerning the allegations of sexual assault contained in said
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT, and other
evidence and issues tried without objection
pursuant to Rules 67 and 301 of the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure. The Court proceeded to find and adjudge that the Petitioner was in contempt of the Divorce
Court for violation of that Court's various
orders entered since the inception of that
cause, including the order of the Court of
August 28, 198-. Specifically, the Judge
of the Divorce Court found and determined, as a matter of fact, that Petitioner
had violated the Court's order of August
28, 198-, as alleged in the MOTION
FOR CONTEMPT, and specifically found
that Petitioner had "violated" his wife, and
had committed the acts therein alleged,

and permanent injunction, and any indictment, prosecution or conviction of Petitioner. In support of these contentions, and
in support of his PETITION FOR WRIT
OF HABEAS CORPUS AND FOR A
STAY OF STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS, the Petitioner would show this
Honorable Court as follows, to-wit:

amounting to theoffense of sexual assault.
After finding Petitioner in contempt, the
Judge of the Divorce Court sentenced Petitioner to confinement in jail for a period
of six (6) months, and committed him to
the custody of the Sheriff, on August 5,
198-, for a period of five (5) days, the
remainder of such sentence to be probated
until such time as the final judgment is entered in the divorce case.
The Grand Jury is scheduled to hear and
consider the allegations of the offense or
offenses of sexual assault alleged to have
been committed by your Petitioner against
his wife, being the same offense alleged
in the Justice Court complaint above referenced. The PROSECUTOR has personally
confirmed your Petitioner's counsel that
it is his intention to present allegations
against tbe Petitioner for the offenseof sexual assault, as alleged in the Justice Court
complaint, and in the MOTION FOR
CONTEMPT, and to request the Grand
Jury to return an indictment against your
Petitioner for this offense or offenses.

Argument and Authorities
A. Contempt is Cri~ni~zal.

Summary of Argument
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States provides in part
that no person shall "be subject for the
same offense to be twice put in jeopardy
of life or limb.. . ." This right to avoid
double jeopardy is a fundamental right applicable to the State of Texas, by the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States. Benton v. Marylund, 395
U.S. 784, 89 S.Ct. 256, 23 L.Ed.2d 707
(1969). Contempt is criminal in nature,
and the offense for which Petitioner was
convicted in the Divorce Court is the "same
offense" as that charged against h i the
felony complaint pending in the Justice
Court. Jeopardy attached as to all counts
of that felony complaint when the Judge
of the Divorce Court began to hear and
consider the evidence raised by the pleadings and tried without objection pursuant
to provisions of Rule 67, TEX. R. CIV.
PROC. ANN.
Because jeopardy has attached, the further restraint of Petitioner on bond to answer the Justice Court complaint, and the
indictment, prosecution or conviction of
Petitioner, would cause Petitioner to suffer
irreparable injury, thus justifying a Stay of
State Court Proceedings and a temporary

Contempt proceedings in Texas, and
generally, are criminal in nature, whether
they grow out of criminal or civil actions.
E*- Parte Payne, 598 S.W.2d 312 Rex.
Civ. App.-Texarkana, 1980); El Parte
Englutt, 619 S.W.2d282 (Tex. Civ. App.
-Texarkana, 1981); Ex Parte Brown, 574
S.W.2d 618 (Tex. Civ. App.-Waco,
1978); Gompers v. U.S., 233 U S . 604,
34 S.Ct. 693, 58 L.Ed.2d 1115 (1914);
Green v. U.S., 355 U.S. 184, 78 S.Ct.
221, 2 L.Ed.2d 199 (1957); Bloom v. IIlinois, 391 U S . 194, 88 S.Ct. 1477, 20
L.Ed.2d 522 (1968); Colombo v. New
York, 405 U.S. 9,92 S.Ct. 756,30 L.Ed.
2d 762 (1972); Menna v. New York, 423
U S . 61, 96 S.Ct. 241, 46 L.Ed.2d 195
(1975); U.S. v. Haggeriy, 528 F.Supp.
1286 (D.Colo. 1981); U.S. v. U.S. Gypsum Company, 404 F.Supp. 619 (D.D.C.
1975); State v. Thompson, 659 P.2d 383
(Or. 1983); Yarbro v. State, 402 So.2d 299
@la. Ct. App.-2dDist. 1981); Aaron v.
State, 284 So.2d 653 (Fla. 1973); Simanonok v. Randle, 388 So.2d 45 (Fla. App. 1980); People v. Gray, 370 N.E.2d 797
(Ill. 1977); People v. Lmnbardo, 123 Cal.
Rptr. 755 (Cal. Ct. App.-2dDist. 1975).
Criminal contempt is a crime in
the ordinary sense; it is a violation
of the law, a public wrong which is
punishable by fine or imprisonment
or both. In the words of Mr. Justice
Holmes:
'These contempts are infractions
of the law, visited with punishment
as such. If such acts are not criminal, we are in error as to the most
fundamental characteristic of crimes
as that word has been understood in
English speech." Gompers v. United
States, 233 U S . 604, 610 (1914).
Criminally contemptuous conduct
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may violate other provisions of the
criminal law; that even when this is
not the case convictionsfor criminal
contempt are indistinguishable from
ordinary criminal convictions, for
their impact on theindividualdefendant is the same. Indeed, the role of
criminal eontemptand that of many
ordinary criminal laws seem identical-protection of the institutions of
our government and enforcement of
their mandates.
Bloom v. Illinois, 391 US. 194 at 201,88
S.Ct. 1477,ZO L.Ed.2d 522 (1968). And
there can be no successful argument that
the use of the court's contempt power is
not state action, within the meaning of the
Fourteenth Amendment, when exercised at
the instance of a private party. The Supreme Court held to the contrary in Bloom
v. Illinois, supla. See also Safe v. 271ompson, supra at 387. When a StateJudge exercises his contemptpowers to protect the
institutions of government, the courts, and
enforces its orders, this is clearly state action, and involves jeopardy of a defendant
for a criminal offense. Bloom v. Illinois,
supra; State v. Tito~npson,supra; see Ex
Parte Brown, supra; TEX. FAMILY
CODE ANN. art. 14.09 (a). "So truly are
they [contempts] crimes that it seems to be
true that in the early law they were punished only by the usual criminal procedure," Gmpers v. U.S.,supra, at 611, and
that at least in England, as recently as this
century, they still could be and preferably
were tried in that way. Gompers v. U.S.,
supra, at 611.
While apurely coercive confinement for
contempt will not constitutea criminal conviction for purposes of double jeopardy
prohibition, a flat confinement as punishment only for an act constituting contempt
does constitutesuch a conviction, and cannot lawfully be imposed for the same act
fix which punishment has been previously
imposed in a criminal prosecution. Ex
P a m Engluft,619 S.W.2d279 (Tex. Civ.
App-Texarkana 1981); See Menna v.
New York, 423 U S . 61,96 S.Ct 241,46
L.Ed.2d 195 (1975); ExPartePayne, 598
S.W.2d312 (Tex. Civ. App.-Texarkana
1980); ExParte Brown, 574 S.W.2d 618
(Tex. Civ. App.-Wac0 1978) State v.
Thompson, supra; State v. Lambardo,
supra.
In Ex P a m Payne, supra, Ex Parte En-
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glutt, supra, Ex Parte Brown, supra, and
People v. Gray, supra, the contempt convictions involved in each case all arose out
of divorce cases, and involved violations
of orders entered in those purely civil proceedings. The facts of the Brown case are
remarkably similar to the case at bar, as
that case involved contempt by causing
"unreasonable physical contact" in willful
disobedience of the divorce court's prior
restraining order, just as in this case. In
Brown, Payne, and Englutt, supm, the
Texas courtsheld thatjeopardy had attached so as to prevent further proceedings,
implicitly recognizing that the contempt
proceedings involved criminal offenses. As
a result, there can be no doubt that, under
Texas law, the contempt involved in this
case is a criminal offense for the purposes
of the Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

B . The '%me Offense" is Involved
in Each Case.
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, applicable to the
State through the Fourteenth Amendment,
provides in part that no person shall 'Be
subject for the same offense to be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb.. ."(Emphasis added) Because the Double Jeopardy
Clause protects only against successive
prosecutions for the "same offense,'determination of Petitioner's claim requires determination of whether or not he faces
threatened prosecution for the "same
offense."
The prosecution of both contempt and
the substantive offense underlying the contempt need not violate the prohibition
against double jeopardy if both prosecntions do not involve the "same offense,"
i.e., if conviction for one of the offenses
requires proof of a fact which the other
does not. Blockburger v. U.S., 284 US.
299,52 S.Ct. 180,76 L.Ed. (1932); Yarbro v. State, 402 So.2d 599 @la. Ct. App.
-2d Dist., 1981).

.

The applicable rule is that where the
same act or transaction constitutes a
violation of two distinct statutory
provisions, the test to be applied m
determine whether there are two
offenses or only one, is whether each
provision requires proof of a fact
which the other does not.. . .Block-

burger v. U S . , supra, at 182.
See also, WaNer v. Florida, 397 US. 387,
90 S.Ct. 1184, 25 L.Ed.2d 435 (1970);
Brow v. Ohio, 432 U.S. 161, 97 S.Ct.
2221, 53 L.Ed.2d 187 (1977)' Illinois v.
Vitale, 447 U S . 410, 100 S.Ct. 2260,65
L.Ed.2d 228 (1980).
It has been argued unsuccessfully that'%
is the identity of the offense, and not of
the act, which is referred to in the constihltianal guarantee against double jeopardy
. . ."and that criminal contempt is not the
"same offense" as the underiying criminal
violation, because contempt involves "a
violation of a pmteetive order, enjoining
a defendant" from the very acts which constitute the criminal offense. People v.
Gray, 370 N.E.2d 797 at 801 (Ryan, dissenting). However, this analysis was rejected by the majority opinion in People
v. Gray, supra, and the United States
Supreme Court refused to grant certiorari.
Clearly, the emphasis must he not upon a
technical analysis of identid elements, hut
rather, a focus upon the acts of the defendant charged in each case. A majority in
People v. Gray emphasized that Gray "was
tried and convicted a second time for the
same conduct." 370 N.E.26 at 800. The
contention asserted by the dissenter in People v. Gray was that existence of an outstanding temporary restraining order was
in fact an additional element, different
from the elements of theunderlying criminal offense, and that this additionalclement
precluded a claim of doublejeopardy. To
this argument of the dissenter, that the el*
ments of the criminal charges against Gray
werenot identical with those of the preceding violation of a court order, the Supreme
Court of Illinois stated:
To subject a person to multiple
successive prosecutions because of
differences in detail and proofs underlies the fundamental basis of a
double jeopardy band. Considerations of fairness and finality, thevery
foundation of the double jeopardy
bar, require a non-technical evaluation of the "same evidence" test,
and a focus on the similarity of
the elements involved in the two
proceedings.
People v. G r y , 370 N.E.2d 797 at 800
(Ill.
1977).
Certainly, in evaluating a claim of

jwpardy, courts should not be concerned the Penal Code is barred by the Double
with a technical question of the identity of Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth and Fourthe specific elements of the offenses, hut teenth Amendments. Waller v. Florida,
rather, should concern themselves with a supm; Bloo~nv. Illinois, supra; Colombo
non-technical evaluation of the "same evi- v. N. Y., supra; People v. Colombo, supra;
dence" test, and focus upon the similarity People v. Lambardo, supra; People v.
of the elements involved in the two pro- Gray, supra; Ex Parte Brown, supra.
ceedings. People s. U.S., supra.
C . Jeopnrdy has Attached as fo Both
[Tlheprovisions of the Constitution
Counts of the Pending Felony
are not mathematical formulas havComplaint.
ing their essence in their form; they
are organic living institutions transThe protections afforded by the Double
planted from English soil. Their sigJeopardy Clause are implicated only when
nificance is vital not formal; it is to
the accused has actually been placed in
be gathered not simply by taking the
jeopardy, and this state of jeopardy atwords and a dictionary, but by contaches when, in a bench trial, the judge besidering their origin and the line of
gins to receive evidence. U.S. v. Martin
their growth. Gompers v. U.S.,
finen Supply Co.. 430 U S 564,97 S.Ct.
supra, at 610.
1349,51 L.Ed.2d 642 (1977); Se&ss v.
U.S., 420U.S. 377, 388, 95 S.Ct. 1055,
In numerous cases involving contempt 1062, 43 L.Ed.2d 265. This federal rule
convictions, arising from various jurisdic- is an integral part of the constitutional
tions, the courts have repeatedly held that guarantee against double jeopardy and is
the Double Jeopardy clause would prevent binding on the states. Crist v. Bretz, 437
a second prosecution for the same acts that US. 28, 98 S.Ct. 2156, 57 L.Ed.2d 24
constituted contempt.
(1978).
The decisions in these cases were reachThe contempt trial of Petitioner was a
ed notwithstanding the fact that they had bench trial. The Judge of the Divorce
all involved the existence, and violation of Court heard and considered the evidence,
a court order, as an element in addition to and found that the Petitioner,
the elements of the criminal offense underlying the contempt. The Court in People
HUSBAND, intentionally, knowingv. Gray, supra, specifically rejected the
ly, and recklessly caused WIFE boddistinction, and the other courts which
ily injury on September 15, 198-,
have faced the question have found this
in violation of this court's order
argument no impediment to invoking the
signed August 28, 198-, in that he
protection of the Double Jeopardy Clause.
forced his way into her apartment,
Each of the Texas cases, Payne, Englua,
removed her clothing, split her lip
and Brown, involved violations of ontand forced sexual intercourse over
standing court orders, in addition to the
her objection,
acts underlying the subsequent criminal
prosecution. Nevertheless, the court in Ex as alleged in the MOTION FOR CONParte Brown, supra, reversed Brown's TEMPT. Based upon this fmding, the
criminal contempt conviction for the vio- court held your Petitioner in contempt, and
lation of the divorce court restraining sentenced him to confinement in the jail for
order, by physical violence against his a term of six months, committed Petitioner
wife, and stated that "the Fifth Amendment to jail for five days, suspended the impoprohibition against double jeopardy pre- sition of the balance of the sentence, and
cludes relator's punishment by contempt placed the Petitioner on probation. As the
proceeding for what he has already been court made a finding of forced sexual inpunished for under state laws in the crimi- tercourse without the consent of WIFE,
nal proceeding." Ex Parte Brown, supra, and convicted and sentenced the Petitioner
at 620. Because the JUDGMENT OF for this offense, and because that offense
CONTEMPT was punitive in nature, and is the same criminal offense as that alleged
the elements of both offenses are the same, in count 11of the Justice Court felony comand the same evidence supports both plaint, there can be no doubt that Petitioner
offenses, prosecution of Petitioner under has been placed in jeopardy for the offense

alleged in count I1 of the complaint. Accordingly, Petitioner may not lawfully he
jeopardized by indictment, prosecution,
nor conviction for that offense. Clearly,
jeopardy has attached as to count 11of the
complaint.
In addition, Petitioner contends that he
ha3 been placed in jeopardy for the offense
alleged in count I of the Justice Court cornolaint. Count I of thc comnlaint charm tl~c
offense of oral sexual assault, in violation
of $22.011(a)(l)(B) of the Texas Penal
Code. The MOTION FOR CONTEMPT
filed in the Divorce Court does not plead
nor allege this offense in so many words.
Nevertheless, the court heard and considered evidence of this offense, on direct examination of WIFE, pursuant to Rule 67
of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
Rule 67 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure provides that

-

When issues not raised by the pleadings are tried by express or implied
consent of the parties, they shall be
treated in all respects as if they had
been raised in the pleadmgs.
When the Judge of the Divorce Court, as
finder of fact, began to hear and consider
the allegations and evidence of this offense,
without objection, theissue of Petitioner's
guilt of criminal contempt for the offense
alleged in count I of the felony complaint
was "treated in all respects as if. .[it] bad
been raised in the pleadings," TEX. R.
CIV. PROC. RULE 67, and jwpardy attached. C j U.S. v. Martin Linen Supply
Co., supra; Crist v. Bretz, supra.
In addition, the Judge of the Divorce
Court has jurisdiction to enter the
AGREED TEMPORARY ORDER, and to
issue writs of injunction "necessary to enforce their jurisdiction." TEX. REV. CIV.
STAT. ANN. art. 1970-340 32a (Supp.
1984), TEX. FAMILY CODE ANN.
§11.11(a)(3). Any order of the court may
be enforced by contempt. TEX. FAMILY
CODE ANN. 314.09 (1975). Of course,
the court has the inherent power and authority to enforce its AGREED TEMPORARY ORDER. Accordingly, the court
had authority to find a violation of its
AGREED TEMPORARY ORDER, and
find Petitioner in contempt, for sexual assault on his wife, the offense alleged in
count I of the Justice Court felony com-

.

contimed on page 55
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The Parole Process -An Opportunity
by Paige Massey

I

The parole process presents the criminal defense attorney with the opportunity
to further assist his clients by increasing
their chances for parole through a number
of different avenues. By careful planning
at thesevarious stags, a client who is sentenced to the Texas Department of Corrections can dramatically shorten his or her
term of incarceration.
Contrary to popular opinion, there is no
establishedBoard policy requiring a setoff
on the first parole review for a large number of cases. Many violent offenders do
receive an "automatic" setoff on their Brst
review, but many non-violent first
offenders have an oppmnity to be
released on their initial review for parole.
With the proper a c t i m by the client, nonviolent second offenders also enjoy the opportunity to successfully make parole on
their first review.

Pre-Conviction Stage
The pre-conviction stage offers the individual criminal attorney perhaps the
greatest way to influence parole. In the
event of a plea bargain, the attorney should
strive to plead his client to non-aggravated
offenses and those offenses which do not
contain anaffmtive finding that a deadly
weapon was used, A conviction which is
aggravated or contains the affiative finding will require the client to serve a wlendar one-third of hi5 sentence (up to a
m&nm of 20 years) before being considered for parole. Conviction of a nonaggravated offense requires onethird total time (which is inclusive of good time)
prior to being considered for parole. In
order to bring the client up for parole much
earlier, in many instances it is preferable
to plead a client to a longer term in order
to avoid the aggravated designation.
As an example, if a client pleads guilty
to aggravated robbery and receives a term
of 18 years, the client will not become
eligible for paiole until the expiration of

inp. As such arrangementsm o t bemade
if the decision is made to take the case to
trial, other measures should be taken to
help the convicted client.

Protests

Paige Mmsey is a I977gradUafe of the
Universiryof Tern School of law. As assistant gene~alcounsel to Governor Clemenu, he reviewed over 10,000 parofe
Jilespresentedfor Dovetnor's Ofice review
by the Texas b a r d bf Pardons and
Paroles. Mr. Mssey nawpmcficeslaw in
Austin, co~icentmngonpnmles,pardorts,
and commutations of sentence.
six calendar years and would be released
to mandatory supervision after approximately six and one-half years. If the same
client were, instead, to plead guilty to robbery and receive a term of 21 years, he
would he eligible for parole whenhis flat
time, good time, and bonus time total
seven years. This should be aehieved after two and one-half ta three years. With
a conviction for simple robbery, the client
is likely to receive an automatic setoff on
the first review, but would be seriously
considered afte~thefirst setoff, This brings
the client within the scope of release after
approximately three and a half to four
years, rather than six years. The example
holda true in pleading for a slightly longer
term in order to avoid the affirmative fmd-
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TheBoard of Pardons and Paroles ?entatively" approves an inmate for parole
when two of the three panel members
reviewing the case vote in favor of the
parole plan. When one favorable vote is
cast, the Board notifies the District Judge
@fthe Court in which the defendant was
convicted, the District Attorney, and the
County Sheriff. Any of these three officials
can protest the parole, recommend the
parole plan, or do nothing. Most do nothin^. Protests are extremely difficultto deal
wgh during thereview p k s s and invariably are honored by the Parole Board the
first t'une received. There is no faster way
to see parole approval withdrawn than by
the submission of a protest by a trial
official.
Many trial officials win agree during the
plea process not to issue a protest when
notified by theBoard. If at a11possible, an
agreement m this end should be secured.
In the vast m;rjorityofcases, the trial official issuing the protest is the District Attorney. OccasionaUy, the Judge will
protest a patole, but only rarely does the
County Sheriff. In the event such an agreement has not been secured, and the attorney is representing his client through the
parole process, a face-to-facemeeting with
the trial officials, explaiing the merits of
the parole plan, will often satisfy the trial
official that no pfonrst need he issued.
Many trial officials can be satisfied with
a parole pIan which proposes that the client
be paroled to a county other than the
county of conviction, or to an out-of-state
pIan.
An opportunity exists after a protest has
been h u e d , which has caused the denial
of a parole plan, to then convince the trial

official of the merits of the plan and ohtain his agreement to withdraw his protest.
The Board of Pardons and Paroles will
submit a file for re-examination when a
protest, which has caused the denial of a
parole plan, has been withdrawn. In many
cases, it is an easy matter to have the parole
plan reinstated if the trial official will withdraw his protest. It is important, however,
for the attorney to obtain a copy of the withdrawal letter or, better yet, draft it for the
trial official. It should then be forwarded
to the Board requesting a re-examination
of the case.
In the event the trial official will not
withdraw his protest, it is possible to convince the Board of Pardons and Paroles to
override the protest and maintain the parole
plan. This is, however, anuphill battle and
arguments which are not successful include
the fact that the trial official was not in
office at the time of the conviction.
The Board of Pardons and Paroles requests that the protest be received from the
trial official within 10 days after notice is
sent to the official. However, the Board
reserves the right to honor a protest at anytime, and thereby withdraw its parole approval, prior to the time the client is
actually released from TDC. People have
been waiting to sign parole papers when
that disappointing phone call is received
and the individual is then returned to his
Unit.

Parole Plan
It is important for the attorney to work
with his client in establishing a parole plan
which is as palatable as possible for the
Board of Pardons and Paroles. In many
cases, a parole plan that does not return
an individual to a county in which he was
convicted is favored. A parole plan which
includes employment and the residenceof
a family member, is also important. In the
more violent/longer sentence situations,
parole plans can be aided by proposing a
halfway house as the client's residence.

those favored programs at TDC. Most
Members of the Board place a very high
value on the educational achievement of individuals at TDC. Successful furlough
completion is also very highly regarded by
the Board. The best measure of TDC adjustment is the State Approved Trusty Status of the individual. Those clients
enjoying SAT 1 or SAT 2 status will find
parole review to be more successful than
those SAT 3 and SAT 4 clients and, certainly, those relegated to line class
positions.
The Texas Department of Corrections
gives additional good time for the educational pursuits and certifiable job skill
achievements occurring during incarceration. All of these factors will move the
client closer to parole review and present
a better picture when actually reviewed.
The Texas Department of Corrections also
awards bonus time totalling one month and
29 days, to all inmates who complete a level of participation in on-the-job training,

Our warehouses here at the
Government Printing Oflice
contain more than 16,000different
Government publications. Now
we've put together a catalog of
nearly 1,000of the most popular
books in our inventory. Books like
Infant Care, National Park Gz~ide
and Man.. TheSaace Shuttle at
Work, Federal Benefits
for Veteraus and
Dependent. :,nd The

.

.

vocational training, or education pursuits.
This bonus time cannot be increased by additional achievement.
Inmates at TDC can be eligible for a
furlough of five days eveiy six months.
The decision to award a furlough is made
in a two-step process between the Unit to
which the i&te is assigned and the Central TDC Administration. The Board puts
a great deal of emphasis on the successful
completion of furloughs (which means
returning on time) and can move an inmate
along in the parole process dramatically.

Court Records
The original Court file, in the county of
conviction, can contain information which
would have a positive impact on the Commissioners or Board Members. As parole
file contents are rarely shared with attorneys, information beneficial to the client
should be provided to the Board. Crucial
cmrinred on page 46

Back-Yard Mechanic. Books on
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agricu:ture, business, children,
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exploration, transportation, and
vacations. Find out what the
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For your free copy of our new
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TDC Adjustment
It would be beneficial to all criminal attorneys to confer with their clients prior
to their departure to TDC and explain to
them the attorney's continuing role (if arranged) in the client's parole future and the
necessity of the individual to participate in
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The Perils of GCMS Drug Analysis
by Dan Kirby, Forensic Chemist
Micro Forensics and Investigatbns
The amazing world of chemistry and
physics has been significantly sliced into
a broad range of professional fields of endeavor. One such endeavor is forensic
science.
In this article, I wish to discuss one
major aspect of forensics, GCMS drug
analysis. I wish also to point out problems
so that defense attorneys can see the weaknesses associated with such tests.
Clearly, the courts depend highly upon
the accurate and precise analysis of alleged
controlled substances. Unformnately, the
standards of drug analysis can be very
much different from one crime laboratory
to another.
It is important to understand that chemistry and physics are both empirical
sciences. That is, measurements are relied
upon to form a conclusion. Obviously, no
measurements are perfect. Therefore the
practice of chemistq or physics utilizes inductive reasoning. This simply means going from experimental data acquired to the
formulation of some general statement. On
the other hand deductive reasoning, such
a s with mathematics, is going from a
general statement to calculate or evaluate
some specific problem.
Forensic chemists in a non-research envimnment, such as many government facilities are structured, are confronted with
the task of essentially mass producing
scientific results and conclusions. With the
forecasted increase in drug traffic andpublic demand for more convictions, states'
drug chemists must perform analysis
quickly in order to meet the increasing
workloads. Fromalogical point of view,
it is easy to expect mistakes to h e made.
Unfortunately, the defense attorney is
faced with detecting these errors.
For the last several years, the GCMS or
Gas Ctuomatograph/Mass Spectrometer
has been used tremendously with great
preference over other instrumentation such
as infrared spectroscopy. The reasons are
clear; easy sample preparation, quick analysis time, provides molecular and physi24 VOICEfor the Defense /January 1987

cal information, and the cost of the GCMS
has decreased drastically. More and more
drug analysts are depending on this instrument.
Most drug exhibits are not in a pure
state. This means almost anything could be
present with an alleged controlled substance, especially considering that a lot of
these are manufactured in clandestine
laboratories. Obviously, separation of
these constituents is necessary for proper
analysis.
The GCMS is actually two instruments
in one. A gas chromatographis connected
to a mass spectrometer.
Thegas chromographer takes advantage
of the fact that many organic molecules are
volatile. That is, these molecules will
vaporize fairly easily. A sample is shot
generally with a syringe into an injection
port which is hot enough to vaporize the
sample. This injection port is where some
problems can occur. Thermal energy can
cause substances to decompose or even rearrange to formnew compounds. Especially in the case where a solvent called
methanol is used. Methanol is used in
chemistry many times as a reagent to synthesize new compounds.
After the injection, the vaporized sample
is swept onto the column by a carrier gas.
This column is where separation of components is to occur. Put simply, a column
is a long tube containing what is called a
packing material. There are hundreds of
different kinds on the market suited for
various purposes. Physically, molecules
are of different weights and geometric
sizes. It's easy to see. that if two different
molecules are swept through the packing
material, only one should reach the other
end first. The other molecule would follow some time later. The amount of time
required for a component to reach the end
is called a Yetention timeYand is characteristic of that component. This retention
timeis dependent on many factors and can
change from one day to the next for any
given substance. The carrier gas is usual-

ly nitrogen, helium, or hydrogen. Nitrogen is probably most common followed by
helium. Nitrogen is fairly inert but has
been known to react with various substances, This gas is used to IiteraUy help
carry the injected sample through the
column. As the components elute off the
column, they arecarried into the interface
connecting the GC to the mass spectrometer. So yon can see, the gas chmmatograph serves only as a separation technique
and to gather retention timeepeak area, and
height data.
A defenseattorney should be aware that
many problems can occur in this first instrument. The states' expert should be
cross-examined thoroughly about the GC
and the possible problems associated with
it.
Finally, we begin to discuss the mass
spectrometer. Before the components enter
this instrument, they must travel through
the interface.
As I mentioned earlier, there are different types of columns available. Basically,
they can be broken down into two major
categories, capillary and packed.
The capillary ones do not contain apacking but have substances coated on the inside of the tubing to act as a packing. These
capillaries have very small diameters and
are considered to hc the "statc of the art"
columns hccause of their high efficiencies.
Usually the output of these are connected
directly to the mass spectrometer input.
The packed columns have large dipmeters and carry molecules which are fairly well spread apart; too far apart to feed
directly into the mass spec. In this situation, sometimes glass jet separators are
used. This is a glass tube placed into a
heated chamber and serves to concentrate
the molecules as they are eluting off the
column. This way the molecules are close
enough together to do mass spec testing.
At this point serious problems can occur. The heat applied to all these sections
of the GCMS is controlled by a complex
system of heater triacs. These triacs are

controlled by the computer system. Occasionally, something happens and the computer will reset all or some of these heaters
to default conditions. In other words, the
default value of the glassjet separator heater might be 50" Celcius. Operating temperature of this section is usually around
260' Celcius. If for some reason this happens, several injections could have been
made before the operator is aware that
something is wrong. As the injected samples elute, they can actually be condensed
onto the glass separator. Once the problem
has been corrected, it is possible that some
of this condensed substance could be swept
into the mass spec later when another sample from another case is being analyzed.
This could especially be dangerous when
an auto sampler is used.
Assuming all is correct at this point, the
components travel into the ionization
chamber of the mass spec. Now, this
chamber is composed of many electrodes
with various voltages applied by the computer system. These voltages can he
changed at any time by the operator. The
component travels into the pathway of an
electron beam and is broken into many
charged fragments, with different weights
or masses. The way in which the molecules
fragment, the intensity and masses of these
fragments, are characteristic of that
molecule.
The manner in which the instrument
looks at all the fragments is a network of
very sophisticated electronics. It just so
happens that this network must be in
proper tune before a legitimate fragmentation pattern can be obtained. This pattern
is referred to as fhemass spectrum. Again,
the operator can tune this system at will.
One slight change in tuning can result in
a spectrum totally different from the wrrect one.
Now assuming this instrument is tuned
correctly, there exists another major
problem. How does one interpret a mass
spectrum?
An interpretation requires a high level
of organic structural understanding. To get
around this problem, most analysts rely
upon mass spectra libraries which have
been recorded onto the software.
Usually supplied with the instrument is
called the NBS library or National Bureau
of Standards. This library contains behveen 30,000 and 40,000 organic mass
spectra. When doing a search on this

library, many possible compounds are
presented. All of these choices are sometimes very similar in structure and are
ranked on a scale from 0 to 1000 by the
computer. Again, if the instrument is not
tunedproperly, this search can result in the
wrong choice being presented by the computer with a high match quality. But there's
another problem with the NBS library. The
names of the chemicals of choice areusually written in what's called a IUPAC
format.
IUPAC is abbreviated for International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
This organization names chemicals according to an internationally accepted method.
These names do not even compare with the
common names generally appied to controlled substances.
Example: The IUPAC name for Methamphetamine is 1-phenyl-2-methylaminopropane.
There are even other forms of this name
which are internationally acceptable.
Therefore, a new library is prepared on
the software containing only a few hundred
mass spectra obtained from supposedly
known standards. These libraries are
usually prepared by one or two individuals
and there is usually no record of the origin of these standards. Ultimately, other

mass spec operators will use these 'Tnhouse" prepared libraries for years to
come.
In conclusion, it's most important for a
defense attorney to understand that there
are many organic compounds which can
have almost indentical mass spectra to
some commonly found street drugs. Some
of these can even have the same screening
test results.
It is my opinion that any drug chemist
using a GCMS should search on all available libraries and should have a good
working knowledge of mass spectra interpretation. If possible, pre-trial hearings
should be conducted to determine if the
analyst is actually qualified to perform
GCMS analysis on alleged controlled substances. Many chemists have never completed any formal training with this
instrument. Hopefully, upon thorough
cross-examination of the states' drug expert witness, hidden scientific errors will
be uncovered.
Regardless of the incoming work load,
or any other reason which may be presented, the forensic chemist must be able not
only to provide totally conclusive laboratory data, but also to sufficiently explain
these results to either a judge, attorney,
laymen jury, or another forensic expert..
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The Last Word
"Role and Duty of the Jury"
by Ray Moses

One of the tasks of the defender in jury
argument is to make the jurors recognize
what their role and duty is. This muat be
done with energy and intensity if the jury
is to be uplifted and elevated. Before
delivering the message with which one
seeks to satisfy and persuade the jury, one
may wish to package the message with a
description of the purpose of the obligation of jurors. In preparing for the
uplifting-elevating argument, the defender
should psych himself up to the point of
feeling that the jurors are good people who
will do justice if given the correct
guidance. During the uplifting speech one
should try to feel the way that he would
want the jurors to feel about their role and
duty.
The following examples are designed to
make the jnmrs feel a sense of pride, power and obligation in performing their job.

I am doing this for a purpose. I want you
to know how important you, as a juror, are
to (name the Defendant) because his future
is in your hands. (Source: John M. Young,
Columbia, South Carolina)

J-Ray Moses, a board cerfged criminal

law specialistfrom Houston, received law
(History of jury system-derived f m
American Revolufion-defense argument)
One of the reasons that this country
broke away from England was so that we
could have a trial by jury. There were two
other main reasons. One was freedom of
religion. The other was freedom of speech.
King George infringed on the colonist's
right to a jury trial. That is one of the reasons for the Ametican Revolution. In our
day to day lives where we w o w about the
house payments or the cost of gasoline, we
have a tendency to forget what this country is about.
Recently I had an opportunity to be in
Philadelphia. It was a visit that rekindled
my belief in the system. As you practice
law for awhile, you can become a little jaded. I went through Independence Hall
which is probably the most historic building in America. I saw where Thomas
Jefferson sat down and wmte the Declaration of Independence. It inspiredmeeven
more to see the room where people from
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(Jury system began with Magna Carfadefense argument)
The jury system got its start iu England
under King John. It started with the Magna Carta. But the Magna Carta didn't
guarantee a jury in the way we think of it
today. When the Magna Carta was written, women didn't have a right to a jury.
Working class citizens had no right to a
iury. It was only the noble, the noble man
not the noble woman, that was given the
right to a jury. (Sowce: John M. Young,
Columbia, South Carolina)
(No right tojury in other countries where
accuser zk alsojtuige-defense argument)
I don't want to sound corny, but let me
say this. Yon don't get a jury trial in Russia, Communist China, Viet Mam or Castro Cuba. I am so t h a w that we have
the right to present our case to you rather
than leaving it up to the police or the prose
cutor to decide whether (name the Defndant) is guilty. I am glad that we live in
a country where your accuser is not also
your judge.

degrees from Tenas, Northwestern and
S.M. U. Moses is a Professor at Sorith
Texas College of Law in Houston.

all over the thirteen colonies came and sat
and deliberated and wrote the Constitution
of this country. In that room in Independence Hall, there is no heat. It was a
laborious task to write the Constitution.
There was a lot of debate about it. They
carried Benjamin Franblin, eighty-one
years old with the gout, into the room.
They had four people carry him in and out
of the room. He was the mediator. The
very principles we are talking about-the
presumption of innocence, the burden of
proof beyond a reasonable doubt and the
right of an accused citizen to a jury trialall of these fundamental concepts go hack
to our Constitution that our forefathers, the
founders of this counhy, wmte in 1791.
This may sound like a history lesson, but

(Triul by jury-defense argument)
It is good that we have trial by jury. We
don't have trial by commission or trial by
magistrate or trial by police officer. We
have trial by jury, by citizens. (Source:
Dick DeGuerin, Houston, Texas)
(Don't return verdict that the King
awaits-story of trial of WiUiam Penndefense argument)
Last night, while I was thinking this case
over, in anticipation of my final argument,
I thought to myself what can I tell these
twelve people that will cause them, when

they go back into the jury room, to give
some consideration to what I have said and
to recall the arguments that I have made.
Then it dawned on me that I have read this
very case before. I have seen this case before and why don't I share that with this
jury.
Years ago in England, a trial occurred
of an English citizen which reminds me of
this prosecution. That trial, unlike this one,
was for the crime of sedition or speaking
out against the King. There, the King was
very upset because he had been advised
that one of his loyal subjects had spoken
out against him. The King summoned his
prosecutor who, in turn, presented all of
the King's men to the Grand Jury for a
return of an indictment which brought that
defendant to Court. In this case, the prosecutor here, just like the King's prosecutor
there, marched in all of the King's men,
in this case, the Government agents, who
testified before a Grand Jury and brought
an indictment which brings my client to trial before you.
Then, the King ordered his Judge, just
like the Judge in this case, to bring a trial
and to have the Clerk bring in some jurors
to well and truly try the case against this
seditionist, this man who spoke out against
the King. The King further instructed his
prosecutor that he was charged with the
duty of getting the verdict that the King
awaits.
The prosecutor went off and he called
in all of the King's men, just like the prose
cutor in this case called in all of the
Government's agents. He looked over at
the jury when he was done and he said it
is now your obligation, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, to return the verdict that
the King awaits. The last voice that those
jurors heard was that of the King's Judge,
just like the last thing you will hear in this
case before yon begin your deliberations
is the legal instructions from the United
States District Judge in this case. The
Judge told the jury, now ladies and gentlemen, you have heard all the testimony
from all the King's men, and it is now your
duty to go out and return the verdict that
the King awaits.
That jury went out and they stayed out
for several days until finally there was a
knock at their door. The bailiff went over
and inquired as to whether or not the jury
had reached a verdict. The foreperson of
that jury advised not, that the jurors could

not oblige because their consciences would
not let them return the verdict that the King
awaits. The King's Judge called them back
in and charged them again. He, again, advised them that it was their obligation to
go out and return the verdict that the King
awaits. With that, the jury went hack out
and they began deliberation once again.
Arguments went on among the jurors and
stdl their consciences would not permit
them to return the verdict that the King
awaits. Finally, their foreperson wrote a
letter to the Judge asking that they be
released because their consciences would
not permit them to return the verdict that
the King awaits. That piece of paper became famous because, although technically
you may not know what it is, you have all
heard of it because it became the first writ
of habeas corpus. The King's Judge in that
case granted that writ and released those
jurors without their ever having to return
the verdict that the King awaited. The
defendant in that case was acquitted of the
crime of sedition, he left England and came
to the United States. Here, we thought
enough of him to name the great State of
Pennsylvania after him because I have just
told you the true story of the trial of William Penn.
You know, ladies and gentlemen, the
hero of this story isn't William Penn. The
hero in this story is not even the foreperson of the Grand Jury for draftiig the first
writ of habeas corpus. The hero in this story isn't the King's Judge for granting the
fust writ ofhabeas corpus. Ladies and gentlemen, the heroes in this case are those
twelve earnest people who, like yourselves, refused to return the verdict that the
King awaits. Ladies and gentlemen, I ask
you to be my hero and to speak your conscience. Your consciences will not permit
you to return the verdict that the King
awaits. (Source: Alan S. Ross, Miami,
Florida)

(Exhorting jurors to follow the law and
enforce the rights of the accusedsummer soldier, sunshine patriot
analogy-defense argrrrnent)
Each of you told me on voir dire, no
matter how horrendous the case, no matter how bad the case, no matter what, you
could follow the law. I'm asking you to
hold yourself to that promise which you
gave under oath.
In the formative days of the American

Revolution, Thomas Paine made some
comments that were directed at people that
would help only on given occasions. He
referred to them as "summer soldiers" and
"sunshine patriots"-people who only
wanted to help on good weather days.
They weren't willing to slug it out during
the cold weather of Valley Forge.
Don't be sunsshine patriots when it comes
to following our law, our Constitution and
our Bill of Rights. Don't hc wmmcr soldiers and sunshine patriots in following the
law of reasonable doubt. (Source: Ken
Sparks, Houston, Texas)

-

(Buck stops here-defense argument)
Up to this point, you've all played apassive role in this trial. You've had a few
laughs-some on the witnesses, some on
the lawyers. But the buck stops here. Now
each one of you must assume one of the
most awesome responsibilities of citizenship in a free society-the obligation of
deciding the guilt or innocence of a fellow
human being. (Source: Gerald Polis,
Riverside, California)
(Ju~ycan pick and choose evidencedefense argument)
You, as jurors, may disregard all of the
testimony you heard or you can believe
some of it and disregard the rest. That is
your job. It is your duty and function.
(Jurors as the sole arbiters of defendant's
punishment-defense argument)
When you go back into the jury room
to deliberate, there will be no one trying
to second guess you. The power is yours
alone. The sole question at this point in the
trial is what you are going to do with one
man, (name the Defendant). The only thing
you are expected to do is to punish (name
the Defendant) in a manner that the law
provides and in a way that yon think is
proper and right. It's that simple. (Source:
John Mann, Lubbock, Texas)
(Verdict does not have to be explained to
artyone)
The decision you render in this case is
yours alone. You don't have to justify it
to anybody. When you walk out of here,
no one will require you to give any sort
of explanation for your verdict. It is strictly
a matter of your own conscience.
(Pledge of jurors duringjury selection -
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defense argument)
During the jury selection stage of this
case, you gave me your assurance that
(state the matter about which one received
a pledge, promise or agreement from the
jurors). You have no greater duty than to
return a not guilty verdict if you are not
able, in good conscience, to resolve the
conflicts between the evidence and what
you assured me when we selected you for
this jury. (Source: James Niehelson, St.
Clairsville, Ohio)
(Jurors not nrbber stamps of police or
prosecutors-defense argument)
You know the prosecutor may get up
here in a few minutes and try to argue that
good law enforcementrequires conviction
in this case. He wants you to do as he bids.
But your job is not to heed his beck and
call. You don't work for the prosecutor's
office. Nor do you work for the police
department. We all advocate good law enforcement. There's no dispute about that.
Good law enforcement occurs when the
guilty are found guilty and those that haven't been proven guilty are found not
guilty. There are no losers when justice is
done. Good law enforcement by this jury
is not simply rubber stamping every act of
the police or request of the prosecutor.
You have no dnty to rubber stamp what the
prosecutor wants you to rubber stamp. All
we ask is that you impartially weigh the
evidence and apply the burden of proof to
it. (Source: S.M.U. Criminal Justice Clinic, Dallas, Texas)
(Don't decide moral guilt of defendantdefense argument)
One thing you are not here to do is to
decide the moral guilt of (name tlte Defendantj. It's not your job to judge him in a
moral context. (Source: Art Brender, Fort
Worth, Texas)
(Don* try our cases i~ newspaperdefense argument)
(Name the Defendant) is not here to he
tried by the newspapers. The evidence in
this trial is not just the evidence that the
newspapers choose to print. I believe in
freedom of the press and I don't fault our
friends in the media, but they are not under the duty that you are.
You are here in Court and you can't get
up and walk out and miss part of the testimony to get a drink of water or to call
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in a story or to check on what's going on
in another courtroom. You are here for the
whole shooting match. You know what the
entire case is about. You have paid attention. So, regardless of what is said about
this case in the papers, regardless of what
your friends and neighbors thinl;from having read the paper, it is what is in your
hearts and minds that this trial is about.
(Source: Dick DeGuerin, Houston, Texas)
( l i i l b y newspapers-phone in verdictdefense argument)
Under our system of government, we
can't convict on suspicions and on what
newspapers say. Some people say where
there's smoke there's fire. Well, if that
were our system, we'd just allow people
to pick up their newspaper, read about the
case and phone in their verdict. (Source:
John Marinelli, Jr., Downey, California)

(Forcing wisdom and virtue from a j q )
Wisdom and virtue can't be forced from
a jury like eggs from chickens under electriclights. There is no such thing as general intelligence. There is only individual
intelligencecommunicating itself to other
individual intelligences.
(Juror's duty to resistpublkify andpeer'
pressure-defense argument)
This case has received a great deal of
publicity. A great many of your friends
thinkthey know what happed. Youmust
walk out of here and say, "Yes, I found
him not guilty and I based it on the trial
evidence and the trial evidence alone. You
weren't there. You only read a newspaper
story."
(Right of each irrdividuul juror to ntainfain his opinion-defense argument)
Each person on this jury has the duty of
making up his or her own mind as to
whether the prosecution has proved the
Defendant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt. A juror cannot compromise his duty
merely because someone else on the jury
disagrees with his or her opinion.
(Right to a jury trial-something for
which we have fought wars-defense argument)
This jury represents the progress of 200
years of living and dying for the rights
guaranteed by our United States Constitution.
In the beginning, we fought a nation to

secure these individual rights. Since our
beginning, we have fought other nations
to protect t h m rights. We have fought all
over the globe. We have fought two World
Wars and we will probably be called upon
to fight a third.
You took an oath tbat you would a true
verdict render, according to the law and
the evidence-the law, ladies and gentlemen, thelaw. Not just the law in the United States since 1776, but going back to that
day in June in 1215 when the people won
the Magna Carta from King John.
Your forefathers died at Bunker Hill and
at the Alamo, and at Pearl Harbor. They
suffered at Valley Forge and at Goliad, and
at Corregidor. They marched to victory at
Yorktown, and at San Jacinto, and at Normandy so that you and I could live in the
land of the jury trial. (Source: Skip Cornelius, Houston, Texas)

(Jurom us cructal part of defensedefense argument)
Your role as jurors was defined nine
centuries ago in England when the citizens
wrested from King John certain rights of
citizenship. Those rights were the first constitutional doctrine, the Magna Carta. The
Magna Carta embodied the fast constitutional doctrine of western civilization. It
contained a very important provision. That
provision is tbat the sovereign, the kimg,
the government can't take the liberty of a
person unless that person is found guilty
by a jury of his peers.
We fought a revolution to be free from
domination of the British, but we incorporated these basic rights of citizenship into
our own Constitution. We said that the
citizen is protected from the arbitrary or
abusive acts of the sovereign, the government. We estahlished a system that r e
quim twelve jurors to (add if applicable:
unanimously) agree upon the guilt of an individual before he can he turned over for
punishment.
You ladies and gentlemen of the jury
are, in one sense, impartial arbiters of the
facts, but in another sense, and by virtue
of your historical role, you are a very crucial part of the defense. You form a human shield around (name the Defendant).
You say to the prosecutor, "Mr. Prosecutor, (name the Defendant) is our peer.
He is a citizen of this country. He is one
of us. He may look different than we do,
he may dress differently than we do. He

may have longer hair than we have, but he
is one of us and we are not going to allow
you to take him from our midst. We are
not going to let you take this person, this
citizen unless or until you prove to us that
his guilt has been established beyond a
reasonable doubt. Our country was founded by people who guaranteed these fundamental rights to each and every citizen.
Mr. Prosecutor, we are the jury. We are
the jury and we are here to see that those
rights are protected."

There was a time in my career when I
thought through an unjustified lack of humility that defenders like myself were the
ones who make the system work. I thought
that those of us who choose to defend the
citizen accused are the ones who keep the
Constitution alive. I know now that I was
wrong. Lawyers aren't the ones who make
the system work. You are. If youdon't do
it, it doesn't get done. (Source: Eugene
Moscovitch, Santa Monica, California)

(Assessing credibiity-gol&and analogy)
It's your job as jurors to sift the gold
(Jury service as only conscriptive service)
from
the sand.
With the abolition of the military draft,
jury duty is the only conscriptive service
(Jurors may have been reluctant fo asthat is imposed on citizens.
sume responsibility of judging-defense
argument)
(Two rights-vote and serve on jury)
When you first were summoned as a
There are two rights that you enjoy as
a citizen-the right to vote and the right juror or when you were first questioned out
to serve on a jury that will decide the fate here and when you fust heard a little bit
about this case, you may have said to yourof a fellow citizen.
self, 'Wait a minute, I'm not a lawyer. I
(Sacrifices ofjurors-compliment for at- haven't had any legal training. I have never
been in Codrt before. What am I doing
tentiad
here?
I'm nqt experienced enon&" You
You have made sacrifices to serve as
jumrs. You could havebegged off of jury might have said to yourself, 'This is too
service. But you made the sacrif~ce.I won't big a decision. A person's life is really at
thank you for being jurors because that is stake. His freedom is at stake. What am
part of a citizen's duty. However, I do I doing making those kinds of decisions
without any experience?"
compliment you for your attention.
But, you see, you do have experience.
In fact, you're probably better suited to
(Knowing what is right)
No jury ever had a problem doing what make the kind of decision that you have
is right. The big problem is knowing what to make than the Judge, the police, the
prosecutors or myself. The reason for that
is right.
is because we are involved every day in
the
business. It's a business, disposing of
(Jurors funcfiou as judge of facts)
cases in the courts, and when you're in(Decision of inlpoifance in juror5 lives- volved in something every day, you get
calloused. You naturally tend to get caldefense argumntj
Every one of you-you and you and you, loused. If you're a prosecutor for years,
sir (looking at jurors individually)-have you will naturally tend to see only the
had to make an important decision from prosecution side of i t If you're a defense
time to time in your life-major decisions lawyer for years, younaturally tend to see
like taking a new job, transferring from only the defense side of it, and if you're
one city to another, buying a new home, a judge for years, yon sit up there and it
deciding to have surgery, marrying or seems like everything just repeats itself.
But you people are good, common, sendivorcing. I am asking you to extend to
(name the Defendunf) the same serious sible people. You don't owe anybody any
consideration that you would give to the favor. Yon don't owe me anything. You
important matters in your life. (Source: don't owe (name the Defudant) anythimg.
John M. Young, Columbia, South You don't owe the prosecutors anything.
You're independent people. Every day in
Carolina)
your life you make the kind of judgment
(Jurors make system work-defeuse ar- that you're going to have to make today.
It's the kind of decision you have to make
gument)

every day, because you judge people every day. I don't care who yon are or where
you come from or what you do, you judge
people every day.
So, withim the rules that the judge gives
you and thelaws be tells you that you have
to follow, you have got to judge your fellow man, (Source: Dick DeGuerin,
Houston, Texas)

(Uncomforable case)
At some time during this trial, you perceived that this was not the ordinary trial.
You perceived that this type of case was
one that you were going to have to w r e
tle with. It's the type of case with which
you might not be entirely comfortable.
(Jurors selected because of faimessdefense argument)
We talked to (state fhe nuntberJpeople
in selecting a jury in this case. We selected you because you are fair and reasonable people. Once you passed that railing
to take your place as jurors in this trial,
your only duty became to treat (name the
Defendant) as fairly as you would want to
be treated yourselves.
(Juror's rigltf to draw inference&eductions from evidence)
The law says that you jurors have the
right to draw reasonable inferences from
the evidence. This means that you can use
your common sense and reason to draw
logical conclusions from the evidence you
hear. Its &putting two and two together.
The evidencehas to give you two and two.
If it does, then it's up to you to put the two
and two together to make four.
(Hard work of court personnel to uehieve
verdict based orr evidence)
There are a lot of people who have
worked hard on this case-the Judge, the
Clerk, the Bailiff, the Court Reporter.
They have worked hard for one reason-a
verdict based on the evidence. All of this
workmeans nothing ifyou don't decidethis
case on the law and evidence.
(Jurors as divinely created and iufluenced)
Since God had created every man and
woman on this jury in his own image with
the power to distinguish between right and
wrong, every one of you ought to listen
with respect to the opinions expressed by
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your fellow jurors. Whatever judgment is
expressed by the majority of such divineIy created human beings after full and free
dfscussion is likely to be closest to the
tmth.

(Jumrs see through smoke and clouds in
deciding right)
My years of law practice in this nrurthouse have led me to one single belief. The
law is wise because it lets jururs decide the
issues in a criminal trial. You jurors have
a wonderful way of seelng through the
smoke and the clouds and determining
what is right.
(zawyers re&ing
aloof to jurors)
Thejudge told you during thejury selection that you should not be offended if the
attorneys don'k speak to you as you wme
and go. The law prevents me from talking
with you during this trial. I hope that you
understand that is why we have had to remain aloof. If we have passed in the hall
and I seemed to avoid recognizimg you, it's
because the law requires it, not because I
enjoy it.
(Why jury here)
Before turning to the merits of this case,
I'd like to address another aspect of this
proceeding. Why are you here? You know
why the Judge and the lawyers are here,
but why are you here? Why are you summoned from your home and your job to
come and spend time in your courthouse?
Your names come from voters registration
lists. You vote. Voting is the closcsl most
citizens will conlc to heine involved in the
operation of their own &vernment. But
serving on a jury puts you at the heartbeat
of the operation of thelaws that govern all
of our lives. I know you want to do it right.
The laws you hear the Court describe ate
your laws. That's why you are here, to
weigh the facts and to apply your laws,
well and truly. (Source: Charles Helfgott,
Cape May, New Jersey)
(Jury semke-passing the torch anaIogy)
You are much like the Athenian runners
who carried the Olympic torch. You are
carrying the torch of justice. It is a torch
that is passed from one jury to another.
(Jury service-tomorrow's litigantstoday ts jurors)
Tomorrow's litigants are today's jurors.
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(Jury service)
I don't want to wave the flag, but let me
say this. The quality of a jury system is
judged by how the poorest among us is
treated when he comes before the bar of
justice.
(Jurors as mirmr of society's values)
A jury has been described as a mirror
of society and its verdict as a reflection of
society's values. You are the soul and conscience of this wmmunity. (Source: Gerald Polis, Riversrde, California)
(Jurors as officrs of the court)
Yon jurors have become "officers ofthe
court" as much as Judge (name iheJudgej
and as much a8 the lawyers.
(Jurors as chosen ones)
You ladies and gentlemen truly are the
chosen ones. We spent quite a bit of time
in selecting you. The reason for that is that
you must be the embodiment of fairness.
You are the ultimate bulwark of liberty.
(Selectingjurors m educated guess)
When you select a juror, its an educated guess.
(Specialjuryfor specialcase-defendant
wanfed intelligent jrrry-defense argument)
I want you tweIve people to know that
you are not on this jury by accident. You
weren't picked at random. Each and every
one of you was questioned and you were
questioned very, very carefully about
whether you wuld follow the law. You are
special in the sense that you are an exceptionally intelligent jury. This is what I,
representing (name the Defendant), wauted in this case. I wanted a smart jury because you have before you testimony the
likes of which I doubt acourtroom has seen
before.

(Pride in being lawyer in system that uses
jury-legal principles older fhan our
country-defense argument)
I'm proud to be a lawyer. I'm proud to
be able to stand in front of jurors such as
you. I'm proud because we have the kind
of system that we have, which allows
someone who's accused of a crime to
present his case to twelve of his fellow
citizens. Because you know in other legal

systems than ours, usually a magistrate,
sometimes apoliceman, but always some
one connected with the prosecution, decides if you're guilty or innocent. If this
case were simply to be decided by a magistrate or a police officer or some individual asnnected with the prosecution who
decided guilt in our system, then you
wouldn't be here and (name the Defendant)
wouldn't stand a chancenor would you, if
you were ever charged with a crime. But
our system gives us the right and gives you
the right to have a fair and impartial
tribunal of honest, decent citizens decide
whether you're guilty or innocent. I thank
the Lord that we have that system.
The way you make that decision i s by
following rules that have existed for
hundreds of years. Some of these rules are
older than our country, because our system of jurisprudence is based upon the Euglish system, and many legal principles
were decided years before we were even
a nation. They give you guidance in your
duty as jurors. (Source: Dick DeGuerld,
Houston, Texas)

(Jurors should not appmach job as
machines-defense argument)
Mankind has invented machines that assume much of the responsibility in our society. Robots make our cars. Air
conditioners keep us cool. We press a button and a machine gives us a cup of hot
coffee. Our president can press a button
and destroy Russia. Their leader can do the
same to us. Computers keep track of how
much we make and how much we owe.
But there is one machine we have yet to
devise-we don't have a machine that can
judge people. There is no computer that
can take the facts of a trial and render a
fair decision. Why is that? It's because
machines don't have humanity. They can't
feel. They have no emotions. Ifit was intended that you approach your job as
though you were a machine, don't you
think we would have a computer in here
instead of you? No, you are here, judging
(namt? the Defendant) precisely because
you are a thinking, feeling, sensitive person and not a machine.
(Jury as embodiment of popular willdefense argument)
We spent a great deal of time trying to
select a fair jury. Traditionallyjurors have
been the protector of individual rights.

They have enforced what is the popular system was created not to be an arm of the
will in the community. The name of this police and the prosecution but rather to
case is (state the style of theprosecution, check theexcesses of government. Histore.g., United States, State, People, Conz- ically, in England, people learned how
nzonwealth, etc.) versus (name the Defen- easy it is to suffer injustice if you let the
dant). I want you to understand one thing. accusers also be the judges. (Source: EuYou, not the prosecutor, represent the will gene Moscovitch, Santa Monica,
of the people in this community. You are California)
going to be the judges. You are going to
decide this case. (Source: Edward Panzer, (Defender as 13th jrrror-defense arNew York, New York)
gument)
Soon you ladies and gentlemen will go
(Stick to your decision-defense ar- into thejury room to decidewhether or not
gument)
(name the Defendant) has been shown to
Stick to your decision. You and you he guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. I wish
alone will decide whether your doubts are I could be there with you when you go over
completely removed from your mind. the facts of this case. I have never had the
Don't compromise for someone else,
opportunity to be a juror. I don't know
what usually goes on in the jury room or
(Prosecutor wanted fair, intelligenf, con- how you will discuss the evidence in this
cemed jurors-prosecution argument)
case. But if I were with yon, I would put
When we started this case and picked my two cents in and raise the points I am
this jury, I looked for one tbing. I looked about to discuss with you. As you listen
for people who could be fair. With that, to the prosecutor's fmal argument, and
Ilooked for two characteristicsin your per- when you are in the jnry room, I hope you
sonality. I wanted jurors who were intel- will remember the thoughts I am about to
ligent and I wanted jurors that were share with you. This is my opportunity to
concerned. If yon are fair, if you are in- become a sort of 13thjumr. These are the
telligent and if you are concerned, as you points I would make if I were deliberating
all are, there can be no confusion about the evidence with you. I ask you to measwhat happened in this case. (Source: Paul ure the prosecutor's arguments against
Gentile, Bronx, New York)
them, and to take these thoughts into consideration when you debate the case.
(Defeudant's day in court-defense ar- (Source: Jeff Korber, Oroville, California)
gument)
This is the Defendant's onIy day in (Reason why dgendant seeksjury trialCourt. His Honor Judge (name the Judge). jurors in defendant'spositio examplethe prosecutor (nawe fhe prosecutor) and defense argument)
I may try other cases. But (name the
Picture yourselves as having been
Defendant) will remember what happened charged with the most heinous crime that
in this wuaroom today as long as he lives. you can possibly imagine. You are not
This is his day in Court and I know you guilty of that crime at all but in the process,
you have been arrested by the local
recognize its importance to him.
Sheriffs office. You have been placed in
(Defendant as targef -David and the squad car. You have been handcuffed.
Goliath-defense argument)
You have been taken to the local jail. You
The Defendant is an ordinary citizen have been booked and fingerprinted. Yon
who has suddenly found himself under the have had your mug shot taken. You have
weight of a prosecution for the serious been taken before a magistrate and the
offense of (name the offense). He is the tar- magistrate has given you your warnings
get here. Don't let there be any confusion and rights and told you what crime you
about who is David and who's Goliath. The have allegedly committed. You have euprosecutor has (name the government tered a plea of not guilty, and for the first
agencies, e.g., FBI, Custorns Service, time you hear those magic words, "you are
Justice Department, etc.) behind him. entitled to make one phone call." Who
(Name the Defendant) is not without am- would you call? Obviously at this point yon
munition. He has one powerhl thing on would want to call someone that had two
his side-his right to a jury trial, The jury things to offer: first, someone who cared

enough about what had happened to you
and, second, someone who a u l d do some
thing about your situation. Ladies and gentlemen, this is exactly why (name the
Defendant) is calling upon you today. He
is calling upon you because you are someone who is interested in his position and
you as the jury with your verdict can do
something about his situation. (Source:
Coye Conner, Ir., Tyler, Texas)
(Juq as equalizers-defense argument)
Obviously, this Defendant and I don't
have the resources to compare with the
prosecution, the government, if you will.
In any sort of contest of strength, they have
more manpower, more money and more
investigators than we can even imagine.
Yet, I tell you that we are equal to the
might of the government. Why? Because
of you. You are the equalizers. You have
the discretion to do what you feel is right.
You have to answer to no one. That is the
good thing, the honest thing, about the jnry
system. It doesn't operate under those kinds
of political influencw that are usually
present in government. (Source: Art
Brender, Fort Worth, Texas)
(Types of jurors who are not fit for
service-defense argument)
Selection of a jury in a case of this nahxe is not an easy task. My experience and
observation have taught me that we have
in this country four types of jurors who are
not equipped to do their duty. First, we
have the type of jumr who is honest and
wnscientious, but lacks the moral courage
to do what is right in the jury box. In his
hean, this type of juror knows a defendant
is not guilty but at the moment of truth,
falters and fails to stick to his verdict.
Next, in type two, we have the juror who
only follows a law if that juror personally
believes in that law. That juror overlooks
the fact that we have fought two world
wars to preserve our laws-all of them.
In the third category, we have the juror
who is always in sympathy with theprosecution. I have heard this typeofjuror state
in this very courtroom that if the prosecution obtained an indictment, the juror
would convict, regardless of the evidence.
That type of juror should be denied protection by our laws and Constitution. But,
perhaps l'm &being too harsh. Maybe it's expecting too much to ask the leopard to
change his spots.
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dark and deceitful nature of such a juror.
I never have forgotten the historical fact
that when George Washington selectedhis
loyal lieutenants to fight the battles of the
revolution, he found in the darkesthour of
our country a Benedict Arnold to prove a

Lastly, in the fourth category, we have,
and I hesitate to mention them in front of
you, the jumr who, with padded feet would
slip into the jury box for improper purposes. There is no expression in the human language to describe and depict the

traitor and surrender the army.
These are the four types of people who
I suggest are unfit for jury service. We
have trust and faith that there are no such
people on this jury. (Source: Skip Cornelius, Houston, Texas)

The Federal Corner
by F.R. 'B~rack"Files
There are all sorts of reasons other than
ordinary mental diseases or defects which
can result in a diagnosis of schiiphrenia
for the average defense lawyer. One of
these is the conflict between the concept
on the one hand of trial by ambush and the
concept of total discovery on the other.
It is an oversimplificationto say that the
rule is as follows: If it is going to hurt the
government's case, you have to tell them
in advance; if it is going to help the
defense's case, they don't have to tell you
until they pass the witness for crossexamination.
We don't know where it happened, but
we know that it happened: In some federal
case in some federal court, some defendant
received a "not guilty" after he convinced
the jury that he was "working for the
government." In response, there is now a
proposed new amendment to the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure requiring a
notice of defense based upon public
authority. The prop& change to the rules
is as follows:
PROPOSEXI RULES
PROPOSED NEW AMENDMENT
TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Rule 12.3. Notice of Defense Based
Upon Public Authority
(a) Notice by Defenctant; Government
Response; Filing Written Statements.
(1) Defendmi's Notice and Government's Response. A defendant intending to
claim a defense of actual or believed exercise of public authority on behalf of a law
enforcementor federal intelligence agency
at the time of the alleged offense shall,
within the time provided for the fLmg of
pretrial motions or at such later time as the

court may direct, serve upon the attorney
for the government a written notice of such
intention and file a capy of such notice with
the clerk. Suchnotice shall summarize the
facts supporting the defense and identify
the law enforcement or federalinbelligence
agency on behalf of which the defendant
claims the actual or believed exercise of
public authority occurred. If the notice
identifies a Metal intelligence agency, the
copy filed with the clerk shall be under
seal. Within ten days after receiving the
defendants notice, but in no event less than
twenty days before trial, the attorney for
the government shall serve upon the defendant or the defendant's attorney a written
response setting forth the government3 position regarding the defense summarlzed
in the notice.
(2) Written Statements. At the time
that the government serves its response to
the notice or thereafter, but in no event less
than twenty days before trial, the attorney
for the government may serve upon the
defendant or the defendant's attorney a
written demand for the names and addresses of the witnesses, if any, upon whom the
defendant intends to rely in establishing the
defense summarized in the notice. Within
seven days after receiving the government's demand, the defendant shall serve
upon the attorney for the government a
written statement of the names and addresses of any such witneses. Within seven
days after receiving the defendant's written statement, the attorney for the government shall serve upon the defendant or the
defendant's attorney a written statement of
the names and addresses of the witnesses,
if any, upon whom thegovernment intends
to rely in opposing the defense summarized
in the notice.
@) Continuing Duty to Disclose. If,
prior to or during trial, a party learns of
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any additional witness whose identity, if
known, should have been included in the
written statement fnrnished under subdivision (a)(2) of this rule, that party shall
promptly notify in writing the other party
or the other party's attorney of the name
and address of any such witness.
(c) Failure to Comply. If a party fails to
comply with the requirements of this rule,
the court may, for good cause shown, allow a late filing of a notice, response or
written statemeut, grant additional time to
the other party to prepare for trial, exclude
the testimony of any undisclosed witness
offered in support of or in opposition to
the defense, or enter such other order as
it deemsjust under the circumstances. This
rule shall not limit the right of the defendant to testify.
(d) Protective Procedures Unaffected.
This rule shall be in addition to and shall
not supersede the authority of the court to
issue appropriateprotective orders, or the
authority of the court to order that any
pleading be filed under seal.
(e) Inadmissibility of Withdrawn
Defense Based Upon Public Authority.
Evidence of an intention to rely upon a
defense based upon publicauthority, later
withdrawn, or of statements made in connection with such intention, is not, in any
civil or criminal proceeding, admissible
against the person who gave notice of the
intention.

NOTICE
Public hearings will be held
on February 13, 1987 in
Washington, D.C.

'SIGNIFICA N'
DECISIONS
C O U R T
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C R I M I N A L

A P P E A L S

TNOTE:
Only 1 1 o p i n i o n s were handed down d u r i n q
t h e f i r s t t h r e e weeks o f December1
Ex p..-.
a r t e Monte Jav TARVER.
No.
9150-85
-- O p i n i o n on S t ~ ' s PDR
-- W r i t R e l i e f Granted:
O p i n i o n by Judge Tom Davis,
Judges
Onion.
W.C.
Davis, McCormick and White d i s s e n t . w i t h o u t o p i n i o n :
12/3/86
~~~

~~~

NOTE: C / A

~

d e c i s i o n r e p o r t e d a t 695 S.W.2d

344

COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL -- T / J FOUND EVIDENCE OF ASSAULT ALLEGED I N
MOl-ION TO REVOKE PROBATION "TO BE TOTALLY INCREDIBLE".
THAT FACT
FINDING BARRED ST FROM SUBSEQUENT PROSECUTION FOR SAME ALLEGED
Face:
T h i s i s an appeal from d e n i a l
ASSAULT I N COUNTY COURT:
of
p r - e t r i a l w r i t o f habeas corpus a l l e g i n g t r i a l on m e r i t s w i l l
subject
D t o double .ieopardy.
D was c o n v i c t e d o f possession of
cocaine i n March,
1983.
and p l a c e d on 10 years
probation.
On
1/19/84 D was charyecl b y inforrnat.ion w i t h a s s a u l t .
As r e s u l t - . 6
days
l a t e r S t F i l e d MRP based on a l l e g a t i o n D has v i o l a t e d terms
of
p r o b a t i o n b y c o m m i t t i n g t h e same assault..
On 3/2/84.
MRP
A f t e r hearing St's
evidence T / J
thearing h e l d i n D i s t r i c t C t .
"I f i n d
grant.ed D's m o t i o n t o f i n d a l l e g a t i o n n o t t r u e and s a i d ,
the
evidence
i n t h i s case t o be t o t a l l y i n c r e d i b l e . "
St's
MRP
was
denied.
D t h e n f i l e d habeas w r i t i n county c r i m i n a l c t a t
law where a s s a u l t charqe pending.
a s k i n g f o r d i s m i s s a l o f charge
because o f r u l i n g o f d i s t r i c t c t a t MRP h e a r i n g ,
c l a i r n i n a S t was
b a r r e d from p r o s e c u t i n g D f o r same o f f e n s e .
On 11/16/84 h e a r i n g
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ras held in court ct and relief denied.
iCA rejected St's claim that there was no double Jeopardy in
prosecuting D for assault because D had never been placed in
jeopardy at the revocation hearing on St's theory that such
hearings are "administrative in naturen. Although such hearings
are administrative in that they deal with T/C's
supervision of
probation, to the extent that a probation revocation hearing
involves a T/C acting as fact finder, after full hearing on issue
at which both St and D are represented by counsel, T/C is "acting
n a judicial capacity".
There was no double jeopardy violation because althouqh D was
twice placed in risk of punishment it was not for the _same
offense -- i .e., if MRP had been granted, punishment D would
have received would have been for possession of cocaine offense,
whereas in county ct D faced risk of punishment for subsequent
assault offense. However, collateral estoppel is present because
an issue of ultimate fact had been decided adversely bv a valid
and final judgment and that issue could not again be litigated
between the same parties in any future lawsuit.
CASE OVERRULED:
Settles v. State, 403 S.W.2d 417 held
that St's "unsuccessful use" of an allegation in a
motion to revoke probation that D had committed an
offense would not bar subsequent prosecution for that
offense.
However, Settles was decided before Ashe v.
Swenson, 90 S.Ct. 1189 ( 1 9 7 0 ) . and relied solely on
traditional double jeopardy theory,
not mentioning
col lateral estoppel .
CAUTION:
A mere overruling of St's MRP is not a factfinding that will act to bar subsequent prosecution for
same alleged offense -- i.e., T/C may continue or modify
probation even though finding that the allegations in
MRP are true.
Remeber also that acquittal of the
offense
will not bar a subsequent revocation
of
probation
based on the same allegation
[because
different burdens of proof].
Terry Lee LANDERS, No. 1153-85 -- Opinion on D's PDR -- Possession of Controlled Substance Conviction Affirmed:
Opinion by
Judge Onion. 12/3/86
ARTICLE 1.15
DOES NOT REOUIRE THAT STIPULATION OF EVIDENCE BE
SIGNED BY T/J. ONLY THAT WAIVER AND CONSENT BE APPROVED BY T/C IN
-Facts: D waived trial by jury and entered guilty plea
WRITING:
T/C admonished D; D executed written
to count I of indictment.
waiver, agreed to stipulate testimony, and signed written judicial confession.
T/C then found D guilty.
St recommended 10
years, probated, and $2,500.00 fine. To secure PSI qullty plea
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was bifurcated.
D testified at punishment hearing in connection
with his application for probation. At conclusion of hearing T/C
announced it would not follow recommended punishment or plea
bargain, but would assess 5 years's imprisonment and $5,000 fine.
T/C offered to permit D to withdraw plea; after conference with
attorney, D declined.
0's Complai_nt on Appeal: The stipulated evidence was D's written
.judicial confession.
It was not approved by T/C as required by
Held:
Art. 1.15 requires that before stipulated
Art. 1.15
evidence may be permitted in any plea before the ct in a felony
case, the wrftten waiver by D of appearance, confrontation and
cross-examination of witnesses and his consent to stipulation of
evidence must be approved by T/C. NOT THE STIPULATION ITSELF. If
that were not rule, there coutd be no valid oral stipulations.
CAUTION :
"Loose language" in courtoom dialogue, appellate briefs and some appellate court opfnions refer to
T/C "approving the stipulations" as a shorthand description for the T/C1s duty under Art. 1.15 to approve the
waiver and consent.
CASES IMPACTED:
Lopez 708 S.W.2d 446; Clark 657 S.W.2d
121; Young 681 S.W.2d 6; and C/A opinions in Terry 681
S.W.2d 136; and Green 666 S.W.2d 291
Noble D. MAYS,
No.
69,287
-- Capital Murder Conviction
Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge Tom Davis; Judge Campbell concurs in
result; Judges Clinton and Teague dissent without opinion;
12/3/86

WARRANTLESS ARREST -- EXAMPLE OF REASONABLE SUSPICION RAPIDLY
ESCALATING TO PROBABLE CAUSE TO ARREST:
Victim's white Lincoln
Continental was taken following robbery-murder.
Later officers
received call of burqlary in progress at apartment building;
officer saw one man at apartment door and 2nd man [Dl on steps
who said he was with 1st man; because he believed the 2 men to be
involved in burqlary call, officer was justified in briefly
detaining; officer also justified in frisking for weapons due to
reasonable concern for his own safety, when the lone officer was
confronting 2 men, both larger than he, and suspected of
burglary.
Continuation of temporary seizure justified after
officer talked to citizen who had reported burglary in progress.
She identified D by name other than one he had given officer, and
also said D had arrtved in the Lincoln town car parked down the
street.
Officer continued to detain D to suestion about name
discrepancy.
Citi-zen's
informtion about 0's name proved
accurate Ci.e., on driver's license].
D's denial of connection
with Lincoln justified a continued detention to probe that additional discrepancy.
Furthermore. citizen who reported burglary
identified D as man who had been attempting break in and added he
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had threatened her and was dangerous.
This justified continued
detention.
When D was questioned about white Lincoln, he admitted having stolen it.
This admission supplied officer with
probable cause to arrest.
CONFESSIONS -- EDWARDS V. ARIZOLA RIGHT 10 TALI< TO ATTORNEY WAS
ASSERTED BUT THEN WAIVED: After D was read his Miranda rights he
said "that he wanted to talk to an attorney first". After making
3 phone calls, he walked up to officer and said, "I'm ready". He
thereafter confessed to the murder.
D's
statement after he
initiated the further exchange with officer shows a waiver of
right to have an attorney present during subsequent interrogation.
JURY SHUFFLE -- NO ERROR WHEN SHUFFLE TOOK PLACE IN CLERK'S
OFFICE WHILE VENIREMEN WERE SEATED IN COURTROOM:
Article 35.11
V.A.C.C.P. grants D an absolute right to have jury an el shuffled
w o n his timely motion once he has had an opportunity to observe
them.
Although it is better practice to conduct shuffle in
courtroom, it is not a requirement of Art. 35.11.
VOIR DIRE -- LIMITATION -- NOT ABUSE OF DISCRETION IN PROHIBITING
D FROM DISCUSSING PROBATION WITH PANEL BECAUSE IT WAS NOT
PUNISHMENT OPTION IN THIS CASE:
T/C refused to permit D's
attorney to question jury panel concerning probation.
This was
( I . ) there is no provision for
not abuse of discretion because:
(2.)
probation of punishment upon conviction of capital murder;
record does not reflect 0 made sworn motion requestinq jury to
recommend probation; therefore probation could not have been an
issue for jury even assuming a guilty verdict for a lesser
included offense.
If you are hoping to challenge potenPRACTICE GUIDE:
tial
death-qualified
jurors
in
capital
murder
prosecution for inability to consider probation of minimum sentence followlnq conviction for lesser offense, be
sure to file motion for probation.
170-86 -- Voluntary Manslaughter
Everett Don Arline,
No.
G v i ction Affirmed and Remanded to Court of A ~ p e al s -- OP i n i on
by Judge Campbell: Judge Onion concurs; Judges Clinton and Teaclue
dissent without opinion; 12/10/86

NOTE:

C/A opinion reported at 702 S.W.2d 755
Cpre-Almanza opinion reported at 690 S.W.2d 201

JURY CHARGE -- "SOME HARM" TEST OF ALMANZA ELABORATED -- NO
HARM HERE WHEN T/C FAILED TO GIVE STATUTORY DEFINITION OF "REASONABLE BELIEF" IN SELF-DEFENSE CHARGE:
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Facts: Jury charged on law of murder, voluntary manslaughter and
self-defense.
D objected that there was no definition of
"reasonable belief".
Both D and St argued reasonable belief in
final argument.
context of Almanza 1686 S.W.2d 1571 and Article
the presense of ANY harm, regardless of degree,
which results from preserved charaing error is sufficient to
reauire reversal.
CASES INVOLVING PRESERVED CHARGING ERROR WILL
TCA acknowledges that
BE AFFIRMED ONLY IF r?0_ HARM HAS OCCURRED.
charge did not explicitly inform jury that it must measure the
reasonableness of D's belief by deciding whether an "ordinary and
prudent man" would have held the same belief; however, charge's
wording benefitted D by telling jury to consider reasonableness
from D's viewpoint.
Held:

In the

36.19 V.A.C.C.P.,

Judy Wi lson THAIN,
No. 69,662 -- Denial of Pretrial Bail
Affirmed -- Opinion by Judge McCormick, Judge Teague concurs in
results, 12/10/86

--

SUFFICIENT FACTS TO MAI<E SUBSTANTIAL SHOWING OF GUILT:
At time D was accussed and arrested in instant case she
was already under indictment and out on bond in 5 other cases.
Testimony at hearing on St's motion to deny bond showed D was
passenger in car in which controlled substance was found in
closed case which also contained an accident report form in her
name and set of scales with her driver's license number on them.
There was no evidence that case or drugs belonged to any other
w: St sustained its burden of proof
person in car.
substantially showing D to be guilty of the offense charged as
required bv TEX. CONST. Art. 1, Sec. lla(2)
BAIL

-- WHAT EFFECT DOES CLAIM OF INVALID SEARCH AND SEIZURE
BAIL
HAVE ON DENIAL OF PRETRIAL BAIL?
TCA says none.
At this phase
question is not whether evidence is admissible or inadmisslble,
sufficient or insufficient as matter of law to convict. To force
bail denial hearing to include determination of collateral issues
would qo beyond scope of constitutional ~rovision.

CASE OVERRULED:
Clapp, 639 S.W.2d 949 (TCA '82) to
extent it implies St required to prove validity of
search and admissibility of evidence seized.
-- Possession of Firearm by
Albert Wayne WARE,
No. 346-85
Felon Conviction Reversed -- On D's PDR:
Opinion by Judge
Miller; Judges Onion. W. C. Davis and McCormick dissent without
written opinion; Judge White not participating; 12/17/86

NOTE:

C/A opinion reported at 685 S.W.2d

442
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ARREST WARRANT
-- AFFIDAVIT DEFECTIVE:
Complaint used to
support issuance of warrant named D's ex-girlfriend as affiant.
Although she did not completely fit mold of detached citizen eye
witness,
the
fact she is named conveys some indicia of
reliablity.
However affidavit gives no information as to means
by which affiant obtained information or underlying circumstances
surrounding its acquisition.
Therefore it fails to relfect any
facts upon which magistrate could determine that an offense had
been committed.
Thus, it is invalid under either the "totality
of cfrcumstances" test of Gates or the more stringent Aquilar Spinelli test. TNOTE: TCA has yet to decide which standard will
apply to arrest or search warrants as a matter of Texas law.]
The applicable part of affidavit stated:
"I, Bonnie Colleen Reisinger, being duly sworn, do state
upon my oath that 1 have personal knowledge. and I
charge that heretofore, and before the making of this
complaint, on Or about the 25th day of November, 1983,
in
the
County
of Nolan and
State
of
Texas,
Albert Wayne Ware,
Defendant
did
then and
there
knowingly and intentionally threaten to harm
H.T.
Fillingim, a witness, by an unlawful act, namely:
causing the death of said H.T. Fillingim, a witness in a
criminal trial, to wit: Cause number 5471-A in the 32nd
District Court of Nolan County, Texas styled the State
of Texas versus Albert Wayne Ware."
PROCEDURAL NOTE:
C/A found complaint sufficient but
went on to hold that even if it were insufficient,
officers would have been justified in executing warrant
issued by magistrate, citing United States v. Leon_,
TCA finds that statement constitutes
104 S.Ct. 3423.
dicta because C/A had already found affidavit sufficient
and St did not raise that issue before C/A.
Also, D's
PDR was not granted to determine whether _Leonshould be
adopted.
TCA disavows C/A statements on issue and
refuses to address it.
Clifton Eugene Fain, No. 610-85 -- Rape Conviction Affirmed -Opinion on D's PDR:
Opinion by Judge Tom Davis; Concurring and
Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton; Dissenting Opinion by Judae
Teague; 12/17/86
JURY CHARGE -- PUNISHMENT PHASE -- LOGICAL IMPOSSIBILITY OF
DATES ON ENHANCEMENT PARAGRAPHS IN CHARGE WAS NOT EGREGIOUS
ERROR:
Facts:
Indictment alleged 2 prior convictions for
enhancement.
In applying law to facts, T/C instructed jury to
find enhancement allegations true if jury found beyond reasonable
doubt that D's conviction for the 2nd offense became final before
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1987 Midwinter Meeting-Lake Tahoe

I

I
I

SCHEDULEOFEVENTS
(topics and speakers are subject to change)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20th
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Registration
Continental Breakfast
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
Seminar-Death PenalQ Update
Cocktail Reception
Dennis Balske, Montgomery, AL
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
9:00 a.m. - 10:OO a.m.
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Seminar-Revisions in Sentencing &
Late Registration
Parole Guidelines
Alan Ellis, Philadelphia, PA
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Liame Scherr. Philadeluhia. PA
Continental Breakfast
Janet herm mad, Los Anieles, CA
8:00 a.m. - 10:OO a.m.
Sheila Balkan, Los Angeles, CA
Seminar-Mental Defenses in the Eighties-Part I
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Frank Maloney, Anstin, TX
Seminar- Creative Motions
Ira London, New York, NY
Stanley Greenberg, Los Angeles, CA
Robert R. Rose, Jr., Cheyenne, WY
Richard Hirsch, Los Angeles, CA
11:30 a.m. Eugene
Iredale, San Diego, CA
Ski Race & Picnic
Michael Pancer, San Diego, CA
4 0 0 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Philip Pennypacker, San Jose, CA
Seminar-Mental Defenses in the Eighties-Part IZ
Victor Sherman, Los Angeles, CA
Eugene Iredale, San Diego, CA
6:00 p.m. - Evening on your own
Dale T. Cobb, Jr., Charleston, SC

7:00 p.m. NACDL Group Activity
John Denver DinnerlShow

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21st
9:00 a.m. - NACDL Mid-Winter Meeting
6:00 p.m. - Farewell Party
HOTEL RESERVATION FORM

Fill in this form, enclose with a check or complete credit card information, and mail to:
Harrah's Central Reservations Office
attn: Group Reservation Desk
P.O. Box 10
Reno, NV 89520
GROUP NAME:
CONVENTION DATFS:

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
February 18 to 23, 1987
CNAC

Please reserve accommodations at Harrah's for:

ARRIVAL DATE AND TIME

NAME

DEPARTURE

ADDRESS

King Bedded Room(s) @ $95.00
($100.70 inclusive) per room per night.

+ 6 % tax

-Double-bedded Room(s) (2 double beds)
WORK TELEPHONE

@ $95.00

+ 6% tax ($100.70 inclusive) per room per Right.

CITYISTATEIZIP

-Check Enclosed

(

-VISA, -MC, or

AMEX #

Exp. Date

If requested rwm type is not available, your reservation will be placed in the next available room category, at the quoted rate.
Reservation must be received by January 18, 1987. Requests received after this date will be subject to availabihty as block wfl be released.
Please note credit eard will be charged for first night's lodging.
Check-out lime is 12:W nwn. Rwms may not be available for check-in until after 3:Kl p.m.
A deposit equal to thc f ~ s night's
t
rwm is required to secure the resewatlon. Please enclose a check or money order payable to "Harrah's."

ABOUT THE 3987 MID-WINTER MEETING
"The fairest view the whole earth affords" is how Mark Twain
described it. Lake Tahoe, one of the world's most breathtaking
settings is the site of the NACDL Midwinter Meeting, Febmary 18-23, 1987. A vacationer's paradise, Lake Tahoe offers
a wide variety of activities for everyone. There is the 24-hour
excitement of world famous hotels and casinos, headliier entertainment, lounge shows and gourmet restaurants. Sightseeing is fantastic at Lake Tahoe. The 72 mile drive around the
lake is one of the most beautiful in the country. Within an hour's
drive are such sights as historic Virginia City, the Ponderosa
Ranch, Carson City, Reno and Genoa, Nevada's oldest town.
For skiing enthusiasts, Lake Tahoe has the largest concentration of ski facilities in the world, with over 150 lifts, tows and
trams at 19 ski areas! For beginners, ski lessons and equipment
rentals are easily arranged. An added bonus is the 8th Annual
Joh~iDenver Celeb* Ski Classic, being held at Heavenly Valley while NACDL is meeting in Tahoe. The event is open to
the public so plan to watch your favorite skws race against each
other.
Harrah's Lake Tahoe will be headquarters for the 1987 Midwinter Meeting. Harrah's has the distinction of being one of only
four hotels in the United States to be the recipient of the Mobil
Five Star and the AAA Five Diamond Awards. The amenities
include built-in computerized beverage dispensers, remote control color televisions, two bathrooms in each mom, health clubs
with massage, Nautilus equipment, hydro-spasand a sun center.
Harrah's orovides an exoerience vou will not want to miss so
make
reservations now by returning the hotel reservation
form (at left) directly to Harrah's Central Reservations Ofice
(the address to which your reservation(s) should be sent is included at the top of the Form). Make sure to include your payment or credit card information. DO NOT SEND HOTEL
RESERVATION REQUESTS TO NACDL.
United Airlines basjoined with NACDL to offer special airfares (lower than united prices available by any other means)
when you attend the Midwinter Meeting and travel between
Febman 13-25. 1987 inclusive. To obtain a 5% discount from
any united avaiiable/applicable fare (Ultra Savers included!),
or a 40% discount off standard coach fares (all restrictions
waived) simply follow these easy steps:
1. You (or your preferred travel agent) phone United's tollfree number at 800-521-4041 (in Alaska and Hawaii,
800-722-5243, Ext. 6608) between 8 3 0 a.m. and 8:00
p.m. EST.
2. Immediately reference the special NACDL account number 7058H.
You may purchase your tickets from your local travel agent
or United will mail them to your home or office. Whichever
means of ticketing you choose, the special NACDL fare can he

obtained only when the reservation is initiated by telephone
through the special 800 number and ticketed in the US. In addition, NACDL attendees who obtain their flights on United
(as outlined above) will be eligible for a special drawing. The
prize. One (1) compliienta~round-trip continental U.S. ticket
good for travel before April 1, 1988 (holiday periods excluded).
Seats are limited, so call early for the best availability. Fares
are guaranteed at time of ticket purchase.
Reno's C a ~ o nInternational Airport and the South Lake
Tahoe Airport both provide regularly scheduled air service.
From Reno a one-hour drive over a 4-lane super highway connects the airport with the South Shore. The Lake Tahoe Airport is only about 15 minutes away and complementary shuttle
bus service is provided by the hotel.
Seminars and Registration have been redesigned to provide
an excellent CLE seminar and to give yon as much ski time
as possible. Seminars have been scheduled from 8:00-10:OO
a.m. and from 4:00-6:W p.m. on Thursday and Friday. For
details on topics and speakers see the schedule on the previous
page. To register for the Midwinter Meeting simply fd in the
registration form (see reverse) and return it along with y o u
check or credit c a d information to the NACDL office. Please
note that there are special $50.00 discounts if your registration
is postmarked by January Sth, 1987. Also note that events are
not available on an individual basis-yon must purchase an eutire package which will admit you to all NACDL functions.
Thursday night's group activity is a dinner show at Harrah's
feahlring John Denver (entertainer subject to change).
NACDL Fun Race!!! Race against your friends in the
NACDL ski race. Heavenly Valley, the largest ski resort in
North America (just 1% miles from our hotel), is the site of
this dual slalom, NASTAR format, funrace, organized specially
for NACDL. Whether you're an expert or a beginner-this race
is designed for all levels-you can compete. Medals will he
awarded to the winners. Even if you don't ski, come out and
enjoy the fun by rooting for your favorite racers. Following
the race everyone is invited to a mountainside picnic. Soak up
some sun, enjoy the fresh air and relax with your friends. To
sign up for this event be sure to add in the fee when you send
in the NACDL Registration Form. The cost is $20.00 to participate in the race + picnic, $15.00 for the picnic only.
Ski lifttickets are available to NACDL at a reduced rate of
$21.00 per day for a 3 or more day pass. (Regular price is
$25.00 per day.) If you wish to take advantage of this offer
please complete the designated area on the NACDL Registration Form. Money must be collected in advance in order to qualify for this group rate. A representative from Heavenly Valley
will be at the Registration desk for those people who wish to
signup for ski school, rental equipment or for single day passes.

NACDL REGISTRATION FORM
Please complete this form and return it, along with your payment, to NACDL, 1815 H. Street, N.W. #550, Washington, DC
20006. NOTE: to take advantage of the early registration discount your registrationform must be postmarked no later than January
5th. After that date you must pay the whole amount. If you have any questions please call Cindy Magill at 2021872-8688.
NAME
TITLEIOFFICE

NACDL Member

ADDRESS

Non-Member
Public Defender

-1st NACDL Meeting

CITYISTATEIZIP
WORK TELEPHONE

(

HOME TELEPHONE

(

ADDITIONAL GUESTS NAMES:

SPOUSEIGUEST NAME
ADDRESS

CITYISTATEIZIP
WORK TELEPHONE

(

HOME TELEPHONE

(

'

)

PAYMENT INFORMATION
NACDL MEMBER PACKAGE
Includes seminars, course material, 3 continental breakfasts, afternoon
refreshments, Wednesday night reception, Thursday night group activity and
Saturday night farewell party.
NONMEMBER PACKAGE
Same as above but also includes one year's regular NACDL membership.
GUEST PACKAGE
(This package is only available when purchased in addition to a Member
or Nonmember package.) Includes the Wednesday night reception, Thursday
night group activitiy, Saturday night farewell party, continental breakfasts and
afternoon breaks.

EARLY REGISTRATION DISCOUNT
If NACDL registration form postmarked by January 5, deduct $50 for each
Member Package andlor Nonmember package.
SUBTOTAL
SKIING EVENTS
Ski Race & Picnic
Picnic only
Lift Tickets

@ $20.00 per person = $

-@ $15.00 per person

= $

pass(es) for -days @ $21.00 per person per day = $
(minimum 3-day pass required to qualify for the discount-see text)

TOTAL
CHECK ENCLOSED

VISA or

MC #

Exp. Date

he committed it.
D claimed in C/A that this was sufficiency
problem but C/A treated a claim of jury charge error and examined
under "egreg i ous harm" test of A l manza.
Held:
Undisputed evidence showed D committed 2nd offense after
1st had become final.
Jury could not have both believed the
evidence of the prior convictions and their commissions and, at
the same time, have found that the 2nd offense was not committed
after 1st became final.
Thus, TCA concluded D suffered no harm
leading to denial of fair trial. However, TCA did concede that no
one was maintaining T/C's instruction was "correct for the theory
of the case presented."
CONCURRING AND DISSENTING OPINION [CLINTON]:
In failing
to require proper sequence of offenses, charge authorized punishment as "habitual" on a theory not only not
available under indictment, but also not viable under
the law. Only verdict of true which .jury was authorized
to find was premised on findlng of facts which do not
fully establish "habitual status" under Sec. 12.42(d),
P.C.
Thus Clinton agrees D has not brought valid
However, fact that
claim of insufficient evidence.
evidence was adequate and uncontested to prove proper
prior convictions for
purposes
of
sequence of
establishing "habitualn status. does not remedy fact
that no factfinding to that effect was ever made before
D was sentenced to life imprisonment.
Clinton would
reverse and remand for new trial.
DISSENTING OPINION [TEAGUE]:
This is more than jury
charge error.
Had jury followed its instructions, it
could not have rationally found enhancement allegations
"true".
Jury's
verdict cannot be legitimized when
viewed in confunction with jury instruction.
No. 720-85
-- D.W.I. Conviction
Benn i e Lloyd HARRELL&.-,
Aff irmed -- On St's PDR:
Opinion by Judge W. C. Davis; Judge
Onion concurs in results; Judge Teague dissents without written
opinion; Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton: 12/17/86
NOTE:

C/A opinion reported at 693 S.W.2d 693

DWI
-- INTOXILYZER
-- "REFERENCE SIMULATOR" NEED NOT BE
INDIVIDUALLY CERTIFIED:
Combining applicable provisions of
V.A.C.S.
ArticIe 67011-3, Sec. 3(b) and Tex.Dept. of Public
Safety, 37 Tex.Admin.Code, Sections 19.1 - 19.6, TCA concluded
that "reference simulator" [i.e., attached to intoxilyzer and
containing reference sample of mixture of alcohol and water in
order to test accuracy of intoxilyzerl can be certified by model
or class rather than requiring the individual certification which
the i ntoxi l yzer must have.
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Laurie Odom PATTON, No. 05-85-01226-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
THEFT, Reformed, September 22, 1986
SENTENCING CREDIT: The D timely requested shock probation, but
the trial court did not rule upon her motion until after its
jurisdiction had expired, when it granted D's motion and caused
her release. She was later returned to the penitentiary for
violating the terms of her probation. She appealed the probation
revocation proceedings contending that she should have continuous
credit for the time she was at liberty because the probation
order was void. The C/A held that the erroneous release was
through no fault of her own and that her claim for continuous
time credit on her sentence should be granted. See also: Stasey
v.
- State, 683 S.W.2d 705, 708 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985).
Jimmie Davis WATSON. No. 02-83-207-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
BURGLARY OF A HABITATION, Affirmed, September 11, 1986
CONFESSIONS; RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT: The C/A held that the act of
remaining silent, by itself, when initially questioned did not
constitute an affirmative assertion of a desire that all future
interrogation cease. Essentially, the C/A held that there are
numerous reasons for remaining silent at first (listed at length
in the opinion) other than invoking the right to cut off further
interrogation. Once having been given Miranda warnings, it is
incumbent upon the accused to explicitly notify law enforcement
officers that he desires to remain silent in order to cut off
further interrogation.
Comment: Essentially, the C/A holds that one must waive one's
right to remain silent, at least in part, in order to invoke that
right. Perhaps this is technically correct, but somehow it
doesn ' t sound right.
Steve Roy ATCHISON, No. 02-86-018-CR, YOUNG COUNTY,
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA, Reversed, September 11, 1986
PROBATION REVOCATION: D's probationary terms included a catch-all
prohibition against associating with persons or places
of
disreputable or harmful character and including associating with
convicted felons, and/or frequenting or going about places where
alcoholic beverages are sold or consumed. At the hearing there
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was testimony that the D was seen in a bar with several other
persons. Bottles were seen on the table, but the D was not seen
to drink. Further, there was a store across the street which sold
gas, cigarettes and beer. The State's witnesses admitted that as
the bar and the store were the only business in town, a person in
Ivan, Texas, could not eat, get a cup of coffee, buy cigarettes
or get gas without partonizing a place that sold beer.
The C/A noted that it had previously reversed a probation
revocation where the evidence did not establish more than one
visit to a bar, or that the bar in question was of disreputable
or harmful character, rejecting the proposition that one visit
constituted "going about" a place, or that all bars are per se
disreputable. See: Stovall v. State, 683 S.W.2d 891 (Tex. App. Ft. Worth, 1985, PDR ref'd). The C/A rejected a "strict interpretation" of this term of probation. Again, in this case, the C/A
rejected the revocation as the State only pled and proved one
instance of going into the bar and failed to prove that the bar
was a place of harmful or disreputable character.
M
B
-A
NO. 05-85-00632-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED, Reversed and Remanded, October 7, 1986
I

REOPENING TESTIMONY: After the close of evidence, but before the
charge was read to the jury, it was determined that prior to
trial, the State and advised the D's attorney that the arresting
officer had not smelled alcohol on the D's breath. On crossexamination, it was determined that the reason for not smelling
alcohol was that the officer was unable to smell anything due to
allergies. The D sought to re-open and introduce this testimony
before the jury. This motion was denied. (The opinion fails to
disclose why this testimony would be relevant).
The C/A noted
to re-open the
it also held
such a request

that the determination of whether to permit the D
case was within the Court's discretion, however,
that it would be an abuse of discretion to refuse
if the following conditions were met:

1) The witness is present and ready to testify;
2) The request is made before the charge is read to the jury

and

final arguments are made; and
3 ) The judge has some indication of what the testimony would

and is satisfied that the testimony is
directly on the main issue of the case.

material

and

be,
bears

As the conditions were met in this case, it was deemed error to
deny the D an opportunity to re-open his case and present this
testimony.
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BILL OF EXCEPTIONS: the D sought to introduce testimony of the
chief toxicoligist at the County Medical Examiner's Office to
show the physical and behavioral effect of alcohol and cocaine on
an individual. The Court refused to permit this testimony. When
the D sought to prefect the error by a bill of exceptions, the
Court refused to allow it and informed the D that he would have
to retain his own court reporter and perfect his bill "on his own
time". The C/ A noted that the D has a right to perfect a bill of
exceptions and the failure of the trial court to permit the
making of a bill "prevents appellant from receiving a fair
trial".
Johnny Earl MYERS. No. 05-85-01151-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
BURGLARY OF A VEHICLE, Reversed and Remanded, October 28, 1986
SENTENCING: D was charged with burglary of a vehicle. The
indictment included two enhancement paragraphs. The D and the
State agreed on a plea bargain where the D would plea guilty and
the State would strike the two enhancement paragraphs. At the
hearing, the State requested to strike the second and third
paragraphs, a request which the court granted. The D then plead
guilty. During the proceedings, however, the D refused to admit
guilt, thus, the Court refused hig plea and the case was set for
trial. At trial, the d plead not guilty and was found guilty by a
jury.
At the punishment hearing before the judge, the D reminded the
court that the Court had dismissed the second and
third
paragraphs of the indictment. The Court determined that the acts
striking
the paragraphs was the result of a clerical or
administrative error and reinstated them. Thereafter, the State
elicited testimony concerning the stricken paragraphs and the D
was sentenced to 25 years in T.D.C.
The C/A held that once the paragraphs had been stricken, they
were gone and could not be administratively resurrected. The
trial court had no jurisdiction to reinstate stricken paragraphs.
Without properly plea enhancement paragraphs, the enhancement
provisions of the Code did not apply and the sentence was limited
to that established for a third degree sentence.
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Bobby Joe HARRISON, No.
Hindering Apprehension, Affirmed (2-l), 11/12/86

P,

DOUBLE JEOPARDY: During the cross-examination of a police
witness on the issue of whether the officer had received a black
eye during the offense, the following questions and answers were
had :

Q. Do you recall coming to the window [of the Collin County
Sheriff's office] to look to see who was getting Mr.
Harrison out of jail on September the 19th, 1983?
A. I remember waling up to the door,
seeing anyone.

but I don't remember

Q. You don't remember seeing anyone?
A. No, sir.

Q. Would you be surprised if I said I remember seeing you?
A. NO, sir.
Q. If you'd had a black eye, do you think that I would have
seen it through that window?

A. I couldn't
lobby.

say, because I didn't see anyone

in that

The cross-examination continued to its conclusion, and the State
then engaged in redirect examination of the officer. At the
conclusion of the cross-examination of the officer, the State
began the examination of another witness. They then stopped the
trial and asked that the court disqualify the defense attorney
because he could potentially be a witness. The State expressly
refused to state that they would call him as a witness, and he
advised the Court that he would not be a witness for the
defendant.
The
Court,
over
the defendant's
objections,
disqualified the defense counsel from continuing to represent the
defendant, and the sua sponte declared a mistrial.
On retrial, the Defendant raised a double jeopardy claim. The C/A
rejected the claim holding that the attorney had injected himself
into the case as a "possible" witness and, under the Cannons of
Ethics, should not continue to represent the accused. This was
sufficient, the court felt, to establish "manifest necessity" to
circumvent a jeopardy claim.
As the dissent notes, the State never made any timely objection
to the attorney's comments, nor did it move to have the jury
instructed to disregard the comments. The Motion to disqualify
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the attorney was not timely and, in light of the fact that
neither side intended to call the attorney as a witness,
unnecessary. Whether the attorney could have been subject to
discipline under the Cannons had no bearing on whether he could
legally continue to represent the accused or whether there was
manifest necessity to declare a mistrial.
:omment: All attorneys are supposed to interview potential
witnesses prior to trial. Under this holding, any time a witness
testifies differently than when interviewed by counsel, counsel
automatically becomes a potential witness and is automatically
disqualified to continue to represent the accused. If there is
only one attorney representing the accused, a mistrial must per
force follow automatically, even where, as here, the difference
is a minor issue dealing with a collateral matter. Until reversed
by the Court of Criminal Appeals, this case would be a handy
addition to any trial notebook, perhaps indexed under the heading
2f "Easy Ways to Get a New JuryN.
William Tom NOWELL, No. 06-85-32-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
rheft, Affirmed, 11/12/86
SPEEDY TRIAL ACT: The defendant was indicted August 18, 1981, and
arrested December 20, 1983. The defendant filed a written Speedy
Trial Act demand and, after a hearing, the motion to dismiss was
denied. No record was made of the proceedings wherein the Speedy
Trial Act motion was considered, nor did the record contain an
announcement of ready. The C/A held that the presumption of
regularity which attaches to all acts of the trial judge
establishes,
for appellate purposes, that the trial judge
correctly overruled his motion. To successfully challenge the
ruling, it was incumbent upon the defendant to bring the
transcription of the hearing on the motion forward as part of the
appellate record. "Because the record is silent, we must presume
that the trial judge ruled correctly in denying the speedy trial
motion"

.

Comment: Once an accused files a Motion to Dismiss based upon the
Speedy Trial Act, the State has the burden of showing that it was
ready within the acts time limits by either a timely announcement
of ready or establishing some exception to the act's time limits
which excludes sufficient time to bring the announcement within
v. State, 631 S.W.2d 165 (Tex.
the act's limits. See: Ostoja Crim. App. 1982). Apparently this burden does not extend to
making a record of being ready. Be sure that a court reporter
takes
down all hearings on pretrial motions and that
a
transcription of the hearing is included in the appellate record
else an otherwise good ground will be lost to "presumptions of
regularity".
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DWI Practice Gems
Article 6
Revision of t h e Texas Department of Public Safety's
Breath Alcohol Testing Regulations
by J. Gary ~r&hter

Driving while intoxicaied criminal cases
are ripe with numerous legal issuesfor the
innovative practitioner. Accordingly, the
following is offered as food for thought in
your practice. In this regard, the author
also invites your inquiries, suggestions and
comments.

Introduction
In Harrell v. State, 693 S.W.2d 693
(Tex. App. 4th Dist., 1985) @dr pending)
the court of appeals took to task the State
in making sure it complied with the Breath
Alcohol Testing Regulations if it desired
to have the results of a breath test admitted into evidence against a citizen accused
of DWI. Accordingly, both the Defense
Bar and the State have now refocused upon
the importance of the State's compliance
or noncompliance with the Regulations. In
J. Gary Trichter is apartner in the law
this regard, it is of particular import to note firm of Malleft, Trichter & Brann in
that the Regulations were amended on July Houston, Texas. He is co-author of the text
15, 1986 and went into effect on August entitled Texas Drunk Driving Law by Bnt15, 1986. The new Regulations can he tenvorth Publishers. Mr. Trichter has also
found at 11 Tex. Reg. 3243. They are as written many journal articles and has
follows:
taught as an adjunct professor of law at
South Texas College of Law and the
Title 37.
University of Houston Law Center.
Public Safety and Corrections
Part I.
Texas Department of Public Safety
68th Legislature, 1983, and House Bill 51
Chapter 19.
of the 69th Legislature, 1985. ClarificaBreath Alcohol Testing Regulations
tion has been made where necessary in
response to various motions of discovery
*37 TAC $519.1-19.7
in county and district courts.
New $19.2 is proposed to clarify the inThe Texas Department of Public Safety
proposes amendments to $519.1 and tent and meaning of allied equipment as
19.3-19.7, and new $19.2, concerning opposed to certified instrumentation. Sections 19.2-19.6 have been renumbered as
breath alcohol testing regulations.
The proposed amendment to $19.1 5519.3-19.7
The proposed amendment to $19.3
changes the title and adds and deletes language to comply with the requirements of changes the title and adds and deletes lanTexas Civil Stahltes, Articles 67011-1 and guage to comply with the requirements of
67011-5 as amended by Senate Bill 1 of the Texas Civil Statutes, Articles 67011-1 and

67011-5, as amended by SenateBill 1and
House hill 51 of the 68th Legislature,
1983, and the 69th Legislature, 1985. Suhsection (c)(8) is added, subsection (e) is
new language, subsections (e)-(g) are
changed to (f)-@), and subsection (i) is
added.
The proposed amendment to $19.4
changes the title and adds and deletes language to clarify and reformat. Subsection
(c) is removed. Subsections (d)-(e) are
changed to (c)-(d), and subsections (e)-(f)
are added.
The proposed amendment to $19.5
changes the title and adds and deletes language to better define qualifications and
responsibilities of technical supervisors.
Subsections (a)@), @)(3) and (4) and (d)
are added.
Theproposed amendment to $19.6 adds
and deletes language to better define the
responsibilities of courses of instruction
within the original intention of these regulations. Subsection (e) is new language,
subsection (e) is changed to (0, and subsections (g) and (h) are added.
The proposed amendment to 619.7 adds,
deletes, and expandslanguage to clarify the
explanation of the various terms and actions used throughout these regulations.
Subsections are alphabetized, which requires renumbering. Subsections @), (h),
and (n) are added to the explanation of
terms and actions.
Melvin C. Peeples, Chief Accountant
IK,has determined that for the firH fiveyear period the proposed sections will he
in effect there will he no fiscal implications
for state or local government or small husinesses as a result of enforcing or administering the sections.
George E. Browne, scientific director,
has determined that for each year of the
first five years the sections are in effect the
public benefit anticipated as aresnlt of en-
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forcing the sections will be clarification in
the state courts of the intent of these regulations in testimony on contested cases of
driving while intoxicated, and compliance
with legislative charges. There is no anticipated economic cost to individuals who
are required to comply with the proposed
sections.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to John C. West, Jr., Texas Department of Public Safety, P.O.Box 4087,
Austin, Texas 78773, (512) 465-2000.
The amendments and new section are
proposed under Texas Civil Statutes, Article 67011-5, which provide the Texas
Department of Public Safety with the
authority to establish rules approving satisfactory techniques or methods to ascertain
the qualifications and competence of individuals to conduct such analysis, and to
issue certificates certifying such fact.
Breath specimens taken at the request of
a peace officer must be taken and analysis
made under such conditions as may he
prescribed by the Texas Department of
Public Safety and by such persons as the
Texas Department of Public Safety has
certified to he qualified.
919.1. Preath Alcohol Test] Instrument
Certi$mfion.
(a) All breath [alcohol] testing instruments [and allied equipment] to be used for
evidentiarypurposes [in the State of Texas]
must have the approval of andlor [and] be
certified by brand andlor model by the
office of the scientific director, Alcohol
Testing Program, Texas Department of
Public Safety (hereinafter referred to as the
scientific director).
(1) The scientific director will establish
and maintain [make available] a list of approved instruments certified by brand
andlor model [and class] for use in thestate
[of Texas].
(2)If application is made for approval
or certification of an instrument by brand
andlor model not on the approved list [or
any allied equipment], the scientific director shall examine and evaluate the instrument [or other item] to determine if
[whether or not] it meets the [certifying]
criteria for approval or certification.
@) In order to be certified, each brand
andlor model of breath testing instrument
must meet the following criteria. [All
breath alcohol testing instruments, in order to be approved, must meet the following criteria.]
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(1) The quantity of breath analyzed for
its alcohol content shall be established only
by direct volumetric measurement, [by]
collection and analysis of a fixed breath
volume, or any method approved by the
scientific director.
(2) @Tochange.)
(3) The instrument shall [be able to] analyze a [suitable] reference sample, suchas
headspace gas froma mixture of water and
a known weight of alcohol held at a constant temperature [air equilibrated with a
reference solution of known alcohol content at a known temperature], the result of
which [analysis] must agree with the reference sample predicted value within [the
limits ofl 0.01g1210L [% WN], or such
limits as set by the scientific director.
(4) The specificity of the procedure shall
be adequate and appropriate for the analyses of breath specimens forthe determination of alcohol concentration in traffic
law enforcement [as determined by the
scientific director].
(5) Any other tests deemed necessary by
the scientific director to correctly and adequately evaluate the instrument to give correct results in routine breath alcohol testing
and be practical and reliable for traffic law
enforcement purposes.
(4) The specificity of the procedure shall
be adequate and appropriate for the analyses of hreath specimens for the determination of alcohol concentration in traffic
law enforcement [as determined by the
scientific director].
(5) Any other tests deemed necessary by
the scientificdirector to correctly and adequately evaluate the instrument to give correct mults in routine breath alcohol testing
and be practical and reliable for traffic law
enforcement purposes.
(c) Upon proof of compliance with subsection @) of this section an instrument
will be cztified by brand and/or model and
placed on the list of certified instruments.
[Allied equipment shall meet any criteria
deemed necessary by the scientific director and operate properly and adequately for
the function it is designed to perform].
(1) Inclusion of the scientific director's
list of approved andlor certified instruments will verify that the instrument by
brand andlor model meets subsection @)
of this section.
(2) The scientific director may suspend
or revoke the certification of a brand
andlor model of instrument and remove it

*

from the list of certified instruments for
cause.
(d) The technical supervisor, as the field
agent of the scientific director, shall determine if the individual instrument by
serial number is the same brand andlor
model that is shown on the scientific director's approved list and meets the criteria
for certification as stated in subsection
@)(3) of this section [After breath alcohol
testing instruments and allied equipment
are certified, no modifications of these will
be made without written approval of the
scientific director].
(e) After approval andlor certification,
if it is determined by the scientific diector, or a designated representative or technical supervisor that a specific instrument
[or a specified piece of allied equipment]
is unreliableand unserviceable, the specific
instrument will be removed from service
and certification andlor approval may
[will] be withdrawn.
(0 It is the intent of these regulations that
the technical supervisor, when required,
shall provide expert testimony concerning
the certification and all other aspects of the
breath testing instruments under hislher supervision.
519.2. Approval of Allied Equipment.
(a) All allied equipment as defined in
$l9.7(b) of this title (relating to Explanation of Terms and Actions) used in conjunction with evidentiary breath alcohol
testing must be approved by the scientific
director.
(1) The scientifs director will establish
and maintain a list of approved allied
equipment by type, brand, andlor model
for use in the state.
(2) If application is made for approval
of allied equipment by type, brand, andlor
model not on the approved list, the scientific director shall examine the allied equipment to determine if it meets the criteria
for approval.
@) In order to be appmved, allied equipment must function properly for the purpose for which it was designed and be
compatible with the certified instrumentation.
(c) Upon proof of compliance with subsection @) of this section, the allied equipment by type, brand, andlor model will be
approved and placed on the scientificdmtor's approved list.
(1) Inclusion on the scientific director's

list of approved allied equipment will verify that the equipment by type, brand,
andlor model meets subsection @) of this
section.
(2) The scientific director may suspend
or revoke the approval of a type, brand,
and/or model of allied equipment for
cause.
(d) The technical supervisor, as the field
agent of the scientific director, shall determine if the individual allied equipment
meets the requirements of subsection @)
of this section.
(e) After approval, if it is determined by
the scientific director or designated
representative or technical supervisor that
a specific piece of allied equipment is no
longer compatible with existing instrumentation or does not perform the purpose and
function intended, the specific piece of allied equipment will be removed from service and approval may he withdrawn.
( 0 It is the intent of these regulations
that, when required, the technical supervisors will provide expert testimony concerning the approval and all other aspects
of the allied equipment under their supervision.
g19.3.Rl9.21. Certijcation [Approvall of
Tecltniqrres, Methods, and Programs.
(a) All hreath alcohol testing techniques,
[or] methods, and programs to he used for
evidentiary purposes [in this state] must
have the approval of and he certified by
the scientific director.
@) Prior to initiating a hreath alcohol
testing program, an agency or laboratory
shall submit an application to the scientific director for approval. The application
shall show the brand andlor model [make
and model] of the instrument and allied
equipment to he used and [shall] contain
a resume of the technique to be followed.
An on-site inspection shall he made by the
scientific director or a designated representative to assure compliance with the provisions of the application.
(c) All hreath alcohol testing techniques,
in order to he approved, shall meet, hut
not he limited to, the following [criteria]:
(1) continuous observation of the subject
for a minimum period of time as set by the
scientific director prior to collection of the
breath specimen, during which time [period] the subject must not have ingested alcoholic beverages or other fluids,
regurgitated, vomited, eaten, [or] smoked,

or introduced any substances into the
mouth;
(2) the breath alcohol testing instrument
and allied equipment must he operated by
either a certified operator or technical supervisor and only certified personnel will
have access to the instrument [and allied
equipment]. This provision will not apply
to operators inactivated in accordance with
$19.4(~)(2)of this title (relating to Operator Certification);
(3) the use of a system blank analysis in
conjunction [connection] with the testing
of each subject;
(4) the analysis of a [suitable] reference
sample, such as headspaw gas from a mixture of water and a known weight of alcohol at a constant temperature [air
equilibrated with a reference solution of
known alcohol content at a known temperature], the results [result] of which [analysis] must agree with the reference sample
predicted value within [the limits of]
+O.Olg/210L[% WIV], or such limits as
set by the scientific director. This reference analysis shall immediately precede or
immediately follow the analysis of the
hreath of the subject as determined by the
scientific director;
(5) all analytical results shall be expressed in terminology established by state
statute and reported to two decimal places
without rounding off. (For example, a
result of 0.237gl210L shall he reported as
0.23, or as stated by the scientific director.) [The results of an analysis as defined
by statute shall he expressed in terms of
%W/V to the second decimal place as
found; for example, 0.237% found shall
be reported as 0.23%];
(6) maintenance of any specified records
designated by the scientific director
[Proper and adequate records of operations, analyses, and results as stated by the
scientific director shall he maintained];
(7)supervision of certified operators and
testing techniques by a technical supervisor meeting the qualifications set forth in
$19.5 of this title (relating to Technical Supervisor Certification). Breath alcohol
testing operators and the testing technique
as set forth in this section shall he supervised in each laboratory or agency engaged
in hreath alcohol analysis by a technical supervisor having the minimum qualifications set forth in $19.4 of this title (relating
to Technical Supervisors)];
(8) designation that the instrumentation

will be used only for testing subjects that
are suspected of driving while intoxicated
or in compliance with g19.4@), (c), and
(e) of this title (relating to Operator Certification).
(d) The scientific director or a designated representative may at any time make an
inspection of the approved hreath alcohol
testing agency to insure compliance with
these [the] regulations.
(e) Upon proof of compliance with suhsections (a), @), and (c) of this section,
certification will he issued by the scientific director. Issuance of a certificate to the
certified program shall he evidence that the
program possesses certified instruments
and approved allied equipment as stated in
$19.7(e) of this title (relating to Explanation of Terms and Actions).
(f)[(e)] Certification of any breath alcohol testing program is contingent upon [on]
the applying agencies agreement to conform and abide by any directives, orders,
or policies issued or to he issued by the
scientific director regarding [in regards to]
any aspect of the breath alcohol testing program; this shall include, hut not he limited to, the following:
(1) program administration [including
reports, records, and forms];
(2) reports [site location and security];
(3) records and forms [public information and demonstrations of certified breath
alcohol testing instruments or allied
equipment];
(4) site location and security [modification of certified breath alcohol testing instruments or allied equipment];
(5) public information and demonstrations of certified hreath alcohol testing instruments [methods of operations and
testing techniques];
(6) methods of operations and testing
techniques.
(g)[Q] Certification [of approval] of a
breath alcohol testing programmay be denied or withdrawn by the scientific director if, based on information obtained by
the scientific director, a designated
representative of the scientific director, or
a technical supervisor, the certified agency or laboratory fails to meet all [the]
criteria stated in subsections (a)-(c) of this
section [for approval and performance as
stated in this section].
(h)[(g)] Certificationof a hreath alcohol
testing program under provisions of Texas
Civil Statutes, Article 67011-5, is based on
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breath alcohol testing for evidentiary purposes in driving while intoxicated or related cases. Therefore, any agency or
laboratory applying for certification of a
breath alcohol testing program must show
that such analyses [analysis] will be condacted only for the purposes stated in snbsection (c)(8) of this section [intended].
(i) It is the intent of these regulations that
the technical supervisors, when required,
shall provide expert testimony concerning
the certification of the techniques,
methods, and programs under their supervision.
§19.4.&19.3].

preafh Alcohol Test In-

strument] Opeafor Cerfifcafion.

(a) Inital certification.
(1)In order to apply for certification as
an operator of a breath alcohol testing instrument, an applicant must successfully
complete [show the successful completion
ofl a course of instructionappmved by the
scientificdirector which [course] must include as a minimum the following:
(A) [a minimum ofl three hours of inshlction on the effects of alcohol on the
human body;
(B) [a minimum of] three hours of instruction on the operational principles of
the selected breath alcohol t&ting;nstrumcnt to bc used [which is to include:] This
instruction shall include:
(i)-(ii) (No change.)
(C) [a minimum ofl five hours of instruction on Texas legal aspects of breath
alcohol testing;
(D) [a minimum ofl three hours of instruction on supplemental information
which is to include nomenclature appropriate to ['i] the field of breath alcohol
testing;
(E) [a minimum ofl 10 hours of laboratory participation using appropriate equipment. Laboratory practice will include the
analysis of reference alcohol samples, as
stated in 619.3(~)(4)of this title (relating
to Certification of Techniques, Methods,
and Programs), as well as the analysis of
breath samples from actual drinking subjects and completion of all required records
and reports needed for documentation;
(F) (No change.)
(G) if [in the event] an operator is certified to operate a specific [type or] brand
andlor model of equipment [instrument]
and is required [desires] to be certified on
an additional brand andlor model of equip36 VOZCEfor fhe Defense /January 1987

ment [type or brand of instmmnt], the
scientific director may waive portions of
paragraph (l)(A)-0 of this subsection and
require only that [such] instruction [instructions] needed to acquaint the applicant
with proper operation of the new brand
andlor model [type or brand] of equipment
[instrument].
(2) Prior [In order] to [receive] initid
certification as an operator of a breath alcohol testing instrument, an applicantmust
satisfactorily complete examinations, to be
prepared and given by the scientific director or a designated representative, which
shall include the following:
(A) a written examination which shalI
cover the academic or lecture material
presented in the course of instruction [instructions];
(B) a practical [laboratory] examination
that [which] shall encompass [cover] actual operation [operations] of the instrument and allied equipment on which the
operator is to be certified [by analyzing
unknown reference samples and obtaining
results on all the samples within thelimits
as set by the scientific director]. The examination will consist of analyzing
unknown reference samples and obtaining
results on all samples within limits as set
by the scientific director, plus proper completion of all required records andlor
reports. If the correct valueis not obtained
within the prescribed [these] limits on aU
of the samples andlor there is an error on
any of the required records andlor reports,
then the operator will be given a second
set of test samples. If the correct value is
not obtained on all of the [these] second
test samples [specimens,] within the
prescribed l i i t s [set by the scientific
director,] and/or there is an error on any
of the required records or reports [then]
the applicant has failed the examination;
(C) failure of the initial written andlor
practical examination will cause the applicant to be ineligibIe for reexamination for
a period of 90 days. Subsequent failures
will require a waiting period of six months
between reexaminations.
an applicant
fails either the written or laboratory portion of the examination, after the expiration of 90 days the applicant may request
a second examination. If the applicant fails
the second examination, the applicant may
not request subsequent examinations until
six months have elapsed since the last examination.]

(3) Prior to certification, an applicant
must establish proof of participation in a
breath testing program that meets the requirements set forth in $19.3 of this title
(relating to Certification of Techniques,
Methods, and Programs) and has been approved by the scientificdirector. [In order
to be certified as an operator of a breath
alcohol tasting instrument, an applicrmnt
must have established that after certification the operator will be participating in a
breath alcohol testing program that meets
the requirements of $19.2 of this titIe
(relating to Approval of Techniques,
Methods, and Programs) and 619.6(1) of
this title (relating to Explanation of Terms
and Actions) and has been approved by the
scientific director.]
(4) Upon successful completion of the
requirements for initial certification, the
scientificdlrector will issue the individual
an operator's certificate valid for a period
of time designated by the scientific director or until the next examination [annual
testing] for renewal unless inactivated, suspended, or revoked [revoked, suspended,
or inactivatd.
(B) Renewal of current certification. The
operator is required to renew certification
prior to its expiration date. The minimum
requirement for renewal of operator certification [the omrator's certifrcatel will be:
(1) A demonstration by the operator of
competence to perform satisfactory reference [breathalcohol] analyses as stated in
§19.3(c)(4) of this title (relating to Certification of Techniques, Methods, and Pmgrams). The practical examination as stated
in subsection (a)(Z)(B) of this section will
he conducted [using alcoholic reference
sample equipment] under the direct supervision [and close scrutiny] of a technical
supervisor. The operator will he evaluated on the basis of ability to:
(A) (No change.)
(B) obtain proper instrument [instrumental] results pursuant to §19.3(~)(4)of this
title (relating to Certification of Techniques, Methods, and Programs); and
(C) follow established procedures including, but not limited to, the operation
of the instrument and allied equipment and
the proper reporting procedures for [and]
analysis results.
(2) The satisfactory completion of a
[refresher] course of instruction at least
four hours in duration, the contents of
which should [may] include, but not be

limited to, topics such as:
(A)-(C) (No change.)
(D) a discussion of current problems in
the field of breath alcohol testing
[analysis];
(E) a wrilten examination on the material
presented in the renewal [refresher] course
and during the basic course of instruction.
(3) The renewal of the certificate will be
denied and the operator's current certification will be inactivated when the
operator:
(A) (No change.)
(B) uses other than proper [authorized]
technique;
(C) fails the laboratory examination as
stated in subsection (a)(2)(B) of this section; or
(D) (No change.)
(4) An operator who fails [is denied]
renewal will he given the reason for failure
and is not eligible to he reexamined [examined again] for aperiod of 90 days. Snbsequent failures [Failure the second and
subsequent times] will require six months
to lapse between [before] reexaminations
[reexamination].
(5) Upon successful completion of the
requirements for renewal of certification,
the scientific director will issue the individual an operator's certificatevalid for
a period of time designated by the scientific director or until next renewal unless
inactivated, suspended, or revoked.
[Renewal of certification as an operator
will be for a period of one year or until
the next annual renewal unless inactivated, suspended, or revoked].
(c) Recertification.
[(I) An operator whose certification
lapsed for a period of at least six months
due to nonrenewal, was voluntarily surrendered, was inactivated for nonperformance
of minimum tests, or was suspended or revoked and the suspension or revocation
time has passed, must take the written and
lab examinations as stated in initial certification set forth in subsection (a)(Z)(A) and
(B) of this section to regain certification.]
[(Z)An operator who fails either examination required in paragraph (1) of this
subsection is guided by subsection
(a)(Z)(C) of this section for further examination.]
(c)(d) Proficiency requirements.
(1)The scientific d i i t o r or a designated representative or the operator's technical snpervisor, may at any time require an

operator [or technical supervisor] to
demonstrate proficiency and ability to
properly operate the breath alcohol testing
instrument and allied equipment [on which
certified]. [An operator's technical supervisor may also require the operator to
demonstrate proficiency.]
(2) It is the responsibility of the individual operator to maintain the proficiency requirements. Every certified operator is
required to perform a minimum of six
reference analyses every two consecutive
calendar months. Failure to perform this
six reference [these minimum] analyses for
any one reporting period (any two wnsecutive months) places the operator in a
delinquent status [automaticallyinactivates
the operator's certificate and no further
analyses will he made by the operator nntil the operator contacts the technical supervisor and passes a proficiency test as
stated by the scientific director]. The delinquent operator must contact the technical
supervisor within the next calendar month
and pass a proficiency test as defined in
§19.7(n) of this title (relating to Explanation of Terms and Actions). Failure to contact the technical supervisor and pass a
proficiency examination withii the next
calendar month automatically inactivates
the operator's certification and no further
analyses should be made by the operator
until the operator contacts the technical supervisor and passes a proficiency test as
defined in $19.7(n) of this title (relating to
Explanation of Terms and Actions). Any
[An] operator who performs analyses
while the operator's certification [certificate] is inactive shall be subject to certification suspension or revocation as set forth
in subsection (d)(2) and (3) of this section
[having certification suspended or
revoked].
(3) Failure to pass a proficiency test as
defined in p19.7(n) of this title (relating to
Explanation of Terms and Actions) will
result in the operator's certification being
suspended for 90 days. [When a certified
operator has failed to perform the minimum required analyses, the operator's
commanding officer or appropriate supervisor will be contacted once to secure assistance in alleviating the problem before
the certificate is inactivated, as provided
in paragraph (2) of this subsection. If the
operator has not performed the minimum
required analyses within 30 days of notification of the operator's commanding

officer or appropriate supervisor, the
scientific director will take action as stated in paragraph (2) of this subsection].
(4) Subsequent failureto perform the r e
quired minimum six reference analyses every two consecutive calendar months
within the same 12-monthperiod automatically suspends the operator's certification
pursuant to subsection (d)(2) of this section. Failure to pass a proficiency test will
result in the operator's certificatebeing suspended for 90 days or until annual renewal of certification, whichever is shorter,
and in the case of a technical supervisor
until proficiency is reestablished].
(d)l(e)] Certification inactivation, sus~ n s i o n and
, revocation [Revocation and
&pension].
(1) Inactivation of certification will be
utilized in coniunction with administrative
program control pursuant to 819.7(i) of
this title (relating to Explanation of Terms
and Actions). [The operator's certificate
may he revoked only by the scientific
director based on information acquired
personally, by a designated representative,
or furnished by the operator's technical supervisor of malfeasance or that the operator's performance is unreliable or the
operator is incompetent. The scientific
director may suspend the certificate of any
operator a minimum of 90 days or for such
other period as set by the scientific director when malfeasance, unreliability, incompetence, or noncompliance with any
provisions of the regulations by the operator has been determined. If revoked or
suspended, the operator shall return any
current certificate to the scientific
director].
(2) Suspension of certification shall he
administered in accordance with 519.7(w)
of this title (relating to Explanation of
Terns and Actions). A technical supervisor may suspend the certification [certificate] of any operator under the supervision
of that technical supervisor and recommend further action to tbe.scientific director for malfeasance or noncompliance with
any provisions of these regulations or when
in the technical supervisor's judgment the
operator's performance is unreliable or the
operator is inwmpetent.
(A) the technical supervisor shall immediately notify the scientific director in
writing of any such suspension and furnish
a copy of such notice to the suspended
operator and the operator's appropriate su-
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pervisor or department head [operator's
department head or appropriate supervisor
and the suspended operator, who shall not
be permitted to operate the instrument until such time as the suspension is removed].
The suspended operator shaU not be permitted to operate the instrument until such
time as certfication has been restored pursuant to subsection (e) of this section.
@) Upon receipt of the notification of
suspension, the scientific director [upon
receipt of the notification of suspension],
shaU immediately initiate an inquiry culminating in sustaining the suspension,
revoking certification, or setting aside the
suspension [revocation of the operator's
certificate, sustaining the suspension for a
specific time, or removal of the suspension].
(3) revocation of certification shall be
administered in accordance with $19.7(s)
of this title (relating to Explanation of
Terms and Actions). CertificationshaU be
revoked by the scientific director pursuant
to subsection (d)(2)@) ofthis section when
the operator intentionally or purposefully
disregards or violates these regulations,
commits a violation of law relating to
breath testing, or falsely or deceitfully obtains certification. An operator whose certification has been revoked shall not he
eligible for examination for certification
again within 12 months of the date of revocation or such other time as determined by
the scientific director. [An operator whose
certification has been suspended or revoked may appeal such action in writing
to the director, Texas Department of Public Safety, who will decide whether the action of the scientific director will be
a f f m e d or set aside. The director may
reinstate the certificate of the operator,
making such appeal under such conditions
as he may deem necessary, and notify the
scientific director in writing.]
(4) An operator whose certification has
been suspended or revoked may appeal
such action in writing to the director,
Texas Department of Public Safety, who
will determine if the action of the scientific director will be affirmed or set aside.
The director may reinstate certification under such conditions as deemed necessary
and notify the scientific director in writing. [The scientific director shaU revoke
a certification if the holder obtained it
falsely or deceitfully.]
[(5) an operator whose certification has
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been revoked shall not be eligible for examination for ceaif~cationagain within 12
months of the date of revocation or such
other time as determined by the scientific
director.]
(e) Recertification.
(1)Certification that has been inactivated, suspended, or revoked must be
regained before evidentiary analyses can
he administered. It will be the responsibility of the inactivated, suspended, or revoked operator to notify the scientific
director in writing of such intent. This
notification shall be submitted in close
proximity to the completion of any mandatory waiting period imposed under certification cancellation. Recertification shall
take place pursuant to the following.
(A) Recertification after voluntary inactivation or for nonproficiency (and the
period of inactivation is less than six
months) will be pursuant to subsection
(a)(2)(B) of this section or $19.7(n) of this
title (relating to Explanation of Terms and
Actions).
(B) Recertificationafter voluntary inactivation (and the period of inactivation is
more than six months) or for failure to attend annual renewal will be pursuant to
subsection (a)(2) of this section.
(C) Recertification after inactivation for
failure of the renewal examination andlor
examinations will be pursuant to subsection (b) of this section.
(D) Recertification after suspension or
revocation wiu be in accordance with subsection (a)(Z)(A) and @) of this section.
(2) An operator who fails either examination required in paragraph (I)@-@) of
this subsection is guided by subsection
(a)(Z)(C) of this section for further examination.
(0 Intent. It is the intent of these regulations that the issuance of a certificate to
the breath test operator shall be evidence
that the operator has met the requirements
for inital certification andlor renewal of
certification. It is further the intent of these
regulations that the technical supervisors,
when required, shaU provide expert testimony concerning the current status of the
breath test operators under their supervision.
$19.5.&19.4]. Technical Supervisor Certijkation.
(a) The minimum qualifications for certification as [required to be] a technical su-

pervisor are [at least as follows]:
(1) a baccalureate degree from an accredited college or university with amajor
in chemistry, or as an alternative, a major
in another scientific field with sufficient
semester hours [a minor] in chemistry or
other qualifications as determined by the
scientific director. (For the purposes of
these regulations, sufficient hours in
chemistry shall be defined as snccessful
completion of the equivalent of a minimum
of 18 semester hours of chemistry.);
(2) satisfactory completion of a course
of instruction as set forth in $19.4 (a)(l)
of this title (relating to Operator Certification) [certification as an operator of the
breath alcohol analysis method to he supervised, or possession of equivalent
knowledge];
(3) satisfactory completion of [a] technical supervisor [supervisor's] training
[course] that is approved by the scientific
director, the content of which shall include, hut not be limited to:
(A)-@) (No change.)
(C) instrument [and allied equipment].
operations, maintenance, repair, and
calibration;
@)-Q
(No change.)
(4) knowledge and understanding of the
scientific theory and principles as to the
operation of the instrument and allied
equipment [supervised and ability to inspect and maintain it for pmper operation];
(5) prior to receiving certification, a
technical supervisor candidate must establish proof of engagement in a certitiedprogram or a certified school of instruction or
proof of pending engagement upon receipt
of certification. (If the technical supervisor candidate or certified technical supervisor cannot establish proof of being
actively engaged in a certified program or
certified school of instruction certification
will be denied or inactivated) [be of good
moral character].
@) Certification.
(1) Upon satisfactory proof to the scientific director by the applicant that the minimum qualifications set forth in subsection
(a) of this section [for technical supervisor] have been met, the scientific director
will issue certification that will be validunti1 inactivated, suspended, or revoked for
cause [a technical supervisor's certificate
valid for a period of five years, unless suspended or revoked].
(2) Technical supervisor ceaification

may be voluntarily inactivated when it is
no longer needed or automatically if the
technical supervisor fails to maintain the
requirements set forth in subsection (a)@)
of this section. [A technical supervisor's
certificate may be suspended or revoked
only by the scientific director based on information obtained personally or by a
designated representative of malfeasance
or that the technical supervisor's performance is not in keeping with the best interest of the breath akohol testing program
or that the certificate was obtained falsely
or deceitfully .]
(3) Technical supervisor certification
may be suspended or revoked only by the
scientific director for malfeasance, falsely
or deceitfully obtaining certification, or
failure to carry out the responsibilities set
forth in subsection (c) of this section.
(4) A technical supervisor whose certification has been suspended or revoked may
appeal such action in writing to the director, Texas Department of Public Safety,
who will decide whether the action of the
scientific director will be affirmed or set
aside. The director may reinstate certification of the technical supervisor, making
snch appeal under such conditions deemed
necessary, and notify the scientific director in writing.
(c) Responsibilities. Responsibilities of
the technical supervisors shall be:
(1) (No change.)
(2) field inspection and supervision of
the total breath alcohol testing proyam in
n s s i g d ureu, including but not lin~itedto,
operators, records, operations, and
analyses;
(3) maintenance and repair [calibration]
(When necessary) of [certified] breath alcohol testing instrumentsand approved allied equipment supervised by the technical
supervisor;
(4) training and periodic reexamination
of operators [reevaluation of operators supervised by that technical supervisor];
(5) preparation of chemicals, when
necessary, such as the preparation of the
reference sample solutions [periodic reexamination to operators supervised by that
technical supervisor to ensure maintenance
of technical knowledge and competence];
(6) provide expert testimony concerning
the calibration, certification, and maintenance of certified breath testing instruments, approved ailied equipment, and
analytical technique withim assigned areas

of responsibility as stated in 819.7(~)(1)(6) of this title (relating to Explanation of
Terms and Actions) [properly check chemicals used for analysis and prepare chemicals when necessary];
(7) direct notification to the scientific
director of any malfeasance, noncompliance with any provisions of these regulations, or weliable actions by any certified
operator, agency, or laboratory [provide
expert testimony concerning the breath alcohol testing instrument and allied equipment and testing technique supervised.
Also, expert testimony to interpret the significance of the analytical results as pertaining to intoxication];
(8) maintain and submit records and
reports as stated by the scientific director
[send direct notification to the scientific
director of any malfeasance, noncompliance with any provisions of these regulations, or unreliable actions by any certified
operator, agency, or laboratory];
(9) inspect and investigate matters pertaining to the breath alcohol testing program or operators as directed by the
scientific director [maintain and submit
records and reports as stated by the scientific director];
(10) comply with all directives concerning the breath alcohol testing program issued by the scientific director [make inspections and investigations of thematters
pertaining to the breath alcohol testing program or operators as directed by the scientific director];
[(I 1) comply with all directives conceming the breath alcohol testing program issued by the scientific director.]
(d) Intent. It is the intent of these regulations that the issuance of a certificate to
the technical supervisor shaU be evidence
that the technical supervisor has met the
requirements for certification.
$19.6[§19.5], Cerfificatio~~
of Courses of
Irtstruction.
(a) Prior to any agency, laboratory, institution. school, or collerre conducting a
course of instruction fo; operators-of
breath alcohol testing instruments and all i d enninmenr
lin
for
7...r.......
>.~- the
.--.State of
- - Texas
.
--ooerators andlor technical suuervisors of
breath alcohol testing instrunients and allied equipment], it [they] shall submit a
course resume and list of instructors to the
scientificdirector for approval. The course
of instruction must be approved by the

scientific director if participants are to be
eligible to apply for operator's initial certification [or certification as a technical supervisor].
@) The operator [operators] course must
contain, as a minimum, the subjects, [and]
hours of instruction, and laboratory practice set out in $19.4 [$19.3] (a)(l) of this
title (relating to Operator Certification)
[(Breath Alcohol Test Instrument Operator Certification)]. It is strongly recommended that the minimum operator course
be [expanded to] 40 hours (including final
exam) of pertinent instruction.
(c) (No change.)
(d) Examinations for operator certification after completion of a course will be
in accordance with 519.4 [§19.3](a)(2) of
this title (relating to Operator Certification)
[(Breath Alcohol Test Instrument Operator Certification)], and prior to commencing the course it wiU be the mponsibility
of the teaching agency to make arrangements [for such examinations] with the
office of the scientific director for the administration of snch examinations [prior to
commencing the course].
(c) prior the administration of thc cxamination bv the scicntitic director. it shall
he the resp&ibility of the teaching agency to provide proof that all students attending the course of instruction have been
authorized and approved by the technical
supervisor responsible for the technical
supervision of the operator upon certification. Failure to provide this authorization
will delay the administration of theexamination and/or certification until such time
as proof of authorization can be
documented.
(f)[(e)] Failure to maintain the provisions
stated in this section [for certification of
a course of instruction] will be cause for
withdrawal of certification of a course of
instruction.
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inactivation for failure to comply with
proficiency requirements, inactivation will
[usually] be used, but not limited to, the
following situations:
(A) an operator or technical supervisor
transfers to a position where certification
as a breath test [an] operator or technical
supenisor is no longer needed;
(B) an operator temporarily becomes
[becomes temporarily] physically incapable to perform tests [analyses] for either
medical or administrative reasons;
(C)(No change.)
(D) an operator terminates [quits his]
employment under which certification was
acquired and new employment does not require certification as an operator, or the
new location of the operator cannot be
ascertained [and the location of the new
employment is not known by the office of
the scientific director, or such other employment does not q u i r e thecertification
as an operator];
(E) a technical supervisor resigns from
an approved or cerfified program.
(2) Inactivation will not be considered
by the office of the scientific director as
a disciplinary action. It is Factivation will
be] for [the purpose ofl administrativeprogram control to safeguard the scientificintegrity of the breathalcohol test program.
ti)[@)] Instruments [and allied equipment]. [Refers to any physical equipment
or supplies which are used in breath alcohol analysis.] Instruments are defined as
the device@)which measure or quantitate
the breath alcohol concentration pursuant
to $19.1 of this title (relating to Instrument
Ceai6cation). Certification of instruments
[and allied equipment] is only in conjnnction with breath alcohol analysis for
evidential purposes as stated in Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 67011-5. Fstruments and
allied equipment include, but are not limited to, the devises which collect the breath
and measure the alcohol concentration of
the breath, the reference sample devices,
expendable supplies, and facility for security and storage.] Approval [Certification]
of breath alcohol test instruments will be
made by brand and/or model [model or
class] by [the office of] the scientific director [however, each hreath alcohol testing
instrument must individually meet the requirements for certification stated in the
regulations or designated by the scientific
director prior to its final certif~cation.Once
certified, no changes, deletions, or modifi42 YOICE for the Defense /January 1987

cations can be made without the written
consent of the scientific director obtained
through the technical supervisor].
(k)[(v)] Office of the scientificdirector.
Refers to the [staff of the] scientific director or his staff naving the responsibility
to carry out the provisions of the regulations].
(l)[(r)] Practice test. Practice test refers
to a properly conducted reference analysis by the operator on a certified breath alcohol test instrument using approved
[certified] reference sample equipment.
Analyses must be conducted in accordance
with provisions [provision] stated in
§19.3(c)(4) of this title (relating to Certifcation of Techniques, Methods, and Programs) [the regulations].
(m)[(s)] Predicted value. The predicted
value refers to the known value of the
reference sample. It is the result, within
tolerance, which should he obtained in
analyzing [by analysis ofl the reference
sample.
(n) Proficiency test. A test administered
by, and in the presence of, a technical supervisor to establish andlor ascertain the
competency of an operator to obtain valid
results on breath testing instrumentation.
This test is usually administered in conjunction with operator inactivation andlor
delinquency, but may be utilized in any situation where operator competency is in
question. If the test is administered in conjunction with operator proficiency delinquency, the operator must successfully
complete a minimum of six reference analyses in order to reestablish proficiency.
(o)[(n)] Public information and demonstration [demonstrations]. Public information and demonstration refers to all
demonstration(s) [demonstration] of certified breath alcohol test instruments [and allied equipment] and certain public
information programs involving certain
technical and administrative aspects of
breath alcohol testing. Instruments [and allied equipment] are approved and certified
for the purpose of breath alcohol analyses
[analysis] at certain approved locations and
should not be used for demonstration purposes, including police schools not certified as a breath alcohol course of
instruction as stated in $19.6 of this title
(relating to Certificationof Courses of Instruction) [test school]. Use of certified instruments in such cases would deprive their
use for the purpose for which they were

certified and could cause technical
problems which would not be in the best
interest of the scientific integrity of the
breath alcohol testing [test] program. Use
of instruments [andlor allied equipment]
for purposes of maintaining program regulations, such as recertification or annual
renewal, or use in certified courses of insttuction [training], or any other function
approved by the scientificdirector will not
be considered as a demonstration andlor
public information program. Public information pmgrams involving the technical
aspects of breath alcohol testing should be
conducted only by technical supervisors in
order to insure that only factual technical
data is disseminatedwhile [and] inaccurate
or misinformation of a technical nature is
eliminated. &iiewise,] Public information
dealing with administration, enforcement,
and implementation of these regulations
[concerning administration of the breath alcohol test program and implementation and
enforcement of the regulations] should be
conducted only by certified technical
supervisors. All regulations involving
demonstrations andlor public information
apply only to certified instruments, operators, technical supervisors, techniques
and courses of instruction [training]. Regulations imposed on demonstrations and/or
public information programs in regards to
breath alcohol analyses [analysis] should
not be construed to imply restrictions
regarding [in regards to] public information programs concerned with enforcement
of DWI or DWI-related cases where mention of breath alcohol analysis as a tool of
enforcement is concerned, provided that
the public information in this regard is
l i i t e d to the enforcement aspect and not
the technical or administrative aspect of
breath alcohol analyses. Regulations involving demonstrations and public information are concerned with the source
[method] of information dissemination and
are for the purpose of safeguarding the
scientific integrity of breath alcohol analyses [analysis] and are not intended to
deprive the public of [from] the right to
know, [or] to cover up, or withhold any
information.
@)[(sf] Renewal of current certification.
Renewal of current certificationis referred
to as certification renewal. [Annual]
Renewal of certification refers to the continuance of active certification by meeting
the requirements stated in 519.4@) of this

title, (relating to Operator Certification)
[the regulations]. Operator [and technical
supervisor] certificates have an expiration
date and in order to be kept current, require renewal. [Requirements for renewal are specifically stated in the regulations
and/or directives from the scientific director.] Failure or inability to renew current
certification will result in inactivation or
suspension. It is the responsibility of the
certification holder to renew certification.
The [office of the] scientific director,
through the technical supervisor [supervisors], will make available opportunities for
certification [annual] renewal on a mass
basis hut cannot accept responsibility for
individual renewal.
(q)[(kll Reports and records. Reports
and records refer to [refers to the accurate
completion of] all documents and reports
required in breath alcohol testing. The
scientific director, through the technical
supervisor, supervises all reports and
records of analyses conducted andlor documents relating to instruments and allied
equipment. Each specific brand andlor
model [type and class] of instrument [and
appropriate allied equipment] requires
specific records and forms which are explained in detail in the basic course of instruction for the specific instrument [and
allied equipment] and which should he approved by the scientific director. Certification of a breath alcohol test program
requires the completion and proper filing
of certain documents relating to arrest. The
scientific director, through the technical
supervisor [supervisors], is responsible to
see that such documents are completed and
filed, hut does not supervise these documents in regard to content. In addition to
any forms, records, or documents required
in the hreath alcohol test program, the
scientific director may require additional
specific reports from the technical supervisors or other reports and records in
regard to certifications and compliance
with program regulations.
(r)[(f)] Recertification. Recertification
refers to the renewal of lost certification;
for example, certification loss by inactivation, suspension, or revocation [suspension, revocation, or inactivation]. Unless
provided for by specific provision in these
regulations [the regulations], application
for recertification requires a written request from the applicant to [the office of]
the scientific director. Upon receipt of the

request, the applicant will be advised of the
[steps] necessary procedure [in order] to
regain certification. Recertification requires the successful completion of requirements stated in $19.4(e) of this title
(relating to Operator Certification) [the
regulations] andlor additional requirements
as stated by the scientific director.
(~[(c)] Revocation.
(1) Revocation is an action taken only
by the scientific director. To regain certification after revocation requires a written request from the applicant to the office
of the scientific director and successful
completion of [all] the requirements for
[original] certification andlor recertifieation andlor any additional requirements
[as] determined by the scientific director.
[A] Revocation invalidates any current
program, course of instruction, instrument, operator, or technical supervisor
certification issued to the revoked entity for
the period of revocation and until recertification. Unless provided for by specific
provision in these [the] regulations revocation will apply [usually be involved] in
eases such as, but not limited to, the following:
( ~cerlified
) i instrumcnl [or piece of allied cquipnientl that is found to be unrcliable, inaccurate, or unserviceable, and
continued use of which, in the opinion of
the scientific director, would not maintain
the scientific integrity of the hreath alcohol test program;
@) a certified breath alcohol test program, or course of instruction which can
no longer maintain the provisions of these
[testing] regulations; or
(C) an operator [operator's] or technical
supervisor [supe~~isors']
certificatenot in
compliance with the provisions stated in
these regulations [the regulations] or when
continuance of such certification in the
opinion of the scientific director would not
uphold the scientific integrity of the breath
alcohol test program.
(2) Revocation will not be considered by
[the office ofl the scientific director as a
disciplinary action. Revocation will be for
the purpose of enforcing these [the] regulations and maintaining the scientific integrity of the breath alcohol test program.
(t)[(u)] Scientific Director. Denotes the
title of the individual responsible for the
implementation, administration, and enforcement of the Texas hreath alcohol testing regulations [of the regulations of hreath

alcohol testing and charged with the
responsibility of certificationof all phases
of hreath alcohol testing and safeguard of
the scientific integrity of the breath alcohol test program]. For the purpose of these
regulations, it shall also denote those as
specified in $19.l(a) of this title (relating
to Instrument Certification).
(u)[(o)] Security. Refers to the safeguard
of [all] certified instruments at testing 10cations [and allied equipment and location
of testing]. [As stated in the regulations]
onIy certified operators, technical supervisors, and individuals defined in
§19.3(c)(2) of this title (relating to Certification of Techniques, Methods, and Pmgrams) shaU [will] have access to certified
breath alcohol testing insbuments [and certain approved allied equipment. After certification is obtained, no modication of
equipment can be made without the written consent of the scientific director obtained through the technical supervisor.]
The technical supervisor has the responsibility and authority to maintain [see that]
security [is maintained] st all times.
(v)[@)] Site location. Refers to the [actual] physical site where the breath alcohol testing [test] instrument and allied
equipment is [are] located, and where testing is [analyses are] conducted pursuant to
§19.3(h) of this title (relating to Certification of Techniques, Methods, and Programs). Relocation of certified breath
alcohol test equipment requires the approval of the technical supemisor(s) and
documentation of this fact. The technical
supervisor has the authority to approve the
site with [in] regards to [its] technical acceptability for breath alcohol testing and
pursuant to subsection (u) of this section
[and] compliance with regulations for security. Movement of a ceaified breath alcohol test equipment requires the approval
of the technical supervisor(s).]
(w)[@)] Suspension. Suspension refers
to the immediate cancellation of certification. A suspension can be initiated by [a]
the scientific director, technical supervisor, or designated representative of the
scientific director, [or the scientific director]. Prior to appeal to the director of the
Texas Department of Public Safety, suspensions may be set aside or sustained only
after investigation by the scientific director [after investigation]. The minimum
period of [sustained] suspension as [shall
he] determined by the scientific director
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will be for a [specific] period of time [ofl
not less than 90 days. The technical supervisor or a designated representative of the
scientific director may recommend a
specific period of suspension [or revocation] to the scientific director. Usually,
suspensions wiU be immediate action taken
by the suspending authority when there is
reason to believe that unreliable or incompetent operations have occurred or
there bas been some violation of these [the]
regulations. Due to the immediate nature
and the procedure for appeal, the individual initiating the suspension shall not be required to confer, consult, or" obtain
permission or approval from anyone prior
to the initiation of the suspension.
However, all suspensions must be consistent with procedures outlined in these [the]
regulations. A suspension invalidates any
[current program, operator, or technical
supervisor] certification issued to the suspended entity for a [the] period of suspension [and] until recertification. To regain
certification after the period of suspension
requires a written request from the applicant to [the office ofl the scientific director. Upon receipt of the written request,
the applicant will be advised of the necessary steps [steps necessary] to be taken in
order to regain certification. Suspension
[Suspensions] will not be considered by
[the office ofl the scientific director as a
disciplinary action but [Suspensions] shall
be for the purpos of [upholdimg the regulations for breath alcohol testing and]
maintaining the scientific integrity of the
breath alcohol test program and upholding
these regulations.
(x)u)] Technical supervisor and technical supervision. This term refers to an individual meeting the minimum
requirements set forth in 819.5 of thls title (relating to Technical Supervisor Certification) [the regulations] and certified by
the scientific director. Technical supervisor certification [certifications], l i e operator certification [eertifications], is [are]
limited to specific instmmentation [instrument(~) and have specified expiration
dates]. Technical supervisors have the
responsibilities as listedin $19.5(c) of this
title (relating to Technical Supervisor Certification) [the regulations] and the authority to inactivate, suspend, or recommend
revocation of any certification under their
supervision. Inactivation, suspension, or
recommended revocation by the technical
44 VOICE for the Defe,zse /January 1987

supervisor will not he considered a disciplinary action, but [as] a means [method]
to enforce these [the] regulations and
safeguard the scientific integrity of the
breath alcohol testing [test] program. Certification as a technical supervisor does not
in itself imply disciplinary control or administrative in-line supervision over certified operators. However, technical
supervisors must exercise complete supervisory authority over all operators in their
assigned areas in all matters pertaining to
breath alcohol testing and in enforcement
of all provisions statedin these [the] regulations. [Likewise,] Certification as a technical supervisor does not imply
disciplinary administrative supervision of
the technical supervisor by the scientific
director. However, certification of the
technical supervisor and the pmgram in
which the technical supervisor operates is
contingent upon the technical supervisor's
ability to function in accordance with the
provisions stated in these [the] regulations
and by directives issued by the scientific
director. The technical supervisor must
have open and direct lines of eommunication with [the office ofl the scientificdirector in all matters pertaining to the breath
alcohol testing [test] program, especially
in [these] areas of a [which would he considered] technical, administrative, or [in]
enforcement nature [of the regulations].
The primary function [purpose] of the
technical supervisor, in conjunction with
the responsibilities listed in these [the]
regulations is to provide [in providing] the
technical, administrative, and supervisor
expertise in [order to] safeguarding
[safeguard] the scientific integrity of the
breath alcohol testing program [test programs] and to assure the breath alcohol
testing program's [test programs] acceptability for evidential purposes. Toward this
end [In regard to this purpose] the free and
open communication between the technical supervisor and [the office ofl the scientific director must he void of any
administrative pressures or delays due to
communication policies, approvals, or
recommendations from any interim source.
Any [of the] aforementioned administrative interference, either by accident [accidental] or by design, would eventually
be related in testimony and could cause a
serious loss of scientific credibility [integrity and], thus necessitating [necessitate]
the suspension of certification of the cer-

tified breath alcohol test pmgram in which
the technical supervisor operates. The
technical supervisor, in matters pertaining
to breath alcohol testing, is the field agent
of the scientific director. Supervision by
the technical supervisor [as] in accordance
with the provisions stated in these [the]
regulations shall include, but not be limited to:
(1) supervision of certified operators in
performance of breath alcohol test operations, including the proper completion of
forms andrecords, and operator's compliance with the provisions stated in these
[the] regulations and the authority to testify
to such;
(2) supervision of data gathered for [and]
initial certification andlor approval of individual instruments and approval of allied
equipment in an [the] assigned area and the
authority to testify to such;
(3) supervision of techniques of testing,
maintaining scientific integrity andupholding these [the] regulations as they apply [it
applies] to the certification of a total testing program, and the authority to testify
to such;
(4) selection and supervision of a testing location as it applies to security and
technical suitability for testing, and the
authority to testify to such;
(5) supervision of compliance with the
policy of public information andlor
demonstrations of breath alcohol testing instruments [or allied] and equipment, and
the authority to testify to such; and
(6) all phases of technical and [or] administrative aspects of breath alcohol testing, and the authority to testify to such
aspects.
(y)[(t)] Tolerance. Refers to the difference between the predicted value and the
actual reference analysis results, established [as set] by the scientific director, to
be acceptable for evidentialpurposes or for
purposes of certification. This agency
hereby certifies that the proposal has been
reviewed by legal counsel and found to be
within the agency's authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on July 2, 1986.
TRD-8606711
James B. Adams
Director
Texas Department of Public Safety
Earliest possible date of adoption:
August 15, 1986
For further information, please call
(512) 46$-2000.

Ethics
Pleadina- a "Not Guilty" Client Guilty
by Jan E. Hemphill

What plea should be entered in a criminal case when the state's evidence is strong,
the client denies guilt, and the plea offer
is substantially better than the result anticipated if the case is tried? Often, the offer
in a case is much better than any reasonably possible trial result, especially if the
client has one or more prior felony convictions.
The choice of what plea to enter to a
criminal charge is to be made by the client.
According to EC 7-7, Texas Code of
~rofessionalResponsibility,

. . .A defense lawver in a criminal
case has the duty to advise his client
fully on whether a particular plea to
a charge appears to he desirable and
as to the prospects of success on appeal, hut it is for the client to decide
what plea should he entered and
whether an appeal should he taken.
DR 7-101 prohibits a lawyer from failing to seek lawful objectives of a client
through reasonably available means permitted by law and the Disciplinary Rules.
EC 7-8 requires the lawyer to insure the
client's decision is made only after being
informed of relevant considerations and to
advise the client of the possible effect of
legal alternatives.
Likewise the ABA Standards call on
defense counsel to insure the decision
the client. TO aid& the decision, counsei,
after investigation, should advise the client
of alternatives and of considerations in
reaching the decision. ABA Standards,
Pleas of Guilty, 3.2. The expectation of a
lesser punishment or the weight of the evidence are proper considerations.
A guilty or nolo plea must he voluntary.

Jan E. Hemphill is a director of tlze
T m s Crinlinal Defense Lawyers Association, apastpresident of tlie Dallas County
Criminal Bar Association, and a private
practitioner in Dallas Connty.

Defendant must be aware of the direct consequences of the plea. The U S . Supreme
Court has held that the Constitution does
not prohibit a court from accepting a guilty
plea, even where defendant does not admit guilt and protests his innocence, so
long as the plea is voluntarily and knowingly made, at least where the record contains evidence of actual guilt. North
Carolina v. Alford, 400 U S . 25, 37-38,
27 L.Ed.2d 162, 91 S.Ct. 160 (1970). A
plea is not involuntary because it is entered
io avoid more severe punishment. Brady
v. U.S., 397 U S . 742,25 L.Ed.2d 747,
90 S.Ct. 1463 11970).
A plea of
s h a not
~ be accepted by
the court unless the plea is free and voluntary. CCP., Art. 26.13@). The fact that
the defendant may enter a plea of guilty
as the result of plea bargaining and hoping to escape a higher punishment, does
not invalidate a plea. Galvan v. State, 525
S.W.2d 24 (Tex. Cr. App. 1975).
A criminal defendant may waive any
rights except right of trial by jury in a capital felony. CCP, Art. 1.14(a). This includes the right to a jury trial. CCP, Art.
1.13. A defendant may plead guilty or nolo
contendere. CCP, Art. 27.13 and 27.14.
In a felony, the waiver of a jury and the
entry of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere must be made in court by the defendant in person. CCP, Art. 27.13. Further,
such iurv waiver must be in writing. CCP,

Art. 1.15.
On a plea of guilty or nolo in a misdemeanor before the court, punishment
may he set by the court with or without evidence. CCP, Art. 27.14(a).
A plea of guilty or nolo to a jury admits
the existence of all facts necessary to establish guilt and no evidence is required
to be offered. However, when the defendant waives a jury in a felony, the state
must introduce evidence showing the guilt
of the defendant, even if the defendant
pleads guilty or nolo contendere. The evidence may be stipulated if the defendant
consents in writing to waive appearance,
confrontation, and cross-examination of
witnesses, and consents either to an oral
stipulation or to introduction of testimony
by affidavits, written statements of witnesses, and any other documentary evidence in support of the judgment of the
court. The waiver and consent must be approved by the court in writing and filed.
CCP, Art. 1.15. Stipulated testimony may
be oral or written, hut the waiver of confrontation and agreement to stipulate must
he in writing and he approved by the court
in writing. Valdez v. State, 555 S.W.2d
463 (Tex. Cr. App. 1977). Neither the
agreement nor the stipulation need state
that the testimony that would he given is
true. And note that the court is no longer
required to ask whether defendant is pleading guilty because he is guilty. CCP, Art.
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26.13. But, the evidence offered by the
state to support the plea is usually the
defendant3judicial confession, not a stipulation. An oral judicial confession aIone
will sustain a conviction on a plea of guilty
to the court and satisfy Aa. 1.15. Vanderburg* Smfe, 681 S.W.2d713,719 (Tex.
App. - lattk,
1984) (review refused).
Hence, the e W d problem often arises
as to how to accepta plea bargain the client
wants without allowing theclient to falsely
judicially confess to the offense, either hecause he protats his innocence or because
he will not admit guilt.
'The law and Disciplinary Rules prohibit
the use of 'auduleut, false, or perjured testimony or evidence. A lawyer who knowingly participates in introduction of such
testimony or evidence is subject to discipline." EC 7-26. DR 7-102 prohibits a
lawyer fromknowingly nsingperjured tes-

timony or false evidence.
District Attorney will usually go along with
One answer to this dilemma is for the these arrangementsif informed in advance
client to plead uolo contendere. If a nolo as to why they are necessary. After all, if
plea is not possibie, the client may plead the state's case was strong and the docket
guilty in order to accept the bargain, but wasn't crowded, you would never have
instead relying upon a judicial confession, beenmade an offer your client couldn't rethe attorney should arrange to waive the fuse. If the D.A. hesitates, ask him if he
appearance, confrontation, and cross- will accompany you to see the judge
examination of witnesses and to agree to reg.ardiog how you wish to handle the plea.
If the D.A. or the court will not permit
stipulate testimony. The stipulation should
he as to what the witnesses would testify, the client to plead guilty or nolo and use
not as to the truth of the testimony. The the stipulation of testimony rather than a
waiver and the agreement to stipulate must judicial confession, you are then ethically
be written, aigned by the defendant and the obliged to dispose of the case otherwise.
attorneys and approved by the court. The This is because you cannot use a judicial
stipulated testimony may be oral, however, confession which would be false if the
or by documents, etc. The attorney should client maintains his innocence. This may
also prevent the client from testifying, or mean that the case will have to be tried to
only have him tesify as to the voluntari- a jury either on a plea of guilty, nolo, or
ncss of the plea and the agreements and not guilty, or tried to the court on a plea
waivers, not as to the facts of the case. The of not guilty.

The Parole Process

matemust be made to determinesuitabilty favorable review on the first parole. A
of the inmate for such plan and this evalu- client with a 15 year sentence for murder
ation forwarded tb the Board along with will be initially reviewed after the same
two years, but should not look for favorathe other parole plan documents.
ble parole action. This client is likely to
Special Reviews
discharge his sentence, which would occur (without disciplinary problems) after
If a client has been reviewed Eor parole approximately five and one-half to six
and has received notice of denial, an op- years. A first offender convicted of robpormnity exists for an immediate re-review bery and sentendto 15 years would look
of the case by a request for a Special for parole after three to four years if the
Review in which the attorney provides the same absence of harm, relatively small
Board with relevant information not con- amount taken, and no di$ciplinaryproblem
sidered at the time of the original review. scenario is present.
The burglary client in the example above
How Long Must One Serve?
probably only needs a small amount of
counseling prior to being transported to
It is not possible to set forth a certain TDC. The example involving murder
time at which an inmate will he paroled. would require a high level of constructive
There are many factors which influence attorney involvement to have any opporparole, including the personalities of Board tunity for pamle. The robbery client would
Members and Commissioners. It is possi- likely benefit, in terms of earlier parole,
ble to evaluate the nature of the offense, by working with the attorney both prior to
the client's past history, andlikely perfor- departure to TDC and in later parole
mance at TDC to establish when a client planning.
can realistically look for a favorableparole
Conclusion
review.
As a guideline, using the ever popular
The parole process offers the client and
fifteen year term, a first time offender, sent
to TDC for 15 years for burglary with in- attorney an opportunity to lessen the imtent to commit theft (no harm to anyone, pact of an extended incarceration on the
excluding an exorbitant value taken, no client. Attention to pre-trial, pre-TDC
disciplinary problems), will he reviewed transfer, as well as incarceration matters
for parole after approximately two cab- can significantly chdnge the effect on your
dar years and can realistically look for a clicnf.

conrinuedfrom page 23

information may or may not have found
its way info the file. It is preferable to have
information duplicated, than to have it
omitted.

The Board Panel
In the case of sentences less than 45
years, a client will have a parole panel of
two Commissioners and one Board Member. For cases of 45 years and over, the
review panel will be composed of one
Commissioner and two Board Members,
with the initial review panel being composed of three Board Members.

Special Parole Plans
In those situations where a very special
parole plan must be arranged, the attorney
must usually perform more tasks than
would otherwisebe required. An example
of this is the submission to the Board of
a Depo Provera treatment parole plan for
an individual convicted on a sex related
offense. In such a plan, the attorney must
satisfy the Board that the individual has
made a conscious, informed decision to
volunteer for such a plan as the Board will
not impose this type treatment program on
any inmute on iis'own volition. ,&rangerncnts for thc rncdical evaluation of thc in46 VOICE far the Defense /January 1987

FOR YEARS A PROMINENT
DEFENSE ATTORNEY IN
TEXAS, NOW, RUSTY DUNCAN IS THE NEWLY ELECTED
JUDGE OF THE TEXAS
COURT OF CRIMINAL
APPEALS

Judge M,P. "Rusty" Duncan 111

Rusty Duncan was raised in Houston.
He wentto Stephen F. Austin where he abtAwd hia Bachelor's Degree in Eogtish. In
1971, he obtained his law degree from
South Texas School of Law. Later he
received a Master of Art8 Degree in English from Noah Texas. He is one of the
few judges who is Board Certified in
Ci'iminal Law. He has been actively involved in TCDLA sin@ 1974, and m the
National Association of Crimh~alDefense
Lawyers since 1977. At the time of his
election, he was a member of the Denton,
Texas law firm of Phillip$ and Hopkins,
He i%the fowth member of TCDLA to
he elected to the Texas Cow of Criinal
Appeals. Hi8 predeees86rs are Judge S m
Houston Clinton, Judge Marvin Teague
and Judge Chuck Miier.
Judga D m n shared a few moments
with Veiee for the Defmese.
FiteGeralrt: What pmmpted you to mn
for the Texss Court of Criminal Appeals?
Duncan; I had done as much in thearea
of prackifiing mimind defense work as I
found ChaUetlgitg. During my last year m
1& school I deveI&ped an int&est in c&ninal law and for the last 15 years I have
pnrcti& in that area in smaller countles

of North and Cenhal Texas and tried more
tbau my share of cam. I felt that I had
done as much as I could do and I hoped
that experience and education gained and
whatever camposition ability I had dewloped, could be focused in a different
dimZion. The Court was the dtemativefor
me.
Q: You have two degrees in English.
Why the hegvy emphasis on English?
A: When I went t9 eollege as a freshman, unlike many other freshen, the
English course gave me no trouble whatsoever. For some reason, I had no
difficulty with Freshman or Sophomore
English. Some of the other courses gave
me diff~cultyhut not English. Literature
had always been a particular interest of
mine and I wa$ fortunate enough to have
a capabilityin that area. As a result, it has
been a diversion for me, to some extent
from the practice of law and it is an area
in which I have worked very hard to develop the ability.
Q: I take it then, yon're original amhition was not to be a lawyer.
A: That's right. Aftat I graduated from
college, I had no interest in the professional field. As events occurred, I wound up
going to law school when I graduated. I
still had a substantial inter& inliteratum.
I went back to &ool to try and get an ad-

van& degree and hop8fully teach English. But1 disawedvery quickly that ate
c a m t make a living teaching English, at
least one cannot maEve a
equlvaleut
to what you make trying murder and rape
cases.
Q: You have spoken on a regular basis
for TCDLA and also for the American
Academy of FoEensic 6eiences. What
spar&& yonr intertst in the forensic field?
A: At some point, I gained an interest
in forensicevidence by becoming assaeiated with several m l e in New York City
who were involved inthat field. They were
on the staff of New York Univer~ity,Post
Gduate Medical School and they were
very activein the American Academy. As
a result, I got involved and did a lot of
work over the yam in fmensie evidenw:
as it relam to criminaldefense work.
Q: Did you emphasize one wpect over
another?
A: Theparticnlar area that I worked in,
involved pathology, relevant to the timeof
death, m m f of death, ballistics, knife
wonnds~that type of thing. These scientitle inquiries are very cruclt$lin criminal
prosecutions. Then as yon said, I was invited to begin giving ledhlrea at institutes
sponsored by the Arneriean Academy of
Porensic Scienw since about 1980.
Q: Isthis what led yon to write the In-

Jim
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sanity Manual published by the TCDLA
and the State Bar?
A: By way of background, my partner,
Bill Wood and I practiced for a time in
Decatur. I had more than my share of insanity cases. Frankly, the defendantswere
in such bad mental condition that the prosecution did not contest the insanity of the
individual involved.
h 1980, Bill Wood and I got involved
in a very controversial murder case in
Wichita Falls. As a result of that case, I
became interested not only in the legal
aspects of the insanity defense hut the
forensic aspects of it as well. Then came
the Hinckley Trial after Hinckley tried to
kill President Reagan. The resulting public outcry led to a significant change in the
defense of insanity to the extent that we
almost lost the entire defense. Somewhere
along the line I was asked to write the Insanity Manual.

"Rusty Duncan has the
exberience and common
sense to be one o f the best
judges on the beich. After
all, he has tried every
type of case from alp& to
omega." Knox Jones,
President, TCDLA
Q: Is it worthwhile for a criminal
defense attorney to join the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences?
A: I think so. I look hack on my own
career as a young lawyer and sometimes
I wonder how I managed to try murder
cases without a much fuller understanding
of the clinical aspects of homicides. These
type cases obviously bring to bear questions as to what a bullet does to the body,
the importance of the ballistics tests, the
characteristics of knife wounds, determinations as to time of death and distinctions
between cause of death and manner of
death. It is definitely a burgeoning areaand
has been for some time. The American
Academy is one of the finer organizations
which helps develop these type skills.
Q: Do you even remember the first appellate case you handled?
48 VOICEfor the Defense /January 1987

A: My first appeal was to the Court of
Criminal Appeals, the year after I got ont
of law school and moved to Decatur in
1974. Without going into the details, it w%s
an unusual situation in that the Court
reversedtheVial court on a Motion to Suppress. The State filed a Motion for Rehearing which was denied. I reeeived a copy
of the mandate from the Court of Criminal Appeals, My client left town and went
to Louisiana, but only after paying the
balance of the fee. I was excited abouthaving won my first appeal and then aU of a
sudden in the mail, I received a letter from
the Court advising me that the mandate had
heen withdrawn and the Court was granting the State's Second Motion for Rehearing. Consequently, the first case that1 ever
appealed had three opimons written on it
which were published. The issue involved
whether an assistant municipal judge in
Texas was authorized to sign a search warrant. I'll never forget the case. .French
versus sfare.
Q: During your political race, were yon
ever criticized for never having been a
judge, yet running for the highest appellate court in Texas?
A: Yes. That was a pervasive argument
made by at least two of my three opponents
in the primary because both of them had
been at one level or another a judge. My
response was that the role of an appellate
judge is more of an academic pursuit than
any other area of the law other than being
a law professor. The important prerequisite to that type of academic pursuit was
not necessarily judicial knowledge hut
rather practical legal knowledge as well as
the proven ahilty to approach that role with
an academic eye. The one thing no one,
including my opponents, could question
was my experience.
Q: How did you attempt to show the
voters yon were the most qualified candidate?
A: I always carried with me a biographical sheet which outlined my career. I listed my legal history and practice and the
publications that I had written. When people would ask me why I was more qualified than any otter candidate in the race,
I would ask them to simply compare the
resumes of the people involved. I have
tried far more cases than any of the others
in the campaign and had appealed far more
cases than the others. As far as I knew, I
was also the only one in the campaign that

.

was certified as a criminal law specialist.
I also think I was the only one who had
defended anyone in a capitalmurder case.
If practical experience and academic
achievement are the cornerstones of an appellate judge, and I t h i i to some degree
they are, then I felt very comfortable with
my own background.

" I know Rustv Duncan to
be a verv able trial
lawyer. ~e believes the
opinions of the Court
should be meaningful. I
visualize him US a judge
who will look at the law
as it is and follow precedent unless there is some
compelling reason to
change." Jerry Cobb, District Attorney, Denton
County
Q: Was there m c h criticism that you
were a criminal defense attorney as opposed to the prosecutor or a judge?
A: Surprisingly, not as much as you
would have thought. I expected a lot of that
campaign rhetoric. I think that a lot of it
was defused by Jerry Cobb who was at that
time, and still is, the President of theTexas
District and County Attorneys Association.
He and all of the directors in that organization endorsed me individually. That type
of endorsementwould have made any criticism in that regard ridiculous rhetoric.
Q: There has been considerable discussion recently, some of it being generated
by Justice John Hill of the Texqs Supreme
Court concerning the election of judges.
Ironically, during his own campaign, he
favored the election of judges whereas he
now publicly favors the appointment of
judges. Justice Hill has set up a Committee of One Hundred to study the pmhlem.
How do you perceive the most iesponsible method of selecting a judge in Texas
today?
A: Let me answer your question a little

bit differently than it was asked. First, I propaganda for the proponents to say they cal structure. But I believe my credentials
believe it is outrageous, and there really are going to take politics out of the are as good or better than anyone else's.
is no other word for it, that the committee judiciary. They are simply never going to I believe that these other non-elective sysyou mentioned could be set up without one remove politics from the system. The ar- tems pose a detriment to the Court's structure because they do not take into account
criminal defense attorney on the commit- gument is a sham.
tee as far as I know. It is outrageous but
I will also say that if the system had been the different philosophies of the state and
consistent with the history of this state with in place when I decided to run for the the different backgrounds of the people.
regard to the way prosecutors and crimi- Court of Criminal Appeals, I would have
On the other side of the coin, I recognal defense attorneys are viewed.
had absolutely no chance to get on the nize that people voted for me because I
I think the committee is predominantly Court by virtue of the appointment or the have a friendly nickname "Rusty," and
composed of lawyers from the larger cities merit process. I think Senator Mauzy has probably because of where my name apand the larger law firms and some judges said the same thing. The reasons are very peared on the baUot in relation to my opfrom the larger cities.
simple. I am not political and have never ponents. That is simply a fact of political
Q: Are the people on the committee al- been political. I have been a criminal life.
But there are some people out there inready on record as favoring the appoint- defense lawyer for 15 years. I have tried
ment of judges?
to make a living and support my family and terested enough in the selection of judges
A: Most of them are, yes.
make those efforts in the field of my en- who made an effort to lookinto the qualifiQ: Is anyone on the Texas Court of deavor that give me peer recognition. But cations and the endorsements from the loCriminal Appeals on the committee?
I wasn't political. I have an educated back- cal newspapers who in turn, voted for me.
ground, an experienced background but And there are significant state organizaA: No.
tions such as the AFGCIO, which screen
Q: Back to the original question, the best not a political background.
When I began,I did not have much in- the candidates before voting an endorseway to select judges?
A: I am a great believer in the right of fluence at aU in Austin and didn't know the ment. The AFGCIO co-endorsed me in
the public to elect the representatives of the Representatives or Senators and did not the primary and gave me 100% backing
people to make judgments for the public have the close acquaintances in the politi- in the run-off. To say that the union was
in general. I believe the people are quali- - - - - - - - - - - - - fied to elect judges, although there is a pervasive apathy associated with the system.
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troom is limited only by their own initiative and imagination.
Q: What do you see as the effect of the
new Appellate rules?
A: Hopefully, the New Rules will
streamline and make more consistent appeals between civil and criminal cases.
Q: Do you see yourself in any specific
camp or do you think any particular group
views you as being in any specific camp,
be it pro-defense or pro-prosecution, conservative or liberal?
A: There has been developing a rather
surprising paradox about that. One would
think that with my background as a criminal defense attorney, the criminal defense
bar would be inclined to heleive that one
of their own was now on the Court and that
theprosecntors would be thinking just the
opposite. What is really funny, is that I
think to some extent, the opposite is the
perception at this particular time. I think
that some of the defense bar who know me
well recognize that I cannot be labeled.
Some of the prosecutors who know me
professionally and socially recognize that
I am not some kind of a left-wing liberal.
So I think that if someone tries to label me,
they are doing the same thing as those who

a significant factor inmy opinion obviously
understates its role in my campaign.
So too, I might add, did members of the
Defense Bar, particularly TCDLA and
members of the Texas District and County
Attorneys Association.
Q: What do you see as the current direction of the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals?
A: I can't really answer that as a judge
because I have just been elected to the
Court. My viewpoint over the years as a
criminal defense lawyer, however, is that
there has been a movement in some cases
toward a more conservative interpretation
of the law. This should not be shocking to
anyone who practices criminal law. I think
that there are going to be many cases, at
least until the practicing bar gets familiar
with the ~kmakitIgauthority and the New
Rules promulgated by the Court of Criminal Appeals, decided on procedural
grounds as opposed to substantive grounds.
I think an enormous number of cases
will come down in the next several years
dealing with interpretationsrelating to the
New Rules of Evidence. That is inevitable.
I also believe that under these New Rules
what lawyers can accomplish in the cour-

are trying to get politics out of elections.
They are grasping at htility.
Q: Do you intend to address any particular problem areas that the Court may be
facing?
A: That question was asked of me during the campaign by every editorial board
that inteniewed me throughout the state.
For me to tell you or anybody else that I
was going to attack or approach aparticular problem would be terribly presumptious of me. I know there is a lot of
criticism about the time period associated
with resolving certain appeals but until I
am there for some timeand recognize that
there is such a problem, it would be foolish of me to say one exists at this time and
that I will do something about it. You
might ask me that question again in several years.
Q: What do you see as your role on the
Court?
A: To bring to my opinions as much
clarity, conciseness and fakhandedness as
possible with the recognition that this entire system evolves around the rights of individuals within the public, and to be
courageous to recognize when those rights
have been violated.

Recent Periodicals of Interest
by Don Adams
Don A d a m will spotlight articles of
general interest to the criminal defense
practitioner in this and fithrre columns.
St. Mary's Law Journal
Articles
1986 18 St. Mary's L.J. 99, The 'Best
EvidencePAnicleof the Texas Rules ofEvidence, by Olin Guy Wellborn I
D
1986 18 St. Mary's L.J. 279, Article
38.071 of the Texas Code of Criminal
Procedure: A Legislative Response to the
Needs of Children in the Courtroom, by
Beth McAllister
Houston Law Review
Articles
1986 23 Houston L.R. 1067, Prosecntion ofJuveniles
in Terar Criminal Couns:
"
Eliminating the Jurisdictional Requirement
of an Eramining Cial, by Robert 0.
Dawson

Criminal Justice
Articles
1986 1 (Fall) ABA2, On Trial: A Disciplinary Rule That Limits Attorney Subpoenas, by Nancy Gertner
1986 1(Fall) AB.48, Can Sentencing Be
Texas Tech Law Review
Both Fair And Urup~rn?
An Interview Wth
Articles
1986 17 Tx. Tech L.R. 1409, Expert Judge William W. Wilkins, Jr.
1986 1 (Fall) ABA12, Why We Are Not
Witnessesin Eyewiimss Facial IdentificaDefending The Poor Properly, by Robert
tion Cases, by Joseph Sanders
1986 17 Tx. Tech L.R. 1487, nze Texas L. Spangenberg
1986 I (Fall)ABA16, Legal EthicsBill of Rights and Civil Liberties, by James
Confidentiality and the Fugitive Client, by
C. Harrington
1986 17 Tx. Tech L.R. 1577, Sex Dis- Norman Lefstein
1986 1 (Fall) ABA32, Asking For the
crimination and the First hnendment: PorDeath Penalty, by Andrew L. Somer
nography
- . and Free Speech, by Jeffrey M.
1986 1 (Fall) ABA36, WhyAre We Still
Gamso
1986 17 Tx. TechL.R. 1669, Does the Executing Juveniles?, by Victor L. Steib
rn
Child Witness yideofa~e
Stahrre Violate the
Confrontation Clause?: Article 38.071,
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, by
Jonathan S. Miller
1986 23 Houston L.R. 1215, Televised
Testimony v. nre Confrontation Clause. .
The Use of Videotapes in the Prosecution
of Child Sexual Abuse
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A View from the Bench
Center Court
by Judge Larry Gist
My best friend in the whole world is a
District Judge. He's top quality judicial
timber-just the type of lawyer we need
in our judiciary. He's got years of trial experience as a lawyer and judge, and studies
as hard as anyone I know to keep up with
recent developments in both civil and
criminal law. He's the type of fellow anyone would let represent them with fullconfidence, and who as a judge receives the
public respect he deserves. And guess
what? With that kind of background he
sometimes talks of maybe leaving the
bench in the fnture.
This outstandimg man is typical of so
many gwdjudges that have or wiU shortly depart the judicial profession. And in
many instancas, they'se being replaced by
lawyers with long political ambitious and
short legal talents. So the question needs
to be asked by all of us-just what type of
person do we need and should we want in
our judiciary.
A classmate of mine in law schaol became a very successful personal injury attorney in the mega-bucks category. I
recently asked him what he thought of the
judges before whom he tried cases. His
basic response was that in his cases, excellent high paid lawyers were on both
sides. Yet complex issues were then submitted to and decided by somejudges who
had little or no comprehension of what was
really going on.
So again we must muse-just what type
of person do we want to adjudicate our
lawsuits. Some of us naturally want a judge
beholden to us because of some political
benefit we have confered or f a m we have
bestowed. The bad thing about those
judges are that they often go to the highest
bidder or in other words, live by the favor,
lose by the favor.
Others of us want judges without a
strong knowledge of the Iaw. That way we
can slide things past them on occasion. But
of course unless they're hitched in some
other way, the other side can slide through
too.
Of course, nobody wants a mean and
nasty judge-udew he's being ugly to our

even have an office or a secretary. Being
in that situation sort of detracts from the
popular notion that ajudge has high standing in our profession. If we start surrounding our judges with a quality environment,
it's a safe bet that the quality of the judges
will improve too.
Of course money is a consideration.
Most District Judges in Texas make less
and in some cases considerably less than
the lawyers appearing before them. The
old economic law of supply and demand
will c h i away at ourjudiciary. Having decent pay keeps and attracts men and women of quality.
And within the job description is certainly the issue of judicial authority. Every
legislative session, more and more discretion is taken away from the judiciary in
opponent. We call that outstanding judi- almost every area of the law. Thus, more
cial temperment. When it's directed at us, and more options are removed from the judicial weapons list for use in finding justice
we call it reversible error.
Pause for a moment and try not to be ineach particular situation. Thelegislature
selfish. We've still got some of the best just doesn't trust us very much, and we
judges in the nation by everybody's stan- need to reverse that opinion soon. Some
dards. And good men and women of great judges do abuse theirauthority. But the soquality are being added to the ranks of a lution, it swms to me, is to get rid of those
qualified judiciary from time to time. We folks rather than take discretion away from
need however to heed fhis warning; unless judges who need it to faitly litigate cases
we start to do something soon, much of the and do justice.
There are of course a million other
talent in our judiciary will depart for greenthings that could be listed but it would add
er pastures.
And just what can be done? Well, pay- little to the point. As a profession, we are
ing attention to the views of judges inpoh- about to address a most serious issue; how
cy situations would help. A judge 8ee.s do we choose our judges; partisan or nonthings from a perspective much different partisan elections; appointment by the
than others, and that view can often be of Governor with or without retention elecsignificant value as we look at improving tions; or some combination.
Regardless of your particular view, it's
our laws and procedures. The suggestion
that aU judges want to do is feather their really important that before you cast your
own nest and pocket book is really not vote you try and figure out not what systrue. Most really care about our laws and tem is best for you, hut rather which syshonestly try to see that justice is done. So tem is best for us- ALL OF US. There are
maybe if the Legislature and most Com- those few in the judiciary that will do
missioners Courts sought out and listened wrong regardless of the system. The big
to the thoughts of the judiciary, we could decision is to fmd a system that will attract
both dispel that negative image and get the fewest number of folks who want to
be a judge for the wrong reason. Give it
some constructive things done.
And what about facilities and staff sup- close thought. The very survival of our
port. Most judges receive Iittle of either. system of justicedepends on all of us makSome District Judges in our state don't ing a wise choice.
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Jury Selection-The Voice Listens
We have been roaming the lecture cir- through your mind when you heard that
cuit picking up on some of the issues that John was accused of shooting Carol S t i W
Maybe, if we step hack from the roles
are concerning the readership. It is clear
to us that most of you value the jury sys- of lawyer and jury and trial consultant and
tem as much as we do. You cherish the think about how we behave in our everychance to listen to the potential jurors day life, it will become apparent what is
speak their mind. Additionally, we nnder- happening with our potential jurors during
stand the frustration attendant with voir voir dire. Remember the very first time
dire: how in the world can you get jurors you walked into a courtroom. Put yourself
to open up and reveal their true thoughts back in that moment with all of its trauma
and feelings in the sterile environment of and confusion. Many lawyers cut their
the courtroom? This certainly is one of the teeth on misdemeanor cases before tacklmost difficult tasks. It requires the inter- ing the obligations and responsibilities of
viewer, in this case the lawyer, to be open amajor felony. Imagine how scared or terto what the jurors are throwing your way. rified you would have felt if your first case
To uncover the juror's world, you must be was a murder trial. Self-disclosing to the
acutely aware of little hints they are broad- jury a traumatizing event in your life will
casting. When the jurors file into the court- lay the foundation for trust, bonding and
r~om,-~ou
beginmatching up their appear- open disclosure in the courtroom.
Having accomplished your fret goal of
ance with the slight information contained
on the juror information card. By the time opening up the courtroom to trustful and
you begin your voir dim, you will have had personal dialogue, you are now ready to
the benefit of observing the jurors andnot- proceed to the next step: Listening to the
ing any non-verbal responses to the Judge jurors. To prepare yourselves, again you
or questions propounded by your oppo- must shed your trial Lawyer costume and
nent. You must he sensitive to the plight again think about a trying time in your own
of your jurors and delicately follow-up on life. Now think about how you resolved
your observations: "Mrs. Smith, when the that event. Have you reached a resolution
judge told the jury what John was accused and made peace with the person@) that
of doing, several jurors including yourself were involved? Do you still resent being
were visibly upset. What was going placed in that helpless place? Do you have
any residual anger towards that person,
place, experience or yourself? How often
have you discussed this happening with
anyone else? Have you talked with yourCathy E. Bennett, IIouston, Texas, is self about it or have you tackled it with
one of the founders of the field ofjury and someone you have faith in? Why did you
trial consultatian. She is the president oJ choose that person(s) over someone else?
her company, Cathy E. Bennett & Associ- What qualities do they possess that made
ares, Inc., which has a national reputation. you feel safe in being vulnerable with
She has worked on over 400 cases and has them? In other words, what about tltis
been featured on "60 Minutes" and 'F'hil listener made it okay with you to not be
Donahue." She has assisted in such perfect? For purposes of voir dire, you
noteworthy cases as U S . v. John must model yourself after that person you
DeLorean, Wounded Knee, fhe Howard considered a good listener.
Men and women share the common exHughes Will Case (Mormon Will) and the
trial of the Irish Republican Army. l71e perience of being hesitant to reveal their
trials she has participated in have run the true feelimgs to people that they do not
spectiurn from misdemeanors to highly know or trust. We all have the basic desire
publicized cases. She has lectured in to feel approved of by people that are our
peer group or are in power. This means
hundreds of legal forums.
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that the average juror comes to the courtroom wanting their fellow jurors, thelawyers and the Court's approval. They feel
like you did when you had a problem to
solve-scared, overwheImed, confused
and fearful of disapproval. To compound
matters, the people they have to discuss
this with are strangers and they do not
know what the guidelines are in the courtroom. T h e m e thing they do know is that
they are "supposed" to he fair and impartial and to have made no prejudgments
about any person or issue. This is confusing to them-on the one hand we tell them
to be open and honest and on the other, we
secure a promise from them to put aside
any opinion or prejudice they may harbor.
Let's face it folks, those two signals are
contradictory. It is our job to help those
jurors know that the only good juror is the
open and honest one, that it is alright to
have feelings about issues, and that they
are doing their civic duty by telling us what
they truly feel and think about us, our
client, thejury system, the caseissues, and
anything else we should know about them.
The bottom lime is to let the jurors know
that they are good citizens and that it is understandable and commendable for them
to say that this particular case is not the
right one for them. Remember that we
have the right and privilege to jury trials
but no duty or obligation to sit on a murder jury.
Putting ourselves in their shoes will help
us to know how to proceed. Our goal is
to seek information from the panel and to
do it as sensitively as is humanly possible.
By remembering our own times of fear and
confusion, we are given the guidelines to
effective voir dire. None of us want to feel
judged about our values and life experiences. They are a part of who we are and
should be respected. So, this is the fnst
guideline- ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR
JURORS WITH TOTAL RJSPECT. The
world's leading experts on the interview
tell us that unless we convey respect to a
person that they will not open up to us.
Your demeanor should convey respecthave good eye contact with the person to
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whom you are speaking: do not take notes
and try to listen at the same time. You cannot have good eye contact and look at a
yellow pad. Listen to that juror like you
want to be listened to during your closing
argument. Always remember that the
jurors are the most important people in the
courtroom and let them know you feel this
way.
Be non-judgmental. Jurors who are the
final 12 people chosen are the judges of
the facts. They learn about their role as a
judge during voir dire through your openended questioning. It is always more
powerful if a person learns how to behave
from his or her peer group or from himself or herself. Often trial lawyers give lectures or speeches during jury selection.
Research shows that jurors do not hear
much of those lectures, because they are
too nervous to listen. They do remember
what other jurors or they themselves said
during jury selection, so we are much better off having them learn about openmindeduess from one another rather than
from us. This is achieved through probing case-specific issues. How can anyone
know if they can be fair in a particular case
unless the right question was asked to uncover latent bias or opinions. It is our job
to write and ask questions that go to the
heart of the matter. If we really want to
know what our jurors think and feel, then
we must bite the bullet, hold our nose, and
jump in. The fear of jury pool contamination is the least of our worries. We must
first concentrate on getting jurors to own
up to their thoughts and feelings regarding our case. This is best accomplished by
asking a question that requires an answer.
The questions must he information seeking and not merely capable of a "yes" or
"no" answer. Furthermore, your questions
must not suggest the "right" answer, but
rather it should elicit the juror's thoughts
o r opinions on the subject. The following
are examples that encourage jurors to
speak their minds and their hearts.
Remember when listening to the juror exposing himself or herself, you must never
judge them for being who they are. Your
face, your voice, your body and your
words must all communicate that you appreciate their candor. This approach leaves
a juror much more open to saying "the unspeakable" in the courtroom and a cause
challenge is then seen as a badge of
courage as opposed to a scarlet A.

Some examples of Open-Ended Questions:
A. Cases With Publicity
1. It is likely that you have heard about
this case. There is nothing wrong with having read, seen or heard about this case, my
client or something else related to this matter. All we want to do is to ask you to he
honest with us. Ms. Smith, please tell me
what you have heard about this case?
2. What was your reaction to what you
heard or read?
3. What are your feelings about what
you heard or read?
4. Given your thoughts and feelings
about what you heard, how do you feel this
might affect you, even if you feel it will
just affect you slightly?
5. What do you feel about sitting on this
case?
6. What impression did this publicity
leave you with?
7. What was your source of information?
B. Cases Involving Weapons
1. Do you, family member or close
friend own a gun? If yes, what kind?
2. Do you, family member or close
friend belong to any gun clubs or similar
organizations? If yes, what club and why
did you join?
3. How do you feel about the gun control issue?
4. Have you, family member or close
friend ever had a had experience with a
firearm? If yes, tell me about that experience.
5. Many people have a fear of guns.
How do you feel about weapons?
C. Sexual Assault Cases
1. What are some reasons why a woman
(child) would falsely accuse a person of
sexual assault?
2. Do you believe that a child is capable
of making up a story about sex? Why or
why not?
3. Have you heard or read about any
sexual assault cases? What have you heard
or read?
4. Have you head or read about a woman
accusing someone of sexual assault and
later changing their story? Why do you
think that happens?
5. What are some reasons why a woman
would consent to a sexual encounter and
later claim sexual assault.

D. Fifth Amendment
1. What are some reasons why John
would not testify?
2. Many people would expect John to
testify. Do you feel this way Mrs. Smith?
Why or why not?
3. Some people feel that if John does not
testify, he must have done something
wrong. Other people feel that if John testifies, he will lie to save his skin. What
should I do Mrs. Smith? Mr. Jones, what
do you think?

E. Testimony of law Enforcement Officer
1. Why might a police officer not be totally honest on the witness stand?
2. Do you believe that a police officer
would be less than truthful? Why or why
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3. Who has hiid ;I good cxpericnce with
enfilrccmcnl oflicinl? 'kll mc about
that.
4. Who has had a bad experience with
the police? Tell me about that.
5. Who has heard or read about dishonest police officers? What have you
heard or read?
6. If a police officer testified that the
event occurred one way and a lay person
testified that the same event occurred a
different way, who would you believe?
Why?
We must re-emphasize that these questions are only exa~nplesand are not dispositive of the issues. Periodically, our
column will take a topic and go into great
detail as to the questions we think should
be propounded to the jury. Again, we encourage your feedback and contribution to
our column. Please write us with your
questions regarding jury selection.
Jury Selection
c l o ~ ~ o i for
c e the Defense
600 W. 13th
Austin, Texas 78701
il law

ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC
DEFENDER for the Western District
of Texas, stationed in El Paso. See 18
U.S.C. 53006A. Must be bilingual (in
Spanish), and be licensed for at least
one year. Federal criminal trial experience preferred. Resume and Standard Form 171 to Lucien B. Campbell,
Federal Public Defender, 727 E.
Durango Blvd., B-207, San Antonio,
Texas 78206-1203.
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The Investigator
by Jack Murray
The exterior should be photographed from
all sides to identify the structure and to
show the damaged area. A view from the
roof of an adjoining, building is recommended when possible. If the fire was extinguished, leaving the outside wall still
standing, then give special attention to the
doors, windows, and shades or blinds.
Closed blinds and or shades can preciude
a witness making a positive identification.
In burglary and vandalism cases, look
for views of the exterior of the building
with relation to other buildings, roads and
Types of Cases
streets. Alleged point of entry and exit.
The most common types of criminal Areas from which valuable articles were
defense cases that call for good accident removed, such as from wall safe, desk,
photography are involuntary manslaughter cupboard. In these cases photos may well
and negligent homicide. Our firm also contradict the story of police officers or
made good use of photography in defense other witnesses. One case that comes to
of a charge of felony failure to stop and mind was a burglary of a building. A "witrender aid. Through the use of photos, the ness" described the Defendant breaking
defense attorney can demonstrate to a jury into a rear door and the "investigating
such points as: visibility at the scene of the officer" confirmed it. Photos of the door
alleged crime, could the Defendant see jam and the door itself showed no signs of
what was coming, was there room for the forced entry. Verdict, not guilty!
Defendant to take evasive action with the
Site of Photography
other vehicle, could a witness really see
what he or she testifies to seeing from their
In photographing a scene, the photovantage point?
In an attempted murder case in Collii grapher should attempt to record all useJack Murray is the owner of Southwest
Recovery Services, Dallas, Texas. He has County, we had a situation where we were ful information in a series of photographs
a BSfiom the University ofHarrford, MBA able to show by a combination of interior that will help the viewer to understand
fiom the Universityof Connecticut and has and exterior shots that thecomplaining wit- where and how the crime was committed.
had specialized accident investigation ness' version of the story could not be a c The term crime scene refers not only to the
tmining at the Trafic Institute of Norfh- curate. A jury took 38 minutes to find the immediate site of the crime but also to adjacent areas which may be important in eswestern Universiry and Accident Recon- Defendant not guilty.
Rape cases may he helped by showing tablishing the location and surroundimgs of
struction School of T m A&M University.
A member of the North Texas Private In- that outcries of the victim could be heard. the immediate site.
Photographs of the general area should
vestigators Association, The National As- Thus, photographs that show the proximity
be
supplemented by closer shots of the
of
the
scene
from
general
traffic
or
from
sociation of Investigative Specialists and
the National Associafionof Legal Inwsfi- the nearest dwelling may be useful. Elevat- crime scene containing important detail.
gatom, he has been a licensedprivate in- ed views often show such areas best. A h c h object or area should be photovestigator in the Stare of Tern since 1976. close up of the scene should be made to graphed so that the viewer can locate it
He has worked numerous civil and crimi- show the area where the alleged crime took readily in relation to other objects in the
scene.
nal cases in T m s , Louisiana and New place.
Crime scene photographs should provide
Arson pictures call for some basic miniYork. He has attended civil and criminal
investigation seminars in Chicago, mums, such as origin. Often it is apparent views of the area as it would have appeared
Wasltirtgton, D. C., Sun Antonio, and re- that fires have been started in more than to an average observer. Each crime has incently was a speaker at the Region I Semi- one area, and a l l of these should be shown dividual features that should be photonar af the National Association of Legal in the photographs tracing rapidity, direc- graphed. Keep in mind the nature of the
Investigators in Philadelphia, Penn- tion, and manner of spread of fire. Show offense and try to show those features that
the arrangement of windows and doors. establish the elements of the offense.
sylvania.
Photographs have proved to he one of
the most accurate and reliable sources of
evidence to the courts for nearly a hundred
years. The photographic process can
record and store information more accurately and for much longer periods of
time than can the human mind. In addition
to providing a basic recording method,
photography can extend the perception of
skilled investigators to reveal hidden facts.
Photography is often needed to support and
verify testimony of an expert witness.
Photographs cannot and do not recreate
the original subject. Photographs can
preserve a visible record of a moment in
time which may be recalled less perfectly
by an eyewitness. Verbal description may
he inadequate to describe an object, a
scene, or an event. 'When it comes to the
:xact description of complex detail of an
:xisting object, or the exact relationship of
~ t sparts, or its location with respect to
other objects, or the relationships of many
articles to each other, photography can go
far beyond the possibilities of verbal
description."
Unlike Peace Officers, the Defense In-
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vestigator seldom has the luxury of being
able to photograph things at the time of the
accident; however, a good investigator will
often find sources of photos taken at the
scene of the accident.
Never overlook the possibility that the
local newspaper has film, even if they
didn't publish any photos in the paper.
Also, when talking to witnesses, always
ask-"was anyone taking photos at the
site?"

Vehicle Photography
Photos of a vehicle can show such thimgs
as angle of impact and the amount of
damage (which gives some indication of
speed at time of impact). In one case where
there was a question as to who was driving thcvehicle, we wereable to show, by
the nature of the interior damage, as compared to the injuries of the Defendant, that
the deeeasedpersonmust havein fact been
the driver and a grand jury "uo billed'' the
Defendant.
A minimal set of vehicle photographs
should include what is commonly referred
to as the "basic four." Front, back, and
both sides all taken at right angles to the
surface in question and taken at a distance
where the outer extremities ofthe vehicle
are included, leaving a minimal amount of
border.
After the basic four, make sure you have
a close-up shot of the license plate to he
able to show clearly the identification of
the vehicle. In those cases where the
license plates have been removed or have
been damaged to a point where they are
difficult to read, a shot of thevehicle identification number (located on the left hand
corner of the dashboard andlor on the inside of the door) will serve the same purpose. A view from above can sometimes
show important points of impact and
amount of crush. Depending on where the
vehicle is when you go to photograph it,
there is usually a fork lift driver who's job
is to move the wrecks around, the fork lift
makes a good plafform to take shots from
above ground level.
Close-up shots of such points as campression, scratches, damages to chrome,
broken lights, etc, can be of great value
in determining the angle with which a vehicle made contact with a fured object or
another vehicle.
Color photos of light bulbs after an accident can show whether or not the light
was lit at the time of the accident.

Choice of Film
Color photographs are now widely
accepted by the general public as the n o m
for photographs and the courts accept them
without question. Disputed facts are supposed to be established on the basis of the
best evidence available. Visual evidence in
the form of photographs frequently fit this

"best evidence'' category. Accurate color
photographs are more realistic and thus,
unless otherwise objectionable, better evidence than black and white photographs.
Bearing in mind that any photographs
you shoot during the course of an investigation may wind up in court, I always try
to shoot with as low an ASA as possible.
ASA 100 can he enlarged to 16x20 with
little or no grainy effect. Kodak VRG 135
is an excellent color film for both the q d ity of color tones and lackof grain. A grey
card, purchased for less than $4.00 in any
camera supply store, can be an invaluable
aid in assuring the quality of color in
reproduction. This becomes very important in photographing items like blood
stains, fabric samples, paint chips, etc.
Investigators andlor attorneys who try
to save a couple of bucks by doing their
own photography run one big risk. When
you go to introduce photos into evidence,
if the photographer has not had proper
training, a smart prosecutor (and there are
more of those than we like to admit) can
cause some doubt in the jury's mind as to
whether the photos accurately portray the
point you are trying to make.
It is not necessary that the photographer who took the picures be
questioned to lay the predicate for
admission of photos, provided the
person testifying testifies they are
true and correct representations.
Wise v. City ofAbilene. Civ. App.
141 (2) 400.
Aside from formal training and experience there are several professional organizations which offer continuing
education programs and certification.The
two most prestigious being The Professional Photographers of America and The Civil
Evidence Photographers International
Council. The latter offers certification in
both civil evidence and law enforcement
photography.
Photographictechniquesmay beused to
simvlv record or thev. mav. be used to extcni &on and comprchcnsion. Whatever
the technique or the photographic mcdiun~,
however, the photograph only represents
the existence of a scene, an object, or an
innate quality of theobject. The important
point is that all photographs of any kind
are always distorted relative to reality.
Either the observer must understand the
distortions and interpret them properly or
the photographer must introduce the proper

modifications or counter distortions so that
the untrained observer will interpret them
correctly.

Courtroom Presentation
Two rules that I lay down to attorneys
who want to use photographs (which I have
taken), are: never use an enlargement less
than 8x10 and always have them mounted
(either dry mount or styrofoam). The logic
for this is very simple. If you really want
the jury to see the photos, make them big
enough so that there will be no question
that they will see all the details, and mount
them so they stay straight and stiff while
they examine them. This not only makes
them easier to hold, it helps eliminate
problems of reflected light on them.
There are several other important points
concerning courlroom presentation and admissibility that we will cover in this space
next month.
a

Domestic Violence
cominaedfim page 21

plaint, even in the absence of an allegation
of such offense in the MOTION FOR
CONTEMPT, as an exercise of that court's
inherent, constitutional and statutory authority, upon hearing evidence of that
offense. Even though there is no allegation
of oral sexual assault in the MOTION FOR
CONTEMPT, nevertheless, jwpardy attached as to count I of the felony complaint, thereby precluding indictment and
prosecution of Petitioner for that offense.
U S . v. Martin Linen Supply Co., supra;
Crist v. Brett, supra; TEX R. CIV.
PROC. ANN. RULE 67, supra; TEX.
FAMILY CODE ANN. $81 1.1 l(a)(3) and
14.09 (a), supra; TEX. REV. CIV. STAT.
ANN. art. 1970-340, supra.

Conclusion and Prayer
If this Court should deny the relief requested, Petitioner will suffer irreparable
injury, in that Petitioner will continue to
he restrained of his liberty in violation of
the Constitution, and will be subjected to
doublejwpardy, in violation of the 5th and
14th Amendments to the Constitntion of
the United States.
P.S.: It worked!
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List of Granted PDR's
Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by t h e Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision
Since July 17, 1985 the administrative
staffaItorneysof the Gut? of Criminal&peak have compiled, in the normal course
of business, a list of cases and legal issues
on which the Court has grantedpetitions
for review. Altlrough originally prepared
for internal use only, the Court has authorized release of the listforpublicationand
for use by the bench and bur of Teras. The
issues listed are summaries as worded by
the stafl, and do nor necessarily reject
either the reasoning or the phraseology
used by the parties or by the Court.
The following are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Criminal AppeaEs
grunted review but which the Court has not
yet delivered a wrinen opinion:

PDR 1044-85 10/22/86, Dallas Co. $(3
PDR), Thaj? Over $750 (Prior Convic),
Robert Beardsky: (I) Did the Court of Appeals correctly hold that the evidence was
insufficient?
PDR 0031-86 10/22/86, Montgomery
Co. P'sPDR), Buglazy ofa Habitation &
Agg. Sexual Assault, Harvey C. Fortune:
(1) Whether convictions for burglary of a
habitation and aggravated sexual assault
under a two eount indictment are permissible under ex parte Siller, 68611617, and
Drake* 68611935, when no objection at trial and two offenses apparently stem from
separate "transactions.;'
PDR 0241-86,024286 10/22/86, Dallas Co. IS'S PDRs).
..Aamvated Robberv.
~ e n n e t ~ayne
h
Scort: (I) Does failure &
apply law of parties to facts automaticauy
constitute same harm?
PDR 0487-86 10/22/86, Nawrro Co.
(A's PDR), Aggravated Sexual Axsault,
David Allen Norwood: (1)Whether Court
of Appeals followed this court's standard
of Willianrs,663//832, in fmding no error
in trial conrt failing to sna sponte hold
competency hearing.
PDR 0127-86 10/29/86, D a l k Co. 645
PDR).
..Aparavated Raoe o f a Child. Paul
Anthony Taylor: ((1%eth& Court of Appeals properly concluded burden was on
defendant to develop a record substantiating his claim of an alleged violation of the
Speedy Trial Act when no hearing was

--

held on the motion to dismiss and the state an alleged prostitute when defendant tesnever responded to the motion (apparent tifies sexual contact was consensual in
return for a fee?
c o m t with Smith, 6591/828)?
PDR 1081-85 10/29/86, Emth Co. (A's
PDR 0856-8510/29/86, Potter Co. (Ss
PDR), Evadng Arrest, DockJunior Smith: PDR), Indecency w/chiZd, Bill Franklin
(1) Whether the act of fleeing aninvestiga- Decker: (1) Whether videotaped testimotory stop is, standing alone, sufficient to ny by complainant adniitted under Art.
support a conviction for evading arrest un- 38.071, V.A.C.C.P., was erroneous beder V.T.C.A., Penal Code, Sec. 38.041 cause leading questions were contained
PDR 0934-85 10/29/86, Gulve$ton Co. within the tape, there had been no deter(A's PDR), Aggrawtd Sexual Assault, An- mination of competency of thecomplainant
thony Fitzgemld Turner: (1) Whether as a witness, and exhibition of the vidwCourt of Appeals properly concluded trial tape to the jury tended to deprive defenconrt could take judicial notice of defen- dant of right to confrontation and
dant's conviction in another cause from cross-examination?
PDR 108285 10/29/86, Nacogdoches
another court presided over by another
judge (apparent conflict with Wilson, Co. (A's PDR), Theft Over $200, Sidney
677//578)? (2) Whether cumulation of sen- Bellarny: (1) Whether the presumption
tences was appropriatewhen there was no contained within V.T.C.A., Penal Code,
record evidence of former conviction and Sec. 31.03(~)(3), is constilutional?
PDR 1088-85 10/29/86, Burleson Co.
no evidence identifying defendant as the
same individual convicted in the prior con- (SPA'SPDR), AggravatedRobbery p's Re&&), Vandora Snow Robbie: (1) Is counviction?
PDR 0988-85 10/29/86, Tarrant Co. sel ineffective for not anticipating future
(A's PDR), Aggravated Sexual Abuse growth and changes in the law dealing with
(Prior Convic),Dale Louis Holloway: (1) the ability of the jury to grant probation
Whether the rape shield statute operates to in an aggravated robbery case? This is set
exclude testimony showing complainant is out in four grounds for review.

IT'S
TIME TO
GET OUT
OF THE
DARK.

Open your eyes and see just how many
subjects are covered in the new ed~tion
ofthe Consumer Information Catalog
It's free justfor the ask~ngand so are
nearly half of the 200 federal publications described ins~deBwklets on subjects 11kelinancial and career planning,
eatlng right, exercismg, and staylng
healthy, hwslng and ch~ldcare, federal
benett programs. Just about everything
you would need to know. Write today
We'll send you the latest ed~tionof the
Consumer InformatronCatalog, whlch is
updated and published quarterly It'll be
agreat help, you'll see. Just write:
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U.S.

General Sew~ces
Adminislration

PDR 1118-85 10/29/86, B a a r Co. (Ss
PDR), Aggravated Robbe~y,Antltorty Garcia: (1) Is the Speedy Trial Act unconstitutional as a violation of the doctrine of
separation of powers? (2) Did the Court
of Appeals err in reversing because the
Speedy Trial Act is void due to defective
caption?
PDR 114285 10/29/86, Biirleson Co.
(Ss PDR), Aggravated Sexiral Assault,
Rorutie Mack Lawson: (1) Whether child's
videotaped statement under Art. 38.071,
V.A.C.C.P., was made before the
proceeding began when record shows
statement was made after defendant was
arrested (direct conflict with Jolly,
68111689, out of 14th Court of Appeals)?
(2) Whether defendant waived alleged
denial of right of confrontation by failing
to call child victim depicted within videotape during his case in chief after trial court
had denied defendant right to call child immediately after playing of tape before the
jury? (3) Whether procedures set forth
within Art. 38.071, V.A.C.C.P., are inadequate to protect a defendant's right to
confront and cross-examine the child conlplaining witness? (4) Whether trial court
is required to make a determination of
child complainant's competency prior to
filming of videotape under Art. 38.071,
V.A.C.C.P. (direct conflict with Jolly,
supra)?
PDR 1159-85 10/29/86, Tarrant Co.
(A's PDR). Murder, Joe Willie Prescott,
jr. :(1) whether defendant's testimony on
direct examination was such to give false
impression of prior trouble with the law
so as to allow state to cross-examine him
on non-final prior felony?
PDR 1162-86 10/29/86, Burleson Co.
(Ss PDR), Aggravated Sexual Abuse,
RobmFrankLa~vson:(1) Whether vidwtape pursuant to Art. 38.071, V.A.C.C.P.,
made 51 days after defendant's arrest, was
made before the proceeding began (direct
conflict with Jolly, 68111689, out of the
14th COA)?
PDR 1175-85 10/29/86, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), .Sexrial Assault, Lar~yLeon Wicker:
(1) Whether Court of Appeals correctly
found m challenge by defendant to voluntariness of statement when record reflects
that voluntariness objection was voiced at
trial? (2) whether D~~~~~~~~of H~~~~
Resources caseworker was required to administer Miranda warnings when convers-

ing with defendant concerning alleged mission)?
PDR 1161-85 11/05/86, Biirleson Co.
sexual abuse? (3) Whether written findings
of fact and conclusions of law under Art. (AS PDR), Aggravated Sexual A~sairlt,Os38.22, Sec. 6, V.A.C.C.P., are required car Tolert, Jr.: (1) Whether provisions
within the child videotape statute, Art.
in a trial before the court?
PDR 1347-85 10/29/86, Bexar Co. (Ss 38.071, V.A.C.C.P., tend to deny a defenPDR), Murder (Prior Convic.), Eirgeue H. dant his rights to confrontation and effecVeslasqrrez: (1) Whether appellant's wife tive assistance of counsel?
PDR 1357-85 11/05/86, Montgomery
was properly permitted to testify against
him at trial under former Art. 38.11, Co. (Ss PDR), Misapplication of Fiduciary
V.A.C.C.P., when she was not the assault- Property over $10,000 (2); llteji Over
ed party named within the indictment but $10,000 (I), Billy Ray Martiriez: (1) When
otherwise was assaulted during the same two counts of an indictment are dismissed
by the State with approval of the Court betransaction?
PDR 0943-85 11/05/86, Bexar Co. (Ah cause of improper amendments, are therePDR), Burglary of a Habitation, Michael maining three counts null and void?
PDR 0096-86 11/05/86, Harris Co. (Ss
David Hoag: (1) Were there enough indices of probable cause to allow a full PDR), Aggravated Robbery (Prior Consearch of the automobile after an "inves- vic.), Richard Eugene Collins: (1) Whether
tigative detention"? (2) Was the investiga- Court of Appeals properly concluded that
question by appellant about the appointtive detention truly an arrest?
PDR 1025-85 11/05/85, Harris Co. (A's ment of counsel constituted the invocation
PDR), Sexiral Assault of a Child, James of the right to counsel such that all interSteven Hoobler: (1) Is an Alnianza, rogation should have ceased? (2) Whether
6861156, analysis appropriate under Court of Appeals properly concluded that
all questioning by authorities must cease
La~vrence,626/156?
PDR 1116-85 11/05/86, Nolan Co. (A's upon equivocal and ambiguous request or
PDR), Retaliation, Albert Wayue Ware: (1) reference to counsel?
PDR 1225-85 11/19/86, El Paso Co.
Whether an affidavit underlying an arrest
warrant contains sufficient information to (A's PDR), Burglary ofHabitatiort, Curtis
constitute probable cause (companion case Ray White: (1) Whether Court of Appeals
at 68511445, in which appellant's PDR No. properly made use of plain view doctrine
coruir~uedon page 59
346-85 bas been granted and is under sub-
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston and Nance Nelle

This is not a humor column; however,
you may be mildly amused by the following apocryphal story: A defendant was being arraigned before a Kentucky trial judge
on charges of violating the state revenue
code; to writ: possession of paraphernalia
for the production of illicit spirits. When
asked what his plea would be, the defendant stated that he had been advised to
plead "guilty" but he felt this was not fair
since he had not been arrested in possession of any corn mash, sugar or other
necessary ingredients for the "recipe." This
judge advised him that possession of the
necessary apparatus for the production of
unlawful alcoholic beverage was a violation of the law. The defendant thought for
a moment, and then said, "Well, judge I
guess you better lock me up for rape too."
CLE Update: As this column is prepared
we are moving into the new year and looking forward to the Criminal Defense Lawyers Project Criminal Trial Advocacy
Course conducted annually at the Criminal Justice Center of Sam Houston State
University in Huntsville, March 16-20,
1987. This four and one-half day program
gives lawyers moot court experiencein all
phases of a criminal trial including lectures, demonstrations and video tape
presentations. The $300 tuition fee also includes hotel accommodations and two
meals a day. A limited number of scbolarships will be offered for the course. To be
eligible for a scholarship an applicant must
be recommended by a Texas or federal
judge and not beon state or federal payroll.
CLE Correction: The Insanity/Incompetency Defense Seminar scheduled for
March 5-6, 1987 has been cancelled. Instead, a combination Support StaffIDWI
Seminar will he held in Austin. Please see
the CDLP course schedule, this issue, for
the remainder of CDLP courses to be
offered through July 1987.
TCDLA's annual spring trip and seminar
will be held from February 16-20 at Lake
58 VOICE for the Defense /January 1987

Tahoe, Nevada. Coincidentally, the National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers winter meeting is also being held
at Lake Tahoe during that week. TCDLA
and NACDL will hold a joint cocktailparty
on Wednesday, Febrnary 18. TCDLA will
conduct a semiuar on February 17 and 18
(see notice in this issue) and NACDL will
conduct a separate seminar on Thursday,
February 19. NACDL tuition will he announced and door registration is encouraged.
Speaking of NACDL, your executive
director attended a two-day workshop
sponsored by NACDL called"Strength1n
Numbers" dedicated to creating, maintaining and improving criminal defense organizations. Some of the topics discussed were
aimed at small and beginning state. and local criminal defense organizations. Some
of the topics included "getting started,"
starting newsletters and publications,
recruitment and retention, networking with

*

J,

other criminal defense organizations, CLE
seminars and conferences and the legislative process. NACDL also announced a
membership drive and encouraged liaison
and cooperation betweenand among various state and local criminal defense lawyers associations.In expand'mg its services
to criminal defense lawyers, NACDL has
hired a full time lobbyist, Mr. Scott Wallace, who works out of the Washington,
DC headquarters of NACDL. Frank
Maloney, of Maloney, Gotcher & Yeager
of Austin, former President of TCDLA
(1971-72), is currently President-Elect of
NACDL. If you are interested in joining
the National, contact Executive Director,
David Dorsey, Suite 550, 1815 H Street
Northwest, Washington, DC 20006, telephone (202) 872-8688. TCDLA also has
membership applications available.
The biennial legislative session (someone once called it "zoo") is upon us. Dain
Whitworth of Austin will be TCDLA's

PRIVATE
CRIME LABORATORY

**

Providing Quality Forensic Analysis
and Expert Testimony in the Following Areas
Drug Analysis
Urine Drug Analysis
Anonymous Drug Testing
Clandestine Lab Consultation
Arson Debris Analysis
Physical Trace Evidence.
Murder. Rape, etc.
Private Investigations

:

Blood Alcohol Analysis
Alcohol Toxicology
DWI Consultation
Alcohol Absorption1
Elimination Curve
Preparation for
DWI Clients

*

We specialize in preparing defense attorneys
for cross-examination of opposing scientiBc experts

*

Initial consultation i s free of charge
MICRO FORENSICS & INVESTIGATIONS
1600 East Highway 6, Suite 350
Alvin, Texas 7751 1
Austin Area: (512)445-0190
Houston Area: (713) 331-2655

part-time lobbyist and David Sheppard is
the Legislative Committee Chairman.
Members of TCDLA familiar with the
Penal Code and Code of Criminal Procedure (we hope that all of us are) are needed
to testify before legislative committees in
Austin throughout the session which begins
in January. If you can be available on one
day's notice, please call or write our legislative committee in care of the home
office. A few areas of concern include the
Mayor's Crime Package, which contains
a provision for admission of oral confessions; and ten bills relating to criminal law
and the Family Code, which have been enforced by the State Bar Committee on
Legislation in the Public Interest. For your
information a short synopsis of each of the
bills is included:
1. Amendment to Section 54.02(a), Family Code, requiring the Juvenile Court
before waiving original jurisdiction to de-

Granted PDRs
conrinneddfrorn pnge 57

when officers learned they were dealing
with stolen property only after telephone
conversations with police department officials and the owner of the stolen property?
(2) Whether Court of A~oealsutilized aoiropriate standard in c&luding that irroneous admission of fmgerprint evidence
was harmless because other evidence
within the case was sufficient to support
jury's verdict of guilty?
PDR 1260-85 11/19/86, Kleberg Co.
(A's PDR), Murder, G e a ~ Rushton:
y
(1)
Whether photographs depicting body of
deceased which had been on a deserted
beach for five days with substantial
damage inflicted by coyotes and other predators were so inflammatory and prejudicial that trial court abused discretion in
admitting same?
PDR 1216-85 11/26/86,Hartis Co. (A's
PDR), htvolrmta~yManslaughter, Hennan
Joseoh Henrv:
, (5)
, , Did State use DeremDtry challenge against black veniremen in
discriminatory manner (Bats011v. Ky.)?
PDR 1021-86 11/26/86,Harris Co. (A's
PDR), Rape of a Child, Jared Ellison
Cravens: ( 1 ) Was asking appellant's wife
(a defense witness) if she was "a common
prostitute" harmless beyond a reasonable
doubt.

termine if there is a probable cause for a
belief that the child committed the offense
alleged and,
Amendment to Sec. 54.02@), Family
Code, providing that after transfer of custody by the Juvenile Court that the District
Court determine whether good cause exists for an examining trial; if none exists,
the Defendant to be referred to the grand
jury; and, if good cause exists, an examining trial to be ordered.
2. Amendment to Art. 19.02 Texas
Penal Code (a)(3) adding a requirement
that the actor must intentionally, latotvingly
or recklessly commit or attempt to commit an act clearly dangerous to human life.
3. Amendment to Sec. 3d(a) Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure Art. 42.12 and Sec.
3d(a) Texas Code of Criminal Procedure
Art. 42.13 permitting deferred adjudication for a defendant who has been found
guilty upon a plea of not guilty if the Court
assesses punishment.
4. Repeal of Art. 39.14 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure and the substitution of
a new Art. 39.14 detailing the information
subject and not subject to disclosure;
providing for disclosure of evidence by the
defendant, a continuing duty to disclose,
noticeof alibi, and sanctions for failure to
comply with disclosure orders of the
Court.
5. Amendment to Arts. 17.02 and 17.03

of the Code of Criminal Procedure to provide for a defendant's release upon a
deposit of 10% of the bail set, forfeiture
of deposit and refund; retaining provisions
for bail bond and personal recognizance.
6 . House keepmg amendment to Art.
47.06, Code of Criminal Procedure, to
correct reference to "Art. 18.30."
7. House keepmg amendment to Art.
47.07, Code of Criminal Procedure, to
correct reference to "Art. 18.30."
8. House keeping amendment to correct
erroneous reference in Art. 37.07, Section
4, Code of Criminal Procedure to Art.
42.12, Section 3f.
9. Amendment to Art. 39.02 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure permitting depositions to be taken by the State as well as the
Defendant, provided that a motion for a
deposition must first have been granted to
the Defense; and setting out non-exclusive
good causes for the taking of depositions.
10. Adding Art. 42.007 through 42.011,
Title 2, Government Code, creating the
office of State Defense Attorney, setting
out qualifications and duties of the office
as a corollary role to the State's Attorney.
As of this writing, membership dues are
coming into TCDLA home office at a brisk
pace. If you have not sent in your dues,
please do so, and then go out and recruit
a new member. It'll do you both good.

rn

The Attornev Who Cares
PREPARES
Whatever the case. Whatever the Court.
Our NationaI/InternationaI Sentencing
and Parole Memorandums save precious
time. For You. For Your Clients. When a
life is on the line, a second opinion can't
hurt.
Call Now: 1 -800-241-0095
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES
Sentencing Alternative Planning
71 0 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.30308
Sentencing and Parole Consultants
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State Appellate
Procedure Under
The New Rules
-

WhatfoJlowsis a s c W & of S@feApR e schedule r&rs to moat major steps
Ihavefiuml it wry helpful to include this
peJlateStepsunder tlte NewRuJespromb in the Appellate process, Of course, if En schedule in each Appelkuejle in order to
gated by rhe Teas Cou,f of Criminal doubt4 reference should always be made keep abreast of the status of each appeal
Appeals.
to the AppeIlafe Rules themselves.
and the various due dates involvtrl.
STATE OP TEXAS V.
JUDGE PRESIDING
COURT REPORTER
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
PUNISHMENT:

JAIL

DISmCT COURT #
COURT OF APPEALS #
COURT OF CRIM. APPEALS #
TRIAL ATIDRNEY
APPEAL A m R N E Y
TDC
APPEAL BOND

Exlcnsions of Time R54(c)
rm seem 53@) mand 7 3 ~

B MoIhn for New Trial

N

R31Ca)CZ)

M+15

I

Amendment of Recerd.
1
Pre-rubatis~ionto Caun of Ap.
R5SCa) (bl
&Rer submion R55@ (e)

P Prrseatmcnt of Motion for NCW
Trial-General Nh. B31(c);
Within trial n S dirfetion
mi(@
G Maim for N m Tdd
OuermIM a6 Maner of I a w
~ l ( e ) ( l la d O

H Notice of AppalKim MNT AIM R41(b)(l)
If MNT filed R41(8)(1)
Exteogio~to fde NlA
I

U Motion for Rehear. Ovemkd

V

hfaiun fur Free SLllcmml of
h e 6 nnJ Affihil R53(i)

AwUmt's Pelitten Po5 Dim+
tionary Review-Gled in CIA,
if no Mo. Rebear. lilcd RZ02(8)
if M o Rehear. fiTM RZOZ(b)

I

S+%
U+30

W Older Granting PDR

x

Appellants Brief RZO3(a)

Y

State$

Bdef RW3@

AA AppSanls Request for
QdArgument R220

W+$0
X+30

Z+M

BB Oral Argument
A~HX

M hiaipn for Rehearing R2#)
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CC+15

(

I

ner v S, 68144,626.

(a) A person commits an o
and the false statement:

New Format!
These Exceptional Research Tools
Are Used by Defense Attorneys, Prosecutors and Judges Throughout Texas.
1986 Editions Include All Amendments Passed
at the Last Regular Session of the Texas Legislature.
TEXAS PENAL CODE HANDBOOK

TEXAS DRUGS & DWI HANDBOOK

This volume, now in its sixth year, is
THE ONE VOLUME ANNOTATED
PENAL CODE. With full text and complete
Annotations on the 1974 Penal Code, it has
been praised by many lawyers as an
exceptional research tool and a real
bargain.

With full text of the Controlled Substances
Act, Dangerous Drugs Act, and DWI
offenses, and complete annotations
beginning with 500 S.W.2d, now in its
fourth year. One defense lawyer wrote,
"Your books are the best I have seen in
20 years of practicing criminal law."

-

FINDING THE LAW IS QUICK AND EASY This year 's new format was developed to make the user's job
easy. Every statute appears in boldface type to set it ofif from the case notes. Margin markers and arrange?nt at pretrial, during trial and on appeal.
ment of the case notes make research more effici~
COMPAC7: These Handbooks are designed to be carried with you to trial. With no sacrifice of completeness, all the information covered by each Handbook is in one compact volume. The Penal Code Handbook
is THE one-volume annotated Penal Code, and for finding current case law it compares favorably with the
more expensive multi-volume hardbound editions of the Code.
THEAUTHOR. Lang Baker worked for Judge Wendell Odom of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals for over
a decade, and has seen first hand the need for books like these. He has spent much time making the Texas
Handbook Series as useful as possible and is preparing another handbook covering Texas Criminal Procedure.

ORDER FORM
Name

Amount

Quantify
1986 TEXAS PENAL CODE HANDBOOK @ $40.00

hddress

1986 TEXAS DRUGS & OW1 HANDBOOK @ $25.00
Postage and Handling $2.00 per book
Subtotal

-

City, State, Zip
Send completed order tor

Freelance Enterprises, Inc.
7215 Creekside Drive

Sales tax: Tewas residents add 5.125%
Austin Tmnsit Metro District residents add 6.125%
TOTAL ENCLOSED

NITKs 1987 Program Schedule
Trial Advocacy Programs
Gulf Coast Regional Loyola Law
School, New Orleans, Louisiana. Further
information: Pamela Jackson, Loyola Law
School, Box 905, 7214 St. Charles
Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70118, (504)
861-5560. Program dates: January 2-12,
1987.
Midwest Regional Northwestern
University, School of Law, Chicago, Illinois. Further information: Thomas Geraghty, Northwestern University, School of
Law, 357 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60611, (312) 908-8932. Programdates:
January 4-10 and March 22-28, 1987
(complete program is held in two sessions).
Mid Atlantic Regional University of
Pennsylvania Law School, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Further information: Anthony Bocchino and Joan Saltzman, Tenth
Floor, 121 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107, (215) 9880931. Program
dates: March 7-13 and June 6-12, 1987
(complete pmgram is held in two sessions).
Pacific Regional Califon~iaWestein
School of Law, San Diego, California.
Further information: Leslie A. Coughlan,
Suite 300,9404 Genesee Avenue, Lalolla,
CA 92037, (619) 457-1100. Program
dates: April 29-May 10, 1987.
Southeast Regional University of North
Carolina, School of Law, Chapel Hill, NC.
Further information: Joseph J. Kalo,
University of North Carolina, School of
Law, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, (919)
962-8518. Program dates: May 7-17,
1987.
Mid America Regional Umversity of
Kansas, School of Law, Lawrence, Kansas. Further information: Laurence M.
Rose, University of Kansas, School of
Law, Lawrence, KS 66045, (913)
864-4010. Program dates: May 21-31,
1987.
Western Regional Universityof California, School of Law, Berkeley, Cal$omia.
Further information: NITA Admissions
Director, 1507 Energy Park Drive, St.
Paul, MN 55108, (800) 225-6482/(612)
644-0323. Program dates: May 27-June 7,
1987.
Southern Regional Sortthem Methodist
University, School oflaw, Dullus, Texas.
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Further information: Frederick C. Moss,
SouthernMethodist University, School of
Law, Dallas, TX 75275, (214) 692-2742.
Program dates: June 10-20, 1987.
Northwest Regional Universify of
Washington, School of Law, Seattle,
Washington. Further information: Kate M.
Reiss, 650 Colman Building, 811 First
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104, (206)
624-7364. Program dates: June 18-28,
1987.
National Session University of Colorado, School of l a w , Boulder, Colorado.
Further information: NITA Admissions
Director, 1507 Energy Park Drive, St.
Paul, MN 55108, (800) 225-6482/(612)
644-0323. Programdates: July 5-24,1987.
Northeast Regional Hofstra University, School of Law, Hempstead, New
York Further information: David Diamond and Lawrence Kessler, Hofstra
University, School of Law, Hempstead,
NY 11550, (516) 560-5894. Program
dates: August 6-16, 1987.

Advanced Trial Advocacy
Programs
Advanced Trial Advocacy Program
Universify of California, School of Law,
Berkeley, California. Further information:
NITA Admissions Director, 1507 Energy
Park Drive, St. Paul, MN 55108, (800)
225-6482/(612) 644-0323. Program dates:
January 4-9, 1987.
Advanced Trial Advocacy Program
University of Florida, College of l a w ,
Gainesville, Florida. Further information:
Gerald Bennett, Holland Law Center,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
32611, (904) 392-0412. Program dates:
March 1-6, 1987.
Advanced Trial Advocacy Program
University of Colorado, School of l a w ,
Boulder, Colorado. Further information:
NITA Admissions Director, 1507Energy
Park Drive, St. Paul, MN 55108, (800)
225-6482/(612) 644-0323. Pmgram dates:
June 28-July 3, 1987.
Advanced Trial Advocacy Program
University of Houston Law Center,
Houston, Texas. Further information:
NITA Admissions Director, 1507 Energy
Park Drive, St. Paul, MN 55108, (800)

225-6482/(612) 644-0323. Program dates:
May 17-22, 1987.

Teacher Training Sessions
Advocacy Teachers Trainkg Session
Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetfs. Further information: NITA
Admissions Director, 1507 Energy Park
Drive, St. Paul, MN 55108, (800)
225-6482/(612) 644-0323. Program dates:
April 10-12, 1987.

Special SkiUs Training Programs
Negotiation-A Systematic Approach
North~vesternUniversity, School of Law,
Chicago, Illinois. Further information:
Thomas Geraghty, Northwestern University, School of Law, 357 East Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611, (312)
908-8932. Program dates: May 21-23,
1987.

NITA ProgramslGeneral
Information
NITA programs are designed with the
following focuses and experience levels:
Attorneys with less than five years of
trial experience. (Regional Programs and
the National Session)
Attorneys with more than five years
of trial experience. (Advanced Trial Advocacy Prognuns)
0 Special Skills Training. (NegotiationA Systematic Approach Programs)
Teaching advocacy skills using the
NITA method. (Advocacy Teachers Training Sessions)
Whatever your level of experience, time
restrictions or location preference; NITA
has a program specifically for you.
Enrollment is limited and preference is
given to early applicants.
A limited number of scholarships are
available and are awarded on the basis of
need.
Schedule Effective as of: October 31,
1986.
For information and applications call:
(800) 225-6482. In MN & AK: (612)
644-0323.
National Institute for Trial Advocacy
1507 Energy Park Drive
St. Paul, MN 55108

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
invites you to

Lake Tahoe
February 16-20. 1987
Annual Spring Trip and Seminar

mfp1NCLUbESi
P

.

Tofd Land cost $28.00 per person
h a ni& acmmmdatiMts crt the deluxe
All baggage handling (including skis)
All taxes and iius on included feuhues

'PRIP PRICE%
The prices listed are available for TCDLA membm and
Merndti and arc*"wrr m"
An trb aim include
hote1accommodc;tf~as fmdfaat@d, hansf&via c h n r e d
motormuohm b w w n uimort and hotel,all ta*cts mn the

&m@mb
fw new~ltrnw
and se&wmfurnished
in connection M h the tour me, made by JoumayHm&eTravel
B&. Terns and.TMtk. wha. Wt b mmo&ble
to the four member by snpplyb!g the services and wcom
16o~om
&@redtet tour membew ss riet f d h in the tour
brochum, except to %he
extent such senticesand~(cca%dbiod
a cannot
~ be~supplied dqe to delays and other causes
beyond fbecontmL @Elm.
1HTwlll use& b& &fixisto supply m W e F a K v c q and a c c o ~ d @ o n sIn
. the s v a t
far any r s m , incldng insufkbt
o f ~ ~ e l l a l l bpIHT,
on
pyrrticlEjdtlm, IET liQbility shatib~li~edtorefundof
d l pw&&ts made by taw pat%Sits. Tmr mendm waives m y
claim agcdnst JHTan&v TDXA For omy damage to or loss
of pmpertpPor injury to. or death of pemns du.e to uny w+
ornwgligence of any bus. train, Shop, hot64 or
pemw
rendemy d the s w c e s d dceommodskionsindudwd
in tb a m n d poaion o f t h itlnesarylnesary
~
JHTehallnd be mpcmable ear any &lays, subsiib0s any a& w t m d & w ~ wwerby the Carrie% their agentrs, s&vafi7sffd employem
andthe t o u r m e m b w h e r e r & ~ c x ~ y d a i m g r M n g ~ e ~ ~ from, The airlinesconmraed am not to be heldr*~iponSit,le
act O m W n or m t duringthetime pummge~~are
fornot aboard their akcraft. The tickets and e o u p o ~in
, use by
their uftltne when iswed &all esnstitute +besole mntrae
.
between drNnes and tout member and/or p u r e h ~ aAll
tours &ownherein mm be soId in w&anction wifb theservOffhig ~ O U Pis kwd upan
ices of my ATG airline. The
tapif& and rabs of exehangein &ect Jylyl,lgSf6.a
txiis&ject to adjwtment in the evehf bf airy @haagetherein.

me

For any infamatlon,pleuse contact lourney Homo on one of
our toll-imc WATS lines betwcon 8JO om. and 6:00p.m. Con-

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
600 West 1 3 t h Street
Austin, TX 78701
(RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED)

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHP APPLICATION
(T'lease print or type)

iI
I

. . .in

NEW MEhlBER APPLICATION
RENEWAL APPLICATION
NAME

I
I
I'
I

(To appear in Membership Directory)

t h i s state a l r e a d y belong to the Texas C r i m i n a l Defense
Lawyers A s s o c i a t i o n . We b e l i e v e we have now the best C r i m i n a l Defense Bar i n the United States. We m a i n t a i n that level
of excellence by c o n t i n u o u s l y seeking out new minds, new
energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal and personal
philosophies are compatible with our purposesand objectives:

I
I

MAILING ADDRESS
CITY

Some of the best legal minds

S T A T E ZIP

BUSINESS TELEPHONE (-1
TELECOMMUNICATIONSACCESSIBILITY:
Y E S N O TELECOMMUNICATIONSPROTOCOL-N/ABAR CARD NUMBER
NAME
(As

recorded on State Bar Card)

0

I
I
I
I
I

TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
(Mr.) ( M r s . ) ( M s . )
BAR DATE: Month

Ycar

!

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Current)
Local

I

!
I
I

County

I
I
I
I
I
I

State
National
AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN CRIMINAL
LAW (Certification not ~equired)

:
I

I
I

I

I
I

CERTIFIED CRIMINAL SPECIALIST:
YESNORESIDENCE TELEPHONE (-)

I

!
I

Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any
bar assaciation,or are you thesubject of disciplinary
action now pending?
Date

:
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

(Signature of Applicant)

!
ENDORSEMENT
I, a member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to he a
person of professional competcncy, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.

I
I
I

Date

I
I
I

(Signature of Member)

:
I
I

!
I

!

(Print or Type Member's

0

I

Name)

Moil lo:

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13Lh Street
Auslin, Texas 7870 1
(512)478-2514

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:
I
I
I
I
I

0

T o provide a n appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged i n t h e defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure b y rule o f law those individual rightsguaranteed b y t h e Texas and Federal Constitutions i n criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation o r rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities t o improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged i n the defense o f criminal cases.
To improve the judicial system and t o urge t h e selectionandappointment t o t h e bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and t o seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities f o r those convicted o f crimes.
To promote constant improvement i n t h e administration o f criminal
justice.
ADVANTAGES F O R REGULAR MEMBERS
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals t o and from criminal defense lawyers in over 100 Texas cities.
Outstanding Educational Programs-featuring recogn~zedexperts o n
practical aspects of defense cases. TCDLA and t h e State Barannually
present many seminars and courses in all parts of the state.
Publications, including the monthly VOICE for t11eDefensewlth its
"Sienificant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by t h e
court of criminal appc3ls and fcderal courts.
Atlorncv (;encral's Cri:ne I'rcvention Newsletter. Sumrn;~riesoflatcsl
court of criminal appeals cases available t o private practitioners only
through TCDLA's group subscription, included i n dues.
Organizational Voice through which criminal defense lawyers can
formulate and express their position on legislation, court reform,
important defense cases through amicus curiae activity.
Discounts and Free Offerinrs
- for publications o f interest t o criminal
defense lawyers.
Research service available i t a reasonable hourly rate; messenger
service in Capitol area.

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective: January 1,1982
Voluntary Sustaining dues IVSI . . . . . . . .$300.00
Sustaining dues ISUS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
Dues for members in the firm of
a sustaining member EMF) . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
Members admitted to practice: IMEMI
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.00
2 . 5 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00
5 0 r more years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.00
Affiliate: Persons in careers which contribute to
defense of criminal carer, e.g., law professors, are
elibible for affiliate membership upon approval of
the application and receipt of the annual dues.
Affiliatedues lAFF1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.00
Srudentsr Thore regularly enrolled in a law school
in Texas are elibible for rtudent membership.
Student dues ISDM1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.00

TEXAS
CRIMINAL
LAWYERS
ASSOQAm

